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The EAPRO LESC Initiative was a component of UNICEF’s Learning for Peace, Peacebuilding, Education 
and Advocacy (PBEA) Programme, a four-year global initiative (2012–2015/16), funded by the Government 
of the Netherlands and designed to strengthen resilience, social cohesion and human security, to 
encourage practical interventions to alleviate conflict and advance peace through the education sector, 
as well as to support research into conflict analysis and information about education and peacebuilding. 
The overall vision of PBEA is to strengthen policy and resilience in society, to foster social cohesion and 
human security in countries at risk of conflict, experiencing conflict or recovering from conflict. 

The research and activities of the LESC Initiative, designed and implemented by Prof. Joseph Lo Bianco, 
of the University of Melbourne with the support of the Myanmar Country Office of UNICEF and three 
country-wide partners, the Pyoe Pin programme of the British Council, the Nyein (Shalom) Foundation 
and the Thabyay Education Foundation, alongside a large number of local education, civil society and 
culture and language associations across states and districts, examined the role of language policy and 
planning in education reform and peacebuilding. The key approach was participatory action research, a 
method of working which makes use of deliberative processes to foster a culture of dialogue to help 
solve problems in education. 

At the heart of Myanmar society is a very complex sociolinguistic profile, comprising more than 
approximately 135 spoken languages (Bradley 2015), along with sign languages, dialects and foreign 
languages (Bradley 1997; Lewis, Simons, and Fennig 2013). The nature of cross-language bilingualism/
multilingualism, and knowledge of foreign languages, knowledge of and use of ‘proximal’ languages 
(Chinese and Indian languages), are distributed in a highly variable pattern following the urban/rural 
divide and shaped by education levels, occupation and mobility. As part of a general national reform 
agenda whose principal aim is to raise economic and social development, Myanmar has embarked on a 
Comprehensive Education Sector Review (CESR) to transform its education system. 

An overarching objective of the LESC Initiative has been to foster a coordinated and comprehensive, 
evidence-based approach to tackling problems in languages education, some of which have been 
controversial for decades. This has involved early childhood education, primary schooling and post-
primary education, all cognisant of the sociolinguistic and ethnic diversity of Myanmar’s population and 
its diverse ethno-linguistic groupings. The LESC activities have utilized concrete methods of language 
planning to support multilingual education in ethnic minority languages, in Myanmar (also known as 
Burmese) and in strategic foreign languages. 

The findings and proposals arising from the LESC Initiative in Myanmar have been informed by rich, 
participatory research and fieldwork activities. These include a large number of bilateral meetings and 

1
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focus groups, interviews, consultations and Facilitated Dialogues with many hundreds of individuals 
belonging to over 150 organizations, institutions and governmental departments across the country (see 
Appendix 2 for a listing of many of the participating organizations). 

The above process represents a complex, multi-layered and long-term process of action-situated 
research, whose aim has not been restricted to generation of knowledge, but has extended to 
supporting local people and agencies in their reform agenda promoting peaceful coexistence after many 
decades of continual conflict. This has required engaging a range of mechanisms and concepts that 
more broadly inform and shape the research procedures being undertaken, for example, field testing 
the viability and feasibility of likely recommendations before proposing them. In conceptualizing this 
range of collaborative and participatory activities the chief researcher has drawn on a range of language 
planning and policy concepts, itemized below and discussed throughout this report: 

i. Language status planning (supporting local actors)
ii. Identifying language problems and seeking solutions (in research or dialogue)
iii. Training in language planning
iv. Public education on contentious issues
v. Mitigating conflict (through Facilitated Dialogues and mediation)
vi. Writing guidelines and developing theory and understanding
vii. Document analysis

This report provides an overview of the LESC Initiative in Myanmar, with a special focus on Mon state. 
An extended discussion and analysis of the overall work of the LESC Initiative in Malaysia, Myanmar and 
Thailand is available in a separate publication: Lo Bianco (2015) Synthesis Report Language, Education and 
Social Cohesion (LESC) Initiative in Malaysia Myanmar and Thailand, UNICEF, EAPRO, Bangkok, Thailand.

1.1  LESC activities: Facilitated Dialogues

The essential aim of ‘Facilitated’ Dialogues is to support groups debating, or contesting social issues to 
canvas policy alternatives, especially when these are the cause of conflict, tension or policy paralysis. 
Facilitated Dialogues have been developed in accordance with approaches to decision-making that are 
influenced by ‘deliberative democracy’, which stresses the process of decision-making as much as the 
final result. These are part of a surge in thinking about the limits of policymaking as it has been practiced 
for many years in which policy is left exclusively to public officials or technical experts without involvement 
from key community stakeholders. Four Facilitated Dialogues were conducted for the Myanmar LESC 
Initiative, in Mae Sot (Thailand), Mawlamyine (two Facilitated Dialogues), and Naypyidaw. These dialogues 
were designed and facilitated by Prof. Lo Bianco and have led to a major extension of the LESC Initiative in 
Myanmar, when from late 2014 the UNICEF Myanmar office commissioned him to lead the preparation of a 
‘peace promoting national language policy’. 

1.1.1 Language Policy Forum, Eastern Burma Community Schools. Mae Sot, Thailand, 12–14 
February 2014

The Mae Sot Facilitated Dialogue was attended by 68 representatives from 22 organizations representing 
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12 different ethnic groups. The participants explored a range of fundamental challenges, including what 
communities envisioned for the educational and economic future for their children, their languages and 
their culture, and their participation in Myanmar society. The Dialogue was conducted in six languages 
and was highly innovative in its methods and successful in its outcomes (Michaels 2014).

Many significant achievements emerged from the Mae Sot Facilitated Dialogue, beginning with the 
issuing of A Declaration of Ethnic Language and Education, drafted during the gathering, accompanied 
by a press release issued shortly after the meeting, declaring the launch of a new organization, the 
Myanmar/Burma Indigenous Network for Education (MINE). The press release introduced MINE as an 
advocacy and action group for indigenous communities, and described its mission and petitions on behalf 
of Myanmar’s many indigenous groups.

Some months later, building on the sense of agency fostered during the Dialogue and the skills and 
knowledge of language planning and policy mechanisms they acquired, MINE members released a 
bilingual English/Myanmar document, Ethnic Languages and Education Declaration, on 15 June 2014. 
The document “describes the current situation of schooling for Indigenous children and youth in remote, 
ethnic nationality areas of Myanmar/Burma and then sets out a framework of recommended actions to 
be taken” (Appendix 5, p. 2).

A long-term working plan based on ongoing language planning and policy work and regular meetings 
was also developed and released, focusing on advocacy for mother tongue education; multilingual 
education; decentralization of educational decisions; intercultural education; policy decision-making and 
participation; and all inclusive education. 

1.1.2 Language, Education and Social Cohesion Facilitated Dialogue. Mawlamyine, Mon State, 
Myanmar, 27–28 May 2014 (36 participants)

The Facilitated Dialogues conducted in May and November in Mawlamyine, Mon State, focused on the 
specific sociolinguistic and education challenges of the state. The main and important outcome was a 
widespread agreement that a specific state language planning and policy process would be beneficial 
for the four main ethno-linguistic populations of Mon State (Mon, Pa’oh, Karen and Burmese speakers 
and learners). The unique grouping of languages, the specific educational setting with its mix of school 
systems and monastic education provision, and the relatively compact dimensions of the State suggested 
that this could become a model of participation based ‘bottom up’ language policymaking. Some difficult 
issues needed to be resolved in the Dialogues and so two teams of local writers, policy and technical 
in nature, were formed. These met on a regular basis to develop the outline and priorities of the policy. 

Both Mawlamyine Dialogues had the intention of exploring alternatives to the mandated use of Myanmar 
as exclusive medium of instruction in state schools. Participants in the Dialogues and the writing teams 
were drawn from a wide range of interested organizations, including government officials, researchers 
and academics, Civil Society Organizations (CSOs), representatives from minority language and culture 
groups, women’s organizations, community development and non-formal education structures as well 
as ministerial participation from the state parliament. An outstanding achievement resulting from the 
Facilitated Dialogues and extensive commitment and work of those involved was a fully developed 
consensus, despite considerable initial misgivings among some, and commitment towards the 
adoption of a comprehensive multilingual language policy for the State. Participants shaped the future 
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development of the policy by writing a ‘Mon State language policy preamble’, developed initially at the 
May 2014 Dialogue and elaborated upon during the second, more technical Dialogue and extended by 
the writing teams.

1.1.3 Language, Education and Social Cohesion Facilitated Dialogue. Naypyidaw, Myanmar, 
29–30 July 2014 (26 participants)

The key objectives of the Naypyidaw Facilitated Dialogue were to provide a national perspective to 
discussions of language policy emanating from local levels as in the Mon State Dialogues discussed 
above. The July Dialogue comprised 26 representatives from a wide range of organizations and included 
senior government officials from Planning and Training, Education, and Social Welfare departments; 
language committees, and parliament; researchers and academics; CSOs, including language and 
literacy groups, ethnic organizations and educational committees, as well as representatives from Non-
Governmental Organizations (NGOs). The facilitator provided research evidence on language learning 
and education from different parts of the world and models of provision for complex multilingual 
sociologies similar to the Myanmar setting. From these perspectives, inputs and recommendations 
from participants discussion focused on questions of social cohesion; skills and competitive exams in 
modern education; employment issues and external trade as linked to language policy; service delivery 
in health and legal domains; and issues of international connections and relations concerning language 
needs. These discussions formed the basis for the facilitator to propose a series of ‘principles’ to guide 
language policy writing across Myanmar. 

A significant outcome from the Naypyidaw Facilitated Dialogue was the persuasion of public officials that 
a comprehensive multilingual language policy could be prepared in a collaborative way, with significant 
national benefits in the education of minority children, improved social cohesion and greater impact on 
peacebuilding through relationships between all sectors of society. Significant work was undertaken to 
achieve the drafting of a set of policy principles and a preamble for a Union-wide language policy. 

1.2  Processes for alleviating tension and conflict

Although language status and language education can often be a cause of tension and a threat to 
social cohesion, one of the major outcomes of the LESC Initiative has been to highlight how language 
questions are also a doorway to the resolution of social conflict, even when such conflict is not directly 
associated with questions of language. In effect, language is more amenable to resolution than other 
causes of tension such as religion, ethnicity and socio-economic disparities. Language-based tensions 
are more amenable to dialogue-based resolution when this is supported through local and relevant 
international research and exploration of practical school models of Multilingual Education (MLE) (For a 
wider discussion of the link between language and conflict see Lo Bianco 2015, Synthesis Report on the 
LESC Initiative in Malaysia, Myanmar and Thailand). 

The process for alleviating misunderstanding, frustration and anger which often arises in contest over limited 
resources in education and language settings can be alleviated by exploring viable and transferable models 
of practice from other settings, and though local innovation. Significant progress was made across State-
level, as well as Union-wide contexts in Myanmar, confirmed by the extension of the initial LESC Initiative, 
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the large number of participants engaged in exploring alternative courses of action, the collaborative nature 
of these discussions, and the extremely positive evaluations given by participants of the outcomes of the 
Dialogues. All this confirms that language problems and conflicts can be relieved through focused and 
well-prepared interventions, particularly when framed in the general interest of enhancing social cohesion, 
resilience and fostering national unity. The Facilitated Dialogues and other activities undertaken in Myanmar 
have shown an extremely high level of success in addressing these by a method of examining realistically 
achievable objectives against policy declarations and education documents and by exploring areas through 
which language issues and tensions can be accommodated and facilitated. 

1.3  Outcomes

There is considerable evidence from the LESC research that supports the notion that language status 
and language education contribute to tension and sometimes conflict, at both a societal and educational 
level (Lo Bianco 2015). The LESC Initiative has shown that language policy processes can play a vital 
role in generating understanding of the perspective and position of one group of stakeholders for the 
views of others, and even as far as full consensus, trust, and collaborative approaches to decision-
making and enactment, which can lead to greater educational outcomes for children and improve social 
cohesion. The content and process of language problem alleviation, however, is dependent on focused 
and well-prepared interventions and research-based guidance, negotiated through guided discussions 
and collaborative processes of decision-making. In particular, the organization of the forum of safe, but 
guided discussion through the Facilitated Dialogues:

•	 allowed	for	constructive	and	positive	relationships	to	be	formed	between	many	stakeholders	(several	
of these have linked senior policy officials to indigenous community representatives for the first time);

•	 established	a	dialogue	space	where	MLE	was	discussed	(these	discussions	were	framed	as	problem-
solving through evidence and comparison of available models to support local innovation);

•	 created	a	sense	of	ownership	and	agency	around	 languages	and	education	 (this	 is	clear	 from	the	
enthusiasm of participants to continue discussion, their active engagement with follow-up activities, 
their flow on discussions within their own communities; their contribution of new ideas and their 
evaluations and rankings of the various activities in confidential evaluation processes);

•	 stimulated	a	demand	for	policy	development	on	the	part	of	government	(this	has	led	to	the	shared	
convening of an international conference on language policy and peacebuilding in Mandalay, February 
2016); and

•	 moved	past	acrimonious	debates	beyond	past	entrenched	positions	and	towards	constructive	and	
deliberated common ground around education law reform and multilingual provision in education.

1.4  Recommendations

The most important outcomes emerging form the LESC Initiative are for the preparation of a peacebuilding 
and social cohesion promoting national language policy for Myanmar and for the holding of an international 
conference on language policy in multilingual and multicultural settings in Mandalay in February 2016. 
The first of these outcomes can now build on a set of shared, agreed and endorsed principles known 
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as the Naypyidaw (NPT) principles (see 6.3.1) which are the basis for the preparation of both state level 
and national language policy, while the conference has seen extensive collaboration across Myanmar 
society, from official to local levels, and across all ethnic groups, to jointly plan a new set of language 
understandings for the country and new policy settings for their cultivation and management.

Building on the initial inputs of the LESC Initiative the main outcomes of these new initiatives should 
include: 

•	 The	development	of	Union	level	language	policy
•	 The	 development	 of	 several	 state	 level	 language	 policies	 coordinated	with	 the	Union	 level	 policy	

through the NPT principles (see 6.3.1)
•	 The	development	of	model	policies	for	other	states	and	districts	of	the	country	based	on	the	above
•	 Integrated	 implementation	 plans	 at	 state	 and	 Union	 levels,	 responding	 to	 a	 series	 of	 identified	

language and communication challenges
•	 A	suite	of	integrated	policy	documents,	envisaged	to	consist	of	two	volumes	
•	 Documented	outcomes	from	the	conference,	and
•	 Other	publications	and	information	provision,	including	research	reports,	language	maps,	and	other	

material as required. 

1.5  Further developments

The proposal to extend the original LESC Initiative, based on the recognized success of the initial LESC 
project in Myanmar, was submitted to UNICEF in late 2014 and accepted in early 2015. A key objective 
of the LESC extension is the preparation of a peacebuilding and social cohesion promoting national 
language policy for Myanmar, which itself will consist of three key components: 

1. Development of the language policy principles (NPT principles, see 6.3.1) through consultation with 
the relevant working groups and the incorporation of feedback and questionnaire feedback and the 
adaptation of these at state and locality levels.

2. Dialogues and consultations – this component of the project will involve carrying out 

a. Facilitated Dialogues in a number of states
b. Union-wide Facilitated Dialogues; the first to seek feedback and discussion of draft principles for 

language policy and their endorsement and a second dialogue to discuss, modify and endorse 
the final policy draft

c. Field trips at the state level for policy input negotiations
d. Consultations in relation to a special needs component to the language policy.

3. The commissioning of four specialist inputs to inform the above steps through detailed papers 
written by experts on a sociolinguistic map of the languages of Myanmar, English and its role in 
Myanmar society, special needs and inclusive education provision, as well as a case study and photo 
essay of MLE practices in Myanmar. 
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The Peace, Peacebuilding, Education and Advocacy (PBEA) Programme is a four-year global initiative 
(2012–2015/16) funded by the Government of the Netherlands and designed to strengthen resilience, 
social cohesion and human security, to encourage practical interventions to alleviate conflict and advance 
peace through the education sector, as well as to support research into conflict analysis and information 
about education and peacebuilding. The overall vision of PBEA is to strengthen policy and resilience in 
society, to foster social cohesion and human security in countries at risk of conflict, experiencing conflict 
or recovering from conflict. 

The focus of PBEA is twofold: first to encourage practical intervention (tools and methods) to alleviate 
conflict, and second, to support research into conflict analysis (increasing understanding of the ways 
in which education can hinder or support social cohesion). The overall vision is to strengthen policy 
and resilience in society, to foster social cohesion and human security in countries at risk of conflict, 
experiencing conflict or recovering from conflict. The strategic result and primary objective is to improve 
the lives of children in conflict-affected contexts.

An overarching commonality for the LESC Initiatives is research exploring policy and planning, current 
practices and prevailing attitudes and values related to language throughout education systems. The aim 
of this research is to understand language issue and problems in their context in civil society, public policy 
and the labour market so far as these condition and shape language and ethnicity issues and to develop 
pragmatic intervention tools to alleviate conflict, introduce more effective and widely supported policies 
and thereby improve the lives of children and communities.

In 2012, UNICEF East Asia and the Pacific Regional Office (EAPRO) commissioned a desk review of 
existing documents on the relations between ethnicity (especially ethnic minorities), education (policies 
and practices related to minorities and minority languages) and social cohesion/peacebuilding in three 
countries – namely Malaysia, Myanmar and Thailand. Specifically, the desk review explored work on MLE 
and mother tongue-based education; policies and practices relating to ethnicity and education; as well 
as views and opinions of key stakeholders at national and local levels (see Lo Bianco 2015 for a detailed 
description of this activity). 

2
The UNICEF Peacebuilding, 
Education and Advocacy (PBEA) 
Programme and the LESC Initiative
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Building on this initial work, the LESC Initiative has involved an in-depth study of how language policies and 
practices in education can promote social cohesion in Malaysia, Myanmar and Thailand. A key assumption 
of all this work has been the imperative to make language policies responsive to local contexts and 
purposes, with the aim of improving the lives of children and the wider community, to foster social 
cohesion and harmony in place of tension, and to improve national communication. These goals are also 
linked to national economies, since literacy, education and language capabilities support innovation in 
technology, economic productivity and competitiveness. To this end, in conjunction with UNICEF country 
offices and relevant governmental agencies, context-specific aims were identified in each country.

Facilitated Dialogue, Mawlamyine, May 2014 
Credit: J. Lo Bianco 
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In highly multilingual and multiethnic Myanmar, 
language status and language education are 
often a cause, but also a consequence of 
tension. The sociolinguistic profile of Myanmar 
is very complex. The nation is divided into 
seven states and seven regions. Chin, Kachin, 
Kayah, Kayin, Mon, Rakhine and Shan states 
are all largely populated by their corresponding 
ethnic identities, although there is significant 
overlap between the states. By contrast, 
the regions – Ayeyarwady, Bago, Magway, 
Mandalay, Sagaing, Tanintharyi and Yangon 
– are populated predominantly by ethnic 
Burmese. The major ethnicities in Myanmar 
are Burman (68%), Shan (9%), Karen (7%), 
Rakhine (4%), Chinese (3%), Indian (2%) and 
Mon (2%). Based on a ruling by the State Law 
and Order Restoration Council (SLORC) in 
1988, there are 135 official ‘national races’ in 
Myanmar. 

The correspondence between the 135 
ethno-linguistic groups, the official ‘national 
races’ of Myanmar, and its languages is very 
complex. As part of the process to support 
a peace promoting and social cohesion 
enhancing language policy detailed research 
examination of this connection is being 
assembled. At present it can be stated that 
there are some 135 languages, but by some 
estimates 116 languages. 

Around 78 per cent of people speak Tibeto-
Burman languages, 10 per cent speak Tai-

3
Language and conflict

Map of Administrative Regions, Myanmar
Source: Aotearoa. Licensed under the Creative Commons 
Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 Unreported license.
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Kadai languages and 7 per cent speak Mon-Khmer languages. There are seven main ‘ethnic’ language 
clusters in Myanmar. These include Chin, Kachin, Kayah (Karenni), Kayin (Karen), Mon, Rakhine and 
Shan, spoken by a combined number in excess of 23 million people. These ethno-linguistic groups are 
predominantly based in, but not limited to, their correspondingly named State administrations. Other 
important immigrant languages in Myanmar, many of which are the languages of descendants of colonial 
administrators, include Chinese, Malay, Bengali and Sylheti, Hindu/Urdu, Tamil, Bisu, Eastern Tamang, 
and Iu Mien (Bradley 2015; Lewis, Simons, and Fennig 2013; Watkins 2007). 

Another group of about 11 languages can be identified with speaker populations exceeding 100,000 each. 
Within this great diversity exist a large number of nested dialects and many highly variable multi-literate 
realities, including many languages lacking orthographic standardization. The nature of cross-language 
bilingualism/multilingualism, knowledge of foreign languages, and knowledge of and use of ‘proximal’ 
languages (Chinese and Indian languages) are distributed in a highly variable pattern of such as the urban/
rural divide, as well as being shaped by differing education levels, occupation and mobility (Bradley 1997; 
2015; Lewis, Simons, and Fennig 2013). 

The national language, Myanmar, is represented across the national territory, claiming 32 million speakers 
but with highly variable rates of knowledge of its standard forms and literacy. The Burmese script is 
used to write Myanmar language, Karen languages and Mon, which is a member of the Mon-Khmer 
group of Austroasiatic languages spoken in Myanmar and Thailand (Lewis, Simons, and Fennig 2013). 
Myanmar is the sole language of government administration and the mass media and overwhelmingly 
the language of instruction for education. However, exceptions do exist for medium of instruction for 
schooling including the use of English and Chinese in private schools and the use of mother tongues in 
certain local contexts. The Myanmar Language Commission, a department of the Ministry of Education, 
is responsible for the development of Myanmar. Broadly speaking, a distinction can be made between 
the ethnic Burmese situated in the central areas of Myanmar who are predominantly monolingual, and 
the multilingual and ethnically diverse peoples in the border areas, many of whom also know Burmese/
Myanmar language (Bradley 2015). 

There are two important tensions which characterize the sociolinguistic profile in Myanmar. The first 
is the drive to establish and maintain a Burman nationalist identity liberated from all colonial ties and 
foreign interest. The second tension derives from the position of the plethora of minority languages 
in relation to the notion of a singular Myanmar nation and the majority Burman ethnic group who 
comprise around 68 per cent of the population (Watkins 2007). Language and ethnicity have been 
central to violent civil conflicts in Myanmar’s recent history. Such conflicts have often arisen in response 
to attempted creation of a singular Myanmar identity by centralized military governments. Ambiguity 
towards the notion of a singular Myanmar identity can be explained, in part, by the boundaries of 
the countries of the region only being fixed during the British colonial period. Many of the ethnic and 
linguistic groups exist inside and outside the country, divided by the artificial imposition of national 
boundaries (Watkins 2007).

Many decades of civil war and open conflict have been linked to demands by what are called ‘national 
races’, the main indigenous/ethnic populations seeking various measures of autonomous governance, 
with grievances linked to language and culture (Ganesan and Hlaing 2007). Denial of language and ethnic 
rights by successive military governments has resulted in intergenerational educational and economic 
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inequalities and disadvantage for many of Myanmar’s minorities (Callahan 2003; Lall, and South 2014). 
Aye and Sercombe (2014) identify an overarching national policy of ‘Myanmarization’, or the enforcement 
of a single national identity, of the large and geographically distinct main ethnic clusters. This has been 
reinforced through constitutional measures, but recent developments have achieved some recognition 
of a pluralist vision of the nation, and recognition of sub-national languages, a process in which the LESC 
Initiative has played a significant role.

3.1  Language rights

Although English became the official language of Myanmar during British rule, indigenous groups were 
all allowed to speak and learn their languages. During this time, writing systems for many languages 
such as Chin, Kachin and Lahu were developed by missionaries. The first constitution of the Union of 
Burma (1947) guaranteed that all citizens could practise their own cultures and religions. Public schools 
taught in some of the major ethnic languages such as Chin, Karen, Kayah, Mon and Shan, but some 
Buddhist monasteries and Christian churches taught in some of the smaller ethnic languages (Hlaing 
2007). 

In 1962, Burmese became the only language of instruction for university and pre-university classes 
(except for English language classes). However, there was some allowance for the teaching of minority 
languages at the early primary level, with the Ministry of Education publishing textbooks in a small range 
of minority languages up until the early 1980s. While the government was not against ethnic minorities 
possessing multiethnic identities, they were opposed to activities that impacted negatively on the 
national unity they were striving to create. As a result, by the 1980s many schools had stopped teaching 
in minority languages, owing in part to the complexities surrounding language, identity, compliance, a 
lack of education finances and an inability to staff the programmes. In some instances though, local 
officials were willing to continue to work for education in minority languages, along with some Christian 
schools and Buddhist monasteries. Some public schools in more remote areas continued to use the 
mother tongue as the language of instruction (Hlaing 2007). 

In areas of insurgency, called ‘liberated areas’ by insurgents, but ‘black areas’ by the Myanmar 
government, schools continued to teach in the minority languages. Myanmar has been taught as 
a second or foreign language, often presented and viewed with enmity (Hlaing 2007). However, 
language planning in highly multilingual contexts is complex and changes at a societal, as well as 
a governmental level, require the reinterpretation of language and identity in constantly evolving 
contexts. Hlaing (2007) notes that the National Council for the Union of Myanmar (NCUB), which 
consists of Burman, Kachin, Karen, Rakhine, Shan and other ethnic groups, currently use Myanmar as 
their language of communication. While there is a desire among these communities for English to be 
an official language as it is viewed as neutral, this option is severely limited by the lack of English skills 
and trained English teachers in Myanmar. 

Although there has not been a blanket prohibition of the teaching and promotion of minority languages in 
Myanmar, many ethnic groups are inhibited by the government’s lack of support for their languages and 
the decline of the education system, which has crippled mother tongue education across the country 
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(Hlaing 2007). A key objective of Myanmar’s ethnic minorities is a greater share of the revenue, as 
well as the government allowing mother tongue education and the integration of local languages into 
government communications, place names and official documents (Della-Giacoma and Horsey 2013). 
As discussed below in 3.3, the legal framework for minority languages has been tolerating but ethno-
linguistic conflict has persisted.

3.2  Multilingual Education (MLE)

Education is not only a fundamental human right, it is also hugely important in alleviating and preventing 
poverty, increasing health, political participation and social tolerance. Equitable universal education is thus 
a key goal of creating a fair, healthy and socially inclusive world. As the Education for All Global undertaking 
emphasizes, “education enables people to escape from the trap of chronic poverty and prevents the 
transmission of poverty between generations” (UNESCO 2014, p. 144). Moreover, there is a strong link 
between education and healthier populations due to a range of factors including the willingness to seek 
professional help in health issues, including vaccinations, and awareness of basic health standards in 
relation to the transmission of, and protection from diseases. Perhaps most importantly for Myanmar 
and the LESC Initiative, education has been shown to be instrumental in promoting tolerance and social 
cohesion (UNESCO 2014).

In multilingual societies, the question of language of instruction becomes all the more pertinent. In 
attempting to redress educational inequities, language issues are invariably raised, as language can 
function as a means of exclusion. Students whose home language is different from the language of 
instruction face a difficult challenge of partaking in schooling in their second language. Indeed, schooling 
in an unfamiliar language partially accounts for the “comparative lack of academic success of minoritised 
and indigenous children” (Ball 2011, p. 24). With regards to social cohesion, the exclusion of learners’ native 
tongues can also lead to feelings that their cultures, histories and customs are not valued in education 
environments. This creates a divide between minority and majority languages and the respective cultures 
that these languages both reflect and shape. 

From a practical side, teaching early learners in unfamiliar languages presents difficulties for teachers 
and other students. Significant time can be wasted trying to convey the most rudimentary literacy skills 
at the expense of children’s learning capacities. This can disadvantage the entire classroom, as the 
communication difficulties inhibit children learning in their second language (L2), and prevents adequate 
attention and development for children learning in their first language (L1) (MLE WG 2013). 

Large-scale research studies and case studies have shown that mother tongue learning programmes 
that support transitional approaches to national language acquisition can lead to significantly better 
educational outcomes for minority children (e.g., Chumbow 2013; Taylor and Coetzee 2013; SEAMEO 
and The World Bank 2009; UNESCO 2006, 2007, 2008). However, mother tongued-based education is not 
without significant challenges, as recognized throughout these reports, including political, pedagogical, 
resourcing and financial impediments. Movement towards a consensus around MLE is in and of itself 
a complex process in any nation, and is an issue that forms an important focus on the LESC work in 
Myanmar.
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3.3 Legal framework

Since independence in early 1948, every Constitution has recognized rights for national races, including 
the indigenous ethnic minority groups. In the 1948 Constitution, these rights included non-discrimination 
and the presence of local national ethnic group members in a national political Chamber of Nationalities 
with over half of the members representing five ethnic States, as well as others from ethnic groups 
in two States designated subsequently. In the 1974 Constitution, more specific provisions for mutual 
respect and development and use of ethnic languages, traditions and customs were included and the 
2008 Constitution, this was extended to language, literature, fine arts and culture (Bradley 2015). The 
2014 National Education Law and the 2015 Ethnic Rights Law use and development of ethnic groups’ 
languages, literature, culture, art, traditions and historical heritage are supported. In the former case the 
LESC Initiative played a constructive role in several meetings with the drafting committee of the law.

Myanmar language (Burmese) has always been the official language and the main medium of education, 
government and the justice system (1948 Constitution Article 216, 1974 Constitution Article 102 and 
152(b), and 2008 Constitution Article 450). English was co-official from 1948, English was demoted in 
1974 English and in 1974 and 2008 the use of ethnic minority languages as a supplement to Myanmar in 
the justice system and education was permitted, greatly reinforced by the 2014 education law.
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4
4.1  LESC and the Comprehensive Education Sector Review (CESR)

LESC research and intervention activities have taken place in the context of the Government of Myanmar 
initiative, supported by diverse Development Partners, to undertake a CESR as part of a general national 
reform agenda whose principal aim is to raise economic and social development. An overarching goal of 
this process and related reform agendas currently underway is to foster the development of a “modern 
developed nation through education” (Myanmar Ministry of Education, vision statement, 2004) and 
the wider 30 Year Long Term Basic Education Development Plan, 2001–2031. Critically relevant are the 
overarching constitutional provisions for the national language, for multilingualism and for the distribution 
and outcomes of education provision, and employment and economic opportunity. 

The CESR processes and its reports are identifying a detailed account of all aspects of educational 
practice and policy, from which areas of needed reform and improvement can be identified. The 
achievement of Myanmar’s education and social goals, including the Myanmar application of the 
Millennium Development Goals, will be influenced by the quality, comprehensiveness and credibility of 
the CESR and the recommendations it provides for productive policy development. 

The CESR Review, Phase 1, Rapid Assessment Reports (The Republic of the Union of Myanmar Ministry 
of Education 2013) have provided a comprehensive overview of education legislation, basic education, 
non-formal education, early childhood care and development, teacher education, technical and vocational 
education, higher education, education funding, stakeholders, and textbook publishing and distribution. 
CESR Phase II is building on and adding to the recommendations of Phase I. The CESR arises in a situation 
in which central government control of educational curriculum is strongly entrenched in the 1948, 1974 
and 2008 constitutions, with the Ministry of Education in complete control on a nationwide level, the only 
exceptions being higher education institutions run by other ministries, such as the Ministry of Defence, 
Ministry of Religious Affairs and Ministry of the Interior. 

The 2014 education law is a major step forward, arising partly from CESR as well as other influences, 
devolving some curriculum control to lower administrative levels including the central Divisions, the 
seven ethnic States, and the self-administered areas designated for certain other ethnic groups (Article 
44). It also not just permits but supports the introduction of ethnic languages into education, starting 
at the earliest level and gradually being extended upwards, with majors in ethnic culture, history and 
literature, though not languages, planned for universities (Article 42(b)). Nevertheless, the default 
medium of education is still Myanmar, though since 2014 English and ethnic minority languages (Article 
43(b)) are also permitted, the latter only alongside Myanmar at basic levels. The examination system and 

LESC in Myanmar
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approval for non-government schools and higher education institutions remain under central control, and 
the vast bulk of primary, secondary and higher education is carried out in government schools.
 
Since the British period, education has consisted of one year of pre-primary education followed 
by 10 standards from beginning primary to final secondary level, each assessed by centrally set 
examinations; progress to the next standard is only possible after passing the examinations. This 
often means that children in remote areas and children from ethnic minority backgrounds whose 
mother tongue is not Myanmar language need to attempt a particular standard more than once before 
they can pass. It is particularly problematic that it is believed there were quotas for passing Tenth 
Standard, the normal entry qualification for higher education, determined centrally according to the 
capacity of higher education institutions rather than the actual level of student performance in the 
Tenth Standard examinations. Thus Myanmar is quite unlike India, China and many other neighbouring 
countries, which have positive discrimination to increase the number of ethnic minority students who 
can progress to higher education, through entry quotas and/or through bonus marks on examinations 
(Bradley 2015).

The 2014 education law proposes to increase the duration of secondary education by two years, which 
will require substantially increased resources for schools and potentially create a two-year gap in students 
qualified to start higher education. Apart from the brief Japanese interlude in the early 1940s, since 1885 
English has been the main foreign language in the education system, with co-official status from 1948 
to 1962 and reintroduced as a possible medium of education, alone or in combination with Myanmar, 
from 2014 (2014 Education Law, Article 43(a)). Standards of English declined after 1948, and especially 
after 1962, but are again improving. Many other foreign languages are taught in higher education, with 
varying success, and in private institutions. 

4.2  A conceptual outline

As noted above, the Myanmar sociolinguistic profile is very complex, comprising spoken languages 
(accompanied by an unknown number of sign languages), within seven main ‘ethnic’ language clusters 
– Chin, Kachin, Kayah (Karenni), Kayin (Karen), Mon, Rakhine and Shan – spoken by more than 23 
million people and distributed predominantly within correspondingly named State administrations 
(Lewis, Simons, and Fennig 2013; Bradley 2015). Another group of about 11 languages can be identified 
with speaker populations exceeding 100,000 each. Within this great diversity there are a large number 
of nested dialects and many highly variable, multi-literate realities, including many languages lacking 
orthographic standardization (Burling 2003). The national language, Myanmar, is represented across the 
national territory, but with highly variable rates of knowledge of its standard forms, and of its literacy.

The nature of cross-language bilingualism/multilingualism, and knowledge of foreign languages, 
knowledge of and use of ‘proximal’ languages (Chinese and Indian languages), are distributed in a highly 
variable urban/rural pattern and shaped by education levels, occupation and mobility. A true sociolinguistic 
profile needs to be sensitive to levels and distribution of sign languages, communication systems for the 
language disabled, and other communication questions that impact on access to education or training, 
and prospects of access to remunerated employment.
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The LESC Initiative has taken a comprehensive, language planning approach, involving early childhood 
education, primary schooling and post-primary education, aiming to offer concrete methods of language 
planning to support MLE in ethnic minority languages, in Myanmar (national language) and in strategic 
foreign languages (i.e., English as primary grade subjects, and as medium of instruction in grades 10 and 
11) guided by the following principles:

•	 Language	and	literacy	education	must	be	integrated.	This	implicates	a	wide	range	of	matters	including	
medium of instruction; the relation between first, second and additional languages; the linking of 
literacy and curriculum content; pedagogy; notions of bilingualism and conceptual development; 
identity and interculturalism; transition points and sequencing in multilingual curriculum, etc.);

•	 The	beginning	point	is	to	explore	outcome	proficiency	skills	desired	by	the	community	of	interests	
(speaker groups, policymakers, researchers, etc.) in relation to the likely communicative outcomes 
from current provision with proposals for overcoming gaps and deficiencies identified;

Facilitated Dialogue, Mawlamyine, November, 2014 
Credit: J. Lo Bianco

•	 The	work	has	been	sensitive	to	questions	of	literacy,	concept	development	and	school	participation;	
equity and access; dropout and discontinuation and re-entry possibilities; identity and citizenship; and 
economy and labour market questions;

•	 The	approach	has	been	guided	by	principles	of	effective	 language	outcomes;	 language	 rights	and	
opportunities; social cohesion and national unity in the context of the recognition of diversity and 
pluralism; and the opportunity for all, mainstream and minority populations alike, to gain the spoken 
proficiency, literate and cultural knowledge and skills to support equal opportunity and full participation 
in national life;
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•	 A	priority	for	exploration	is	a	shift	from	English	to	bilingual	(Myanmar/English)	medium	of	instruction	
in mathematical and science subjects in upper secondary grades; this too, and related questions 
of assessment, training and materials development, should comprise part of the comprehensive 
approach.

(See Appendix 1 for a full copy of the original concept note for the LESC Initiative in English and in 
Myanmar). 

The LESC Initiative in Myanmar has been informed by participatory action research and fieldwork 
activities involving over many hundreds of individuals belonging to some 200 organizations, institutions 
and governmental departments across Myanmar. (See Appendix 2 for a list of many of the offices and 
organizations involved in the LESC Initiative in Myanmar. In some instances, multiple personnel from an 
organization participated in various aspects of the initiative.)  
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5.1 Language status planning

Status refers to the legal and general social 
standing of a language. The legal standing 
of languages was referred to in 3.1, above, 
the social standing or status of languages 
can be different from the official recognition 
they are granted in legal texts. In Myanmar, 
language status questions are relevant to 
issues of social cohesion in respect of both 
the juridical standing of minority languages 
and their real presence in the institutions of 
society. A considerable part of conflict around 
language in Myanmar has come from the 
disparity between official and actual positions, 
or such issues constitute a contentious 
subject from time to time. The question 
of the status of languages is addressed in 
the LESC through general policy work in 
Myanmar, with the example of the role of 
Mon and Karen languages and the work so 
far conducted during 2015 in Kachin state. The 
high demand for English is an important factor 
in language policy in general and potentially 
destabilizing of nationalism-based language 
planning, unless English is brought into a 
comprehensive national language planning 
exercise, as proposed below. Comprehensive 
language policy represents systematic efforts 
of collective, dialogue-based expert language 
planning which seeks to address in a single and 
coordinated process top-down and bottom-up 
activities of language decision-making.

Conceptual approach to engagement 
with LESC activities

5

Facilitated Dialogue, Mawlamyine, November, 2014
Credit: J. Lo Bianco 
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5.2  Solving language challenges

This activity was taken forward in the LESC programme through specially designed ‘Facilitated 
Dialogues’ (see below for further explanation). Four of these were conducted, in Mae Sot (Thailand), 
Mawlamyine and Naypyidaw with the aim of addressing a range of language issues and responding to 
them in evidence-based mediated seminars, aiming to foster consensus and collaboration on difficult, 
controversial issues around language. These were designed with the specific audience of a multilingual 
population in mind and, according to all evaluations and participant comments, proved very successful. 
The Facilitated Dialogues also had a deeper and more subtle objective of fostering a culture of dialogue 
and collective reflection on policy writing, in place of the traditional pattern, in most countries, in which 
community members are typically not included in policy activity as this is reserved for public officials 
alone. When contentious issues are involved, and specifically here when language questions that 
have been a source of often acrimonious dispute, and even violent conflict over long periods of time, 
the Facilitated Dialogue process has proved to be very beneficial to community relations, beyond the 
specific outcomes achieved. 

5.3  Training in language planning

Specific training in methods of writing language policies was communicated to officials and community 
organizations throughout the project and successfully enacted in all Facilitated Dialogues, as detailed 
in the following section. In an Asia-wide regional effort organized by UNICEF and the University of 
Melbourne, evidence and experience-based methodological guidelines for problem-solving local 
dialogues and a regional strategy for their broader implementation, including a fundraising proposal, 
will be developed as part of the LESC Initiative. UNESCO has also supported such training initiatives 
in conjunction with the University of Melbourne. An additional aim has been to experiment with 
new skills and methods for solving language challenges in education and more broadly in society 
so participants gain the ability to themselves independently direct language planning processes in 
an informed way. These have been expressly built into the Facilitated Dialogues through the use of 
‘confederate’ facilitators, in which Prof. Lo Bianco has worked with selected participants before and 
after Dialogue sessions to impart to them the aims, structure, assumptions, methods and operating 
principles of his methodology.

5.4 Public education on contentious issues

Methods of dealing with controversial topics were included in all Dialogues, talks and meetings. These 
include practical focus on delivery methods or how to solve the challenge of multiple languages in a 
single school or in a district or state. The role of English in education can often be controversial. There is 
widespread demand for English, occasionally there is also nationalist or culturally protective rejection of 
the incursions English is seen to be having in education and other social domains. Acquisition of English 
and demand for English is also influenced by rural/urban divides and by social class positions and its early 
introduction can occasionally be favoured over support for learning in minority mother tongues of children. 
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The timing and sequence of new languages in education, scripts and orthographies, the general question 
of multilingualism, the best age and method to introduce new literacy in a new language are also questions 
on which there is dispute. Other contentious questions involve how to designate different languages, for 
example, what is an ‘official’, ‘national’ or ‘regional’ language, what are ‘language rights’, what is the best 
education for disadvantaged children, for isolated, itinerant, undocumented, or marginalized children. All 
of these questions were encountered within the LESC Initiative and have formed the basis of efforts to 
promote better public education about the questions, introducing and applying existing research findings 
from the academic literature, and also promoting local research, experimentation and innovation. 

5.5  Mitigating conflict

This has been a major focus of the work. Reducing conflict is advanced through replacing emotional 
talk with evidence-based policy processes. It frequently transpires in Dialogues that in the absence of 
information, data and research some questions which appear controversial, intractably difficult to resolve 
or incomprehensible, can be allayed, mitigated or redressed through information gathering activity. Conflict 
can be around symbolic questions as well as pragmatic/practical questions. In the latter category we find 
a clear connection between language and slow acting social disparities such as literacy and academic 
achievement dictated by differential language abilities among learners and social groups. Access to 
national languages, prestige forms of academic communication and articulate expressive ability are all 
questions of language which are typically underestimated in public policy, in conflict resolution practices 
and in activities aiming to foster national unity.

5.6 Writing guidelines and developing theory and understanding

A vital aim of LESC has been to develop new and better understanding of the links between language in 
use, language education, language in society and language policy and the links of these manifestations 
of language with questions of social tension, conflict, mobility, resilience and cohesion. A key outcome 
of the project will be to systematically map language and conflict according to a matrix along the above 
lines. This is taking the form of practical guides as well as academic writing. A deeper understanding of 
the complex interaction between language and conflict in multi-ethnic societies is urgently required under 
contemporary conditions of rapid and deep globalization of economies, vast mobility of populations and 
the diffusion of information and networking technologies.

To facilitate meeting this need, the UNICEF EAPRO and The University of Melbourne are developing 
methodological guidelines for problem-solving local dialogues to be released in mid-2016. The guide will 
be a technical compendium to support UNICEF staff, government and Ministry of Education officials, 
language policymakers, communities and other relevant actors involved in language policy development 
to engage in more inclusive, participatory and effective language policy planning processes and to use 
relevant participatory methodology such as a Facilitated Dialogues and to understand better methods 
and practices of negotiated democracy, shared policymaking procedures and similar evidence-based 
decision-making.
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5.7  Official document analysis

It is critical that a credible research and evidence basis for informing the LESC Initiative and any public 
policy outcomes be established. This has taken the form of an extensive literature review of documents 
including legal texts, educational jurisdiction documents, academic sources, supra-national sources (e.g., 
documents produced by UNICEF, ASEAN, NGOs), documents from CSOs, and public media, among 
other materials. These will be included in the final publications arising from the LESC Initiative.  

Facilitated Dialogue, Mawlamyine, May 2014
Credit: J. Lo Bianco 
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Alongside consultations with a wide range of individuals and organizations, a key component of the 
LESC Initiative in Myanmar has been the use of Facilitated Dialogues. Also referred to as ‘Deliberation 
Conferences’, Facilitated Dialogues have been developed by Prof. Lo Bianco over many years of practical 
work in language problem solving. The method builds on assumptions and theory of deliberative 
democracy but also on the body of literature in the academic field of language planning. Facilitated 
Dialogues and consultative deliberation have become important features of research into problem 
solving and democratic practice in administration and government in different parts of the world. These 
approaches to practical problem solving using facilitate discussion are part of a surge in reflection on the 
limits of conventional policymaking as it has been practiced for many years. 

The essential aim of Dialogues is to canvas policy alternatives for issues being debated and which are 
the cause of conflict, tension or policy paralysis. The use of Facilitated Dialogues in the LESC Initiatives 
to date have shown that such a technique can foster the convergence of ideas, as well as agreement 
on desirable courses of action that are needed for social cohesion. Under the initial LESC contract, the 
following Facilitated Dialogues and activities were conducted in Myanmar.

6.1 Language Policy Forum, 
 Eastern Burma Community Schools
 Mae Sot, Thailand, 12–14 February 2014

The aims of the Mae Sot Facilitated Dialogue were focused around developing a consensus position 
on the content and aims of language policy for a large number of ethnic/indigenous settings, including 
several with autonomous education systems, either as a pan-ethnic position or as a series of localized 
documents. This included deepening understandings of the forms and possibilities of language planning 
for fostering peace and justice in order to enhance the educational lives of children across the eastern 
Burma/Myanmar zone; supporting the rights of ethnic peoples, the learning of ethnic languages, 
the Union language and English, and identifying and addressing impediments to effective language 
planning. It moved to encouraging consensus on action, research and teaching required for socially just, 
educationally effective language planning, and to developing participants’ working knowledge of mother 
tongue-based MLE with an eye to developing the preferred position of a pan-ethnic policy document on 
‘ethnic education’ (see Appendix 3 for the Dialogue agenda and a full list of the aims).

The Mae Sot Facilitated Dialogue was attended by 68 representatives from 22 organizations and 12 
different ethnic groups and was conducted in 6 languages. Participants explored a range of fundamental 
challenges, including what communities envisioned for the educational and economic future for their 

Facilitated Dialogues

6
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children, their languages and their culture, and their participation to and attitudes towards Myanmar 
society. Through detailed informational and participatory processes, the participants worked collaboratively 
to develop a research and action plan, focusing on both individual community needs and the potential of 
collective, pan-ethnic language planning and action. Through the processes of the Facilitated Dialogues, 
in developing a deeper understanding of language planning and policy processes, and MLE, participants 
gained a sense of ownership and agency over their linguistic and cultural heritage and rights. This sense 
of empowerment and commitment transferred into immediate and longer-term actions, as a pan-ethnic 
advocacy group, in service of demanding progression towards substantial improvements in educational 
access and outcomes for children across their communities. 

6.1.1  Achievements

Many significant achievements emerged from the Mae Sot Facilitated Dialogue (Michaels 2014). A 
Declaration of Ethnic Language and Education was drafted during the gathering and a press release 
issued shortly after the meeting, declared the launch of MINE. The press release introduces MINE as 

Facilitated Dialogue, Mae Sot, February 2014
Credit: J. Lo Bianco 
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an advocacy and action group for the indigenous communities, provides information as to the mission 
of MINE and outlines its petitions on behalf of their communities. The main text of the press release 
follows. 

“The Myanmar/Burma Indigenous Network for Education (MINE) was launched on Friday 21st February, 
International Mother Language day. An ethnic education seminar hosted by the Karen Teacher Working 
Group (KTWG) in Mae Sot from 12–14 February led to the creation of MINE. The seminar was facilitated 
by Dr Joseph Lo Bianco, Professor of Language and Literacy Education at the University of Melbourne and 
a consultant and expert in Language and Peacebuilding. Ethnic education leaders from 22 organisations 
attended, with 12 different ethnic groups represented. ‘After attending this seminar, I am very encouraged 
by the level of enthusiasm of the group and the cooperation and participation in exploring different ways 
to preserve and promote our mother tongue languages’ said a Pa-oh representative from the Naung 
Taung Parahita Monestary (Hopone). A Declaration of Ethnic Language and Education was drafted 
during the meeting […] MINE is promoting indigenous language rights in schools and beyond. Although 
the promotion of indigenous language rights is at the heart of MINE, the network also recognises the 
importance of education in Myanmar and English languages and is seeking a multilingual language policy 
for the Union. ‘MINE is an exciting development for us. We have struggled for our language and culture 
rights for so long and without success. Now with MINE we have the support of our other indigenous 
brothers and sister’ said MINE spokesperson, Saw Kapi. ‘The recognition of our language and cultural 
rights is important to us, and is also essential if there is going to be peace and stability in Burma,’ he 
added.” (see also Michaels 2014).

Individual ethnic groups have been struggling for their language and cultural rights for many years in 
Burma. Each has a different experience of education, unique to their area, but there are many common 
experiences amongst the groups. “With MINE we can share our experiences and work together across 
different indigenous groups. We will work together to advocate for culturally appropriate education for our 
children. Most importantly, schooling for our children in their own languages,” said Naw Ler Htu, Karen 
Teacher Working Group Chairperson.

This important document goes on to argue that:

“‘International research clearly shows that Mother Tongue Based, Multilingual Education (MTB-
MLE) improves children’s learning in school. It promotes better learning across all school subjects, 
keeps children in school and improves the quality of second and third language acquisition,’ said 
Saw Kapi. ‘Children learn best in all subjects and are more engaged when taught in their mother 
tongue. If children have a strong base in their own language, they can master other languages, such 
as Burmese and English, when these are introduced, initially as subjects and later as languages of 
instruction,’ he added. Although there are some small changes happening in certain parts of the 
country, the current official government policy does not allow learning in the mother tongue or 
use of mother tongue in the delivery of government services. MINE is advocating for the official 
government policy to allow indigenous children to access culturally appropriate education in their 
own mother tongue. MINE also advocates for access to government services in mother tongue 
language in ethnic areas. ‘Our aim is to ensure that indigenous school children have the right to 
mother tongue education and to establish a multilingual education system in our country, where 
diverse ethnic nationalities co-exist,’ Saw Kapi said.”
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Released to coincide with International Mother Language Day the key aim of MINE is for:

•	 Comprehensive	 language	 planning	 to	 support	 preservation	 of	 indigenous	 languages	 and	 improve	
learning of Burmese and English by indigenous people.

•	 A	MLE	system,	promoting	the	language	of	the	Union	and	English	along	with	the	indigenous	group’s	
mother tongue.

•	 Indigenous	children	to	have	the	right	to	education	in	their	mother	tongue.
•	 The	right	for	ethnic	school	children	to	be	taught	using	an	inclusive	curriculum,	which	values	their	own	culture.
•	 The	right	for	indigenous	people	to	produce	their	own	culturally	appropriate	curricula	and	to	produce	

texts in their own language for use in schools.

(See Appendix 4, for full versions of the press release in English and in Myanmar). 

Building on the sense of agency and knowledge of language planning and policy mechanisms acquired 
through the Facilitated Dialogues, MINE then moved to prepare and release an Ethnic Languages and 
Education Declaration, on 15 June 2014, in English (Appendix 5) and in Myanmar (Appendix 5). The 
document “describes the current situation of schooling for Indigenous children and youth in remote, 
ethnic nationality areas of Myanmar/Burma and then sets out a framework of recommended actions to 
be taken” (Appendix 5, p. 2). The report situates the challenges faced by communities in relation to the 
Myanmar constitution and the review of the national education law and identifies a range of structural 

Facilitated Dialogue, Mae Sot, February 2014
Credit: J. Lo Bianco 
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impediments to educational and linguistic outcomes for children in MINE communities. The declaration 
calls for the following goals to be included in Myanmar’s national education policy:

•	 The	 right	 to	mother	 tongue	education	 in	 the	earliest	years	of	schooling	and	continued	throughout	
education. 

•	 The	right	to	learn	the	Union	language	of	Burmese	equally	well	with	the	main	community	of	the	Union	
for equal rights to citizenship. 

•	 The	right	to	learn	English	as	the	international	language	and	the	main	language	of	ASEAN.	
•	 National	language	planning	to	promote	preservation	of	ethnic	languages	and	cultures	and	peach	in	

Myanmar (Appendix 5, p. 7). 

The MINE declaration then calls for a further range of actions to be considered and entrenched in 
the education system, including wider teaching and learning reforms; specific research projects to 
support ethnic minority success in education and multilingualism; assistance for individual languages; 
the establishment of advisory structures; support for existing independent ethnic education systems; 
creation of ethnic language departments at university level, devolution of curriculum planning and 
implementation, alongside development of a multicultural national curriculum. These aims are collected 
into a preamble and set of statements, follow: 

 ACTION

 The Government of Myanmar and civil society are working towards wide reaching reforms to education 
throughout the country. MINE calls for the following actions to be considered and entrenched in 
national education policy reforms.

 Teaching and learning

•	 Improve	quality	of	education	through	access	to	mother	tongue	based,	MLE
•	 Local	level	planning	to	ensure	instruction	is	available	in	all	students	mother	tongues
•	 Support	for	use	of	teacher	assistants	and	teaching	aides	to	help	students	learn	Burmese	and	

maintain their mother tongue as they study the national curriculum
•	 Link	English	teaching	to	mother	tongue	and	Myanmar	language
•	 Support	 training	 for	 teachers	 in	 ethnic	 nationality	 areas	 in	 at	 least	 three	 languages–mother	

tongue, Myanmar and English
•	 Culturally	appropriate	education	inclusive	of	local	epistemologies,	histories	and	cultural	traditions/

practices
•	 Develop	 an	 inclusive	 national	 curriculum	 promoting	Myanmar’s	 diverse	 ethnicities,	 histories,	

languages and cultures
•	 Improve	teacher	capacity	through	pre-service	training	and	continual	professional	development	

for indigenous areas
•	 Increase	support	for	and	employment	of	 local	 teachers	who	can	speak	and	teach	 indigenous	

mother tongue
•	 Increase	learning	of	indigenous	languages	by	teachers	and	recruit	native	language	speakers	into	

teacher training programmes
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•	 Develop	child-centred	learning	practices	and	improve	teaching	methods	in	government	schools
•	 Urgent	 requirement	 to	 increase	 teacher	 salaries	 to	 improve	 commitment	 to	 and	 quality	 of	

teaching while reducing the practice of bribery by students

 Research

•	 Research	to	support	best	practices	of	mother	tongue-based	MLE	and	language	planning
•	 Establish	 a	 national	 research	 committee	 including	 ethnic	 representatives	 and	 ensure	 that	

language policy is one of its priority research areas
•	 Include	the	perspectives,	stories	and	achievements	of	ethnic	nationalities	in	the	history	curriculum
•	 Promote	 research	 to	 support	 the	 special	 needs	 of	 smaller	 language	 groups	 and	 vulnerable	

language communities
•	 Research	 to	 facilitate	 language	 planning	 on	 indigenous	 language	 scripts	 and	 vocabulary	

development
•	 Research	on	common	forms	of	language	within	existing	indigenous	groups	and	in	local	areas	

with diverse languages
•	 Research	exploring	strategies	of	creating	opportunities	to	apply	mother	language	widely	in	daily	life

 Assistance to individual languages

•	 Fund	oral	history	 research	and	 the	 revitalization	and	preservation	of	 indigenous	 languages	 in	
cooperation with older generations

•	 Assistance	for	language	planning	on	script	and	terminology	to	permit	mother	tongue	teaching	
across a variety of subject areas

•	 Support	to	maintain	and	promote	local	names	(towns,	territories,	etc.)	to	strengthen	local	history	
and identity

 Advisory structures

•	 Form	a	board	of	linguistic	experts	to	advise	indigenous	education	groups
•	 Advisory	structures	should	include	ethnic	representatives
•	 Initiate	and	support	literacy	and	culture	committees	to	develop	mother	tongue	languages

 Ethnic education systems

•	 For	 the	 short	 to	medium	 term	 at	 least,	 maintain	 existing	 community	 and	 ethnic	 nationality	
schools and do not replace them with government schools

•	 Encourage	collaboration	between	community	and	ethnic	nationality	schools	and	school	systems	
and the government school system to improve education delivery

•	 Recognize	and	support	community,	religious	and	non-state	actor	administered	schools
•	 Allocate	budget	for	teacher	stipends	and	teaching	and	learning	materials	for	community,	religious	

and non-state actor administered schools
•	 Support	for	school	management	and	data	collection	for	community,	religious	and	non-state	actor	

administered schools
•	 Support	for	local	mother	tongue-based	curriculum	development
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 Higher education

•	 Indigenous	study	departments	should	be	established	at	university	level
•	 Create	and	support	a	Department	of	Indigenous	Linguistics	and	Philosophy
•	 Create	 Bachelor	 and	Master’s	 degree	 programmes	 in	 linguistics	 for	 speakers	 of	 indigenous	

languages
•	 Grant	the	right	to	and	encourage	publication	of	indigenous	literature

 National curriculum and local flexibility

•	 A	multicultural	national	curriculum	promoting	harmony	amongst	all	people	of	Myanmar/Burma	
and respect for different ethnicities, language and cultural traditions

•	 Central	government	to	provide	only	guidance	and	standard	setting	with	increased	management	
and decision-making authority at the State and local level 

•	 Decentralization	of	authority	over	education	to	the	State	and	local	levels	so	that	curriculum	and	
teaching practices are applicable to the local context

•	 Allowance	for	and	inclusion	of	local	curriculum	within	the	national	curriculum	(for	example,	60%	
national and 40% local) (Appendix 5, pp. 8–9).

An ongoing commitment to advance the aims of the MINE collaboration was demonstrated through 
the development of a long-term working plan, based on ongoing language planning and policy work and 
regular meetings. The plan focuses on advocacy for mother tongue education, MLE, decentralization of 
educational decisions, intercultural education, policy decision-making and participation, and all inclusive 
education (Appendix 6).

6.2 Language, Education and Social Cohesion Facilitated Dialogue, 
Mawlamyine, Mon State, Myanmar

 27–28 May 2014 (36 participants)

 Language Education and Social Cohesion Facilitated Dialogue, 
Mawlamyine, Mon State, Myanmar

 6–7 November 2014 (32 participants)

a) Technical issues in writing a language policy Facilitated Dialogue: Mon State. Mawlamyine, 
Myanmar, 6 November 2014 (32 participants)

b) Policy issues in writing a language policy Facilitated Dialogue: Mon State Mawlamyine, Myanmar, 
7 November (22 participants)

Both of the May and November Mawlamyine Facilitated Dialogues focused on the language planning 
and policy activities for Mon State, with the intention of elaborating and extending the mandated use of 
Myanmar as exclusive medium of instruction in state schools. This practice has been a significant barrier 
for children from non-Myanmar speaking households enrolled in primary grades (UNICEF 2015). This 
exclusion has also been a barrier for students entering high school and results in school dropouts and 
poor results in national schools, especially for predominantly Mon-speaking areas in the southern and 
more rural parts of the State (UNICEF 2015).
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After initial difficulties due to lingering conflicts and different positions about the ultimate aim of ethnic 
education, the participants of the Facilitated Dialogue decided to focus their energies on development of 
a comprehensive approach to language policy on a state-specific basis. The idea was to trial preparation 
of this by beginning with drafting a preamble, principles, and focus areas to see if agreement could be 
achieved on these elemental steps. After success in these tasks it was decided to work towards a state 
policy linked to Union-wide policy in the interests of fostering social cohesion and collaborative social 
relations in Myanmar. 

As the Facilitated Dialogue proceeded participants agreed to explore a wider understanding of the forms 
and possibilities of language planning to promote human rights in general as well as improved education 
and to identify, define and examine specific issues that require attention, such as the needs of disabled 
groups, the challenge of providing for areas of high multilingual density, how to promote improvements 
in acquisition of Myanmar language and English for remote pupils. (see Appendix 7 for the Dialogue 
agenda and a full list of the aims).

The Facilitated Dialogue was attended by 36 participants from a wide range of interested organizations, 
including government officials, researchers and academics, CSOs, as well as representatives from 
NGOs. Through a combination of informational sessions and whole group and small group activities 
and discussions, the participants explored challenges in MLE, literacy, and languages development in 

Facilitated Dialogue, Mawlamyine, May 2014
Credit: J. Lo Bianco 
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Myanmar, and agreed to write a consensus statement and model language policy for the Mon State. 
The policy preamble was completed during dialogue, which required regular checking of assumptions 
and meanings of key terms, the applicability or non-applicability of concepts in MLE in schools and 
classrooms that have arisen from developed country contexts to the Myanmar setting. A key point of 
discussion was how education provision could be sustained by multilingualism in the community, and 
therefore the role of community-based language providers and agencies. Within a specifically educational 
context a key point of discussion was whether to ‘quarantine’ mother tongues from dominant languages 
in pedagogy, and research understandings of how children think and develop in more than one language.

6.2.1  Achievements

The outstanding achievement resulting from the Facilitated Dialogue was the eventual full agreement, 
endorsed through a procedure of ‘voice and vote’, devised by Prof. Lo Bianco as a constant check of 
understanding and agreement with the line of discussion by all participants, and eventual and strategic 
votes on key points, but not the most critical ones, which were decided through persuasion (voice). Using 
this method full consensus and commitment towards the preparation by local agents of a comprehensive 
multilingual language policy for Mon State was decided. This was particularly significant due to the high 
level of doubt and uncertainty, and considerable initial hostility from some parties, to the aims of the 
Facilitated Dialogue and to the role of the Central government in the entire activity. Such misgivings 
were apparent in initial phases and continued on and off, but voice and vote procedures during the first 
Facilitated Dialogue and a subsequent series of meetings, built a shared view and consensus. As this 
formed among many participants including state parliamentarians, ethnic leaders and external public 
officials including central government representatives the policy dialogue process succeeded in creating 
a sense of trust and a belief that the topic of language afforded the chance to construct positive gains for 
Mon State and to contribute to a general climate of peacebuilding. Via this process many stakeholders, 
including State government representatives from different political parties and factions, moved from 
observer roles to ownership and commitment, leading the emergence of a singular group constructed 
of government officials and civil society partners, supported by the facilitator to taking responsibility for 
direct drafting of a preamble and a declaration of policy aims, jointly with former antagonists.

The policy preamble and its conceptualization were not just limited to the Mon language, but included 
action on behalf of all the languages within the State, such as Pa’o, Karen and Mon, as well as Myanmar, 
the official national language. The beginnings of the wider development are shown through the measures 
detailed in the following preamble and press release prepared through the Facilitated Dialogue. Key 
components of the bilingual draft preamble for the policy (see Appendix 8, including press release) are as 
follows, retaining some of the original expression of the early drafts.

 Preamble:

 The Republic of Union of Myanmar is the country where all indigenous people are staying together 
unity. Therefore, it is very important all ethnic groups to get equal opportunity and to protect and 
maintain their literacy and cultural heritages. The development of each state and region in the 
country is same as the improvement of all indigenous people. All ethnic groups should endeavour 
together to develop their states and regions. Therefore, it is essential to support the development 
of all indigenous mother tongues by all indigenous people. Mon, Kayin, Pao, Myanmar and other 
indigenous people are staying together in Mon state. We believe that if mother tongue is used 
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as Medium of Instruction in classroom or education sector, it will support children to get better 
learning achievement and to learn the things which are really relevant to their daily lives. Therefore, 
while developing national or state/regional policies, authority should consider developing mother 
tongue based policies which also encourage learning national and international languages. By 
doing so, it will reinforce unity which will encourage all indigenous people to get peace, well-
being and happiness. Accordingly, we prepare and purpose mother tongue based education 
policy which will promote the improvement of education quality, unity and upgrading cultural and 
traditional heritage for indigenous people in Mon state. 

 Objectives

•	 All	children	to	get	opportunity	to	use	Mother-tongue	Based	Multilingual	Education	in	basic	
education 

•	 To	create	an	education	system	based	on	mother	tongue	which	will	encourage	to	be	able	to	
learn mother tongue, national and international languages competently

•	 To	 establish	 and	 strengthen	 organizations	which	 can	 support	 the	 improvement	 of	 ethnic	
literacy and language and enhance to get better collaboration and coordination among 
stakeholders

•	 State	and	Regional	Education	Department	should	train	and	produce	qualify,	skillful	teachers	
who can speak one of local languages and having familiarly with local content for their 
regions.

 Activities

•	 Government	to	provide	funding	and	other	supports	to	implement	the	Mother	Tongue	Based	
Multi Lingual Education planning and policy

•	 To	 implement	 Mother-tongue	 Based	 Multilingual	 Education,	 we	 will	 coordinate	 and	
collaborate with United Nations organization and other international organizations to get 
advice and technical assistance

•	 According	to	needs	of	the	people,	we	will	develop	culturally	and	locally	appropriate	curriculum	
for each ethnic group

•	 We	 will	 coordinate	 and	 collaborate	 to	 recognize	 school	 curriculum	 developed	 by	 ethnic	
groups and will provide necessary support 

•	 To	be	able	to	establish	state	level	organization	which	will	support	in	developing	ethnic	literacy	
and language, we will appoint and assign individual and organizations which are relevant to 
the objectives of the language policy and planning. In accordance with the needs of the 
people, we will open ethnic language centers and will provide trainings to native teachers

•	 To	 get	 better	 coordination,	 we	 will	 bring	 together	 all	 local	 donors,	 well-wishers	 and	
organization to provide necessary supports for each region to improve their language and 
literacy.

The second Facilitated Dialogue, held in November 2014, was conducted over two days. It incorporated 
a decision makers level meeting (32 participants), followed by a technical meeting (22 participants) 
(See Appendix 9 for the meeting agenda). Both of these meetings were informed by activities that 
had by this stage been undertaken at the national level in the Union-wide Naypyidaw Facilitated 
Dialogue that focused on the development of a national approach to a “peace promoting language 
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policy for Myanmar”. The decision makers level meeting at Mawlamyine addressed administrative and 
operational questions related to language policy, critical questions including teacher availability, text 
book design and availability, programme design, duration and course content, language attitudes, 
levels of continuation of Mon and Myanmar languages, English and other languages, a timetable for 
the subsequent year’s work (that is 2015), links between Mon State policy and Union-wide language 
policy, special education needs in relation to sign language and minority languages, and special 
initiative to support the policy including a central language school and bilingual methodologies. The 
policymakers meeting focused on the aims, principles and political/legal framework within which to 
base the Mon State policy with the facilitator charged with fusing the outcomes of the two processes.

The subsequent technical meeting addressed the tasks and responsibilities for achieving the writing 
of language policy, the delegation of responsibilities, the research requirements to support policy 
development and the special initiatives. 

The constructive and positive relationship that formed between all stakeholders though these processes 
and associated meetings has not only created a sense of ownership and agency around language and 
education, but resulted in the transfer of collaboration more broadly. Due to the positive relationship among 
stakeholders, it has been easier to work on other project activities such as school grant disbursements 
for non-state schools through the state education office and coordination among stakeholders across the 
education sector. 

Facilitated Dialogue, Mawlamyine, May 2014
Credit: J. Lo Bianco 
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6.2.2 Evaluations

The Myanmar Country Office report to the regional workshop, the Knowledge Sharing Workshop of 
UNICEF EAPRO 15–17 September 2014 stated that the Facilitated Dialogues “held in Mon State has laid 
a very strong basis for the development of detailed language policy in that state as a model for extension 
to other parts of Myanmar”.

The feedback from participants was overwhelmingly positive. The vast majority reported that the 
process met or exceeded their expectations, commenting especially on the optimism it generated, 
with the quality of input and the presenters the notable standouts of the Dialogue. Teacher or education 
based participants identified the emphasis on practical delivery of mother tongue learning and MLE, 
as well as how to teach languages through action oriented learning, as the most beneficial aspects 
of the discussions. Policy and government based participants commented most strongly on the 
dynamic success of collaboration-based policy writing, and the information provided about possible 
models of provision, policy settings, evaluation methods and other ‘high order’ outcomes. Combining 
all responses participants identified: “explanations of how to teach ethnic languages in schools by 
applying mother tongue based multilingual education” as the most positive single item of learning for 
them. This reflects participants’ interest in the theoretical foundations of mother tongue-based MLE, 
and how the principles of this approach could best serve children in Mon State. Particular emphasis on 
the practical ways of teaching in both native and national languages was also recognized as of crucial 
importance by the participants. This was demonstrated by the participants’ enjoyment of the focus on 

Facilitated Dialogue, Naypyidaw, July 2014
Credit: J. Lo Bianco 
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“explanations of action oriented language teaching methods”. Other highlights included the Dialogue’s 
focus on the ways in which policy can be conceived through consultative discussion to alleviate tension 
in multilingual environments, which included specific exercises into “problem solving, discussion about 
issues and [how to] lay down education policy”. 

Participants were asked to identify areas of information or problem areas in which they needed more 
information and support. A clear theme emerged in answers to this question. Most pointed out that the 
critical need in further Dialogues should be for more detail on practical ways in which mother tongue 
learning can be implemented and promoted while maintaining adequate proficiency in the national 
language to promote better lifelong education. Participants here were concerned both with practical 
delivery and design of such programmes but also with material to persuade hostile or unconvinced officials 
or community members. Participants also desired further information on “how to apply mother tongue 
based multilingual education in the classroom where many ethnic children are schooling in a particular 
place.” For the participants, future Dialogues could also incorporate more international case studies 
where MLE is a practical success; how mother tongue learning applies in classrooms where children 
have many different native tongues; as well as brining more government officials into discussions about 
how to implement mother tongue learning methodologies in early childhood education comprehensively 
across the Union. 

All responses from participants in the Mon State Facilitated Dialogues, and the many associated meetings, 
including the technical and policy based writing teams, recognized the critical importance of step-wise 
progression in language and education related challenges. This means that participants could identify 
that replacing past policies that had produced conflict, tension and acrimony would require sustained and 
repeated efforts to tackle individual problems and build solutions. 

The overwhelming response was of an optimistic perspective. The dialogue process when led by expert 
facilitation and academic research based knowledge was seen as very positive, but that more events of 
this kind should be organized and undertaken in Mon State, other ethnic states, as well as Union-wide 
(See Appendix 10 for the feedback evaluations). 

The writing of the Mon State language policy is now continuing under the extension of the LESC Initiative 
in Myanmar (See Section 8). 

6.3 Language, Education and Social Cohesion Facilitated Dialogue. 
Naypyidaw, Myanmar

 29–30 July 2014 (26 participants)

A meeting on language policy as part of social cohesion was convened in the capital Naypyidaw. This 
Facilitated Dialogue was attended by 26 representatives from a wide range of organizations and was 
designed in conjunction with the Government of Myanmar to ensure that it achieved its key goal of 
supporting local work, such as the Mon State processes discussed above, with a senior public official 
based approach. Direct meetings with the Ministry, directors general of education, and the Deputy 
Minister of Education, secured widespread support for the Dialogue. Participants included senior 
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government officials from Planning and Training, Education, and Social Welfare departments; culture and 
language committees from five ethnic states, and parliamentary representatives from different political 
parties; researchers and academics; CSOs, including language and literacy groups, ethnic organizations 
and educational committees; as well as representatives from a range of national and international NGOs. 

The preceding meetings had achieved agreement on the objectives of the Naypyidaw Facilitated Dialogue: 
to discuss perspectives, and seek inputs and recommendations to advance the social cohesion, education 
improvements, and to promote ethnic reconciliation (See Appendix 11 for the Dialogue agenda).

6.3.1  Achievements

The NPT Facilitated Dialogue achieved a major breakthrough in persuasion of public officials that a 
comprehensive multilingual language policy could be prepared in a collaborative way, with significant 
national benefits in the education of minority children, improved social cohesion and greater impact on 
peacebuilding through relationships between all sectors of society. 

Significant work was undertaken to achieve the drafting of a set of policy principles and a preamble for 
a Union-wide language policy. The policy principles, known as the Naypyitaw Principles, which emerged 
from the initial Facilitated Dialogue are as follows and were prepared by the facilitator in response to, 
and distilling, discussion during the Dialogue and from previous meetings. Using ‘voice’ approaches to 
discussion these were debated, refined, extended and modified, and then voted on in succession. All 
were adopted unanimously and later endorsed by the Ministry of Education directly as the basis for 
conducting nation-wide Facilitated Dialogues to prepare language policy for the Union to promote peace 
and social cohesion. The NPT principles for development of Myanmar language policy are:

Facilitated Dialogue, Naypyidaw, July 2014 
Credit: J. Lo Bianco 
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 Unity: by supporting all to learn Myanmar language and literacy, for common and equal citizenship
 Diversity: by supporting ethnic and indigenous communities to maintain, enjoy and transmit 

their languages to their children
 Cohesion: by promoting inclusion and participation for ethnic and indigenous minorities
 Education: by improving equitable access and participation, literacy, vocational and life skills, 

and academic standards
 Employment: by raising standards in Myanmar, English and mother tongues, where relevant, to 

help young people enter the competitive labour market including trades and professions
 Service delivery: by supporting communication planning to make sure that public administration 

are communicating effectively with all citizens especially interpreting and translation in health, 
legal contexts and social services

 International relations: in order to support trade, diplomacy and travel through widespread 
knowledge of English, and labour migration in the context of ASEAN mobility, and learning of 
strategic foreign languages

 Inclusive communication: by integrating support for visually and hearing impaired persons, and 
other communication disabled citizens

 Ethnic rights: by recognizing the unique cultures and traditions of Myanmar’s indigenous people

A broad policy preamble was also prepared, and both are being elaborated as part of the new LESC 
Initiative in Myanmar (see below) for the development of a Peace Building and Social Cohesion Promoting 
National Language Policy in Myanmar.

6.3.2  Evaluations

The evaluation sheets filled in by participants are characterized by optimism and enthusiasm for the entire 
process. Participants were extremely positive with regards to the quality, knowledge and effectiveness 

Facilitated Dialogue, Naypyidaw, July 2014 
Credit: J. Lo Bianco 
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of the presenters and facilitator. Overall, it was noted by participants that the atmosphere was friendly 
and conducive to effective and positive learning and that difficult initial positions were negotiated expertly 
and resolved effectively.

While participants had a broad spread of activities they commended, some sessions and topics had the 
deepest effect and impression. These tended to be policy oriented topics on apparently problematical 
or intractably difficult question related to multilingualism. In particular participants evaluated highest 
those sessions that focused on practical problem solving methods. The key ones were: how to reconcile 
the national official language with the claim for mother tongue-based rights, how to measurelearning 
achievements and standards while acknowledging multilingualism. Also much commented on positively 
was the answers provided in the Dialogue on how to do collective policy writing in which ‘many hands’ 
are invited to participate.

Participant expressed, in both presentations and group activities, that the above were the high points of 
the dialogue. Participants also found examples provided from other countries’ responses to multilingual 
challenges to be helpful in providing important alternatives and optionsfor language and educational 
responses in Myanmar. With some specific exceptions, the overall feedback from the participants was 
that the role of ethnic languages in education needed more attention. It was also noted that in order to 
deal with such complicated issues, the length of the dialogue was insufficient. It was noted that three to 
four days for such a workshop with its important policy writing aims would be more appropriate than two 
days. It was also expressed by some participants that they would benefit from a follow up workshop that 
looked more specifically at exclusiveparticipation of policymakers and government officials, particularly 
with regards to ethnic children and the use of mother tongue learning in schools (See Appendix 12).
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7
Language is a factor in conflict in several key ways. Some of these are overt and evident, while others 
camouflaged. This is because language is both an expression of identity, as well as a tool to access 
cultural, symbolic, political and material resources. Academic language is the source of children’s 
advances in literacy and education (Tochon 2014), while specialized language enables adults to enter 
trade, occupational or professional fields. Language is also the means through which narratives of nation 
building are produced, so it plays a critical role in providing people with access to citizenship and political 
engagement and participation. Another key role for language is in the dissemination and perpetuation 
of culture and religion. As language and language-related decisions can be used to include or exclude 
people, they are key determinants in marginalization, but, also in social cohesion and breaking down 
societal barriers. Existing language-related tensions can then be exacerbated further by failing to discuss 
problems openly and respectfully, leading to further feelings of marginalization and cultural minimization. 

Language and ethnicity differences are often present in conflicts and their failed resolution has exacerbated 
these conflicts by eroding trust in national institutions and between groups in society. The evidence for 
this is clear in the overt grievances of various armed groups in the three countries of the LESC Initiative 
(Lo Bianco 2015). Asia-wide documentation of ethnic conflicts shows that they rarely have a single causal 
explanation and that language itself is a phenomenon with multiple functions, simultaneously a symbol 
of ethnic and national identity and a practical tool for delivery of education and a tool for economic, 
social and political development. In an Asia-wide study of relations between language, identity and social 
conflict, Brown and Ganguly (2003) shows that different kinds of language planning can be critically 
important in language conflict. In this study, teams of researchers collected data across 15 Asia-Pacific 
countries to understand ethnic violence and concluded that in all but two of the 15 cases, governments 
dealt with ethnic language issues either ‘poorly’ or ‘disastrously’. 

The LESC Initiative demonstrates that language plays a crucial role in conflict resolution. Although language 
status and language education can be a cause of conflict, or associated with and often compounding 
other conflicts, addressing difficult questions of language also proves to be an opportunity to resolve 
tensions and difficulties in related areas such as religion, ethnicity and socio-economic disparities as well 
as specifically language-focused problems.

However, the track record of language policymaking in Myanmar, as elsewhere, suggests that significant 
modification of the process of language planning is required to convert it into an instrument of conflict 
mitigation. Despite Myanmar’s focus on its national language and its development through the Myanmar 

Processes for alleviating language 
challenges
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Language Commission, significant challenges remain for minority languages and new methods and 
practices of language planning are urgently required to foster national unity – methods which go far 
beyond ‘consultation’ as a modality of seeking endorsement or compliance of populations. There has 
been serious disparity between the perceptions of minority groups and officials as to the aims and 
experience of language education. 

The LESC Initiative in Myanmar, and the significant progress that has been made across state-level, 
as well as Union-wide contexts, confirms that language problems and hostilities based on language 
questions can be relieved through focused and well-prepared interventions, particularly when framed in 
the general interest of enhancing social cohesion, resilience and fostering national unity. 

The Facilitated Dialogues and other activities undertaken in Myanmar have shown an extremely high 
level of success in addressing these by a method of examining realistically achievable objectives against 
policy declarations and education documents and by exploring areas through which language issues and 
tensions can be accommodated and facilitated. It is an odd feature of language policy formulation that 
some specific questions of dispute are about symbolic representations of language, and others are about 
the presence of language as an almost silent or invisible aspect of social inequalities. We might contrast 
these as the ‘standing’ or representative nature of languages (what they are called and perceived to be, 
national, official, ethnic, regional, global, indigenous, identity etc., and other appellations) on the one 
hand, and the abilities produced by schooling and higher education that make possible high levels of 
educational attainment, employment and professional material success. Language questions span this 
vast range and therefore only a subtle and comprehensive approach to the content of language policy as 
well as its effects can aspire to realistically address language-related challenges. 
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The LESC Initiative has shown that language policy processes can play a vital role in generating 
consensus, trust, and collaborative approaches to decision-making and enactment, which can lead to 
greater educational outcomes for children and improve social cohesion. The Initiative has shown that 
the content and process of language problem alleviation can be achieved through focused and well-
prepared interventions and research-based guidance in collaborative processes of decision-making 
(Figure 1), as enacted through the Facilitated Dialogues, policy forums, workshops, bilateral meetings 
and consultations. 

The expert, organized structure of the Facilitated Dialogues allowed for constructive and positive 
relationships to be formed between many stakeholders, creating a sense of ownership and agency 
around language and education. They helped establish a dialogue space, which was previously absent, 
where MLE issues can be discussed. Through the Dialogues, the participants developed an understanding 

Outcomes
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Figure 1: Processes and outcomes of Facilitated Dialogues
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of the mechanisms of language planning processes, including status, corpus and acquisition planning in 
the context of multilingual societies, and were able to move towards more collaborative processes. 
These processes stimulated the demand side for policy development on the part of government, at both 
the technical and decision-making level; built trust among government, expert and civil groups; moved 
debate beyond notions of impossible and unmanageable; as well as raising expectations that common 
ground can be achieved. 

The process, where some entrenched and negative views among government officials and ethnic groups 
have been overcome, developed over a number of discussions and interactions. Initially an understanding 
began to emerge of the possibility of constructing a shared vision and understanding among themselves, 
and then moved towards collaborative discussions around the issues previously a point of disagreement. 
Public officials admitted on several occasions that they had never before had the opportunity to hear a 
reasoned case for mother tongue education; in many cases, such individuals reported to being ‘won over’ 
to the needs and challenges for minority groups. The experience of jointly authoring policy preambles and 
declarations was universally considered a powerful practice of learning alternative ways of thinking, of 
coming to appreciate the validity of different views and even the forging collaborations and friendships. 

A particular outcome has been the persuasion of public officials that comprehensive multilingual language 
policy can be prepared collaboratively at the national and state levels, with significant national benefits 
in the education of minority children, improved social cohesion and greater impact on peacebuilding 
through relationships between all sectors of society. 
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The most important recommendation emerging form the LESC Initiative is for the preparation of 
a peacebuilding and social cohesion promoting national language policy for Myanmar, allied to an 
international conference on language policy in multilingual and multicultural settings. Significant work 
has been undertaken through the initial LESC Initiative in establishing and developing relationships, 
trust and consensus; in identifying and negotiating aims and expectations; and in moving towards a 
common and harmonious representation of the language and education needs in Myanmar. The use of 
Facilitated Dialogues, policy environment scans, observations and interviews, field trips and community 
consultation have been key components of the original Initiative and would again form the cornerstone of 
a participatory process of language policy development by and for the people of Myanmar. 

Crucial theoretical components to be supported in the language planning and policy activities are status 
planning, corpus planning and acquisition planning.

Status Planning involves a detailed examination of the legal constitutional position of languages within the 
Union of the Republic of Myanmar and discussions with relevant bodies in Government and at university 
level. It also needs to include a commentary on the scope and adequacy of current arrangements, as 
well as addressing questions of decentralization of administration and state-based activity on behalf of 
languages. Community and district patterns should also be reflected in the examination, as well as civil 
society and community needs, effectively combining bottom-up and top-down language planning;

Corpus Planning addresses the linguistic developmental needs of languages in Myanmar, from high 
order standardization to script, dissemination, and terminology in relation to very small and endangered 
languages, seeking, through consultation, to provide a detailed map of culture and language cultivation 
activities across the country, identifying areas which require improvement; 

Acquisition Planning addresses issues of multilingual language acquisition including the national language 
– Myanmar, mother tongues other than Myanmar, the bilingualism involved for many students, literacy 
and academic requirements, the role of English and other international languages, and a particular focus 
on the special needs areas of deafness and visual impairment and their impact on communication.

Building on the initial inputs of the LESC Initiative the main outcomes of this new initiative should include: 

•	 The	development	of	Union	level	language	policy
•	 The	 development	 of	 several	 state	 level	 language	 policies	 coordinated	with	 the	Union	 level	 policy	

through the NPT principles (see 6.3.1)

Recommendations

9
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•	 The	development	of	model	policies	for	other	states	and	districts	of	the	country	based	on	the	above
•	 Integrated	 implementation	 plans	 at	 state	 and	 Union	 levels,	 responding	 to	 a	 series	 of	 identified	

language and communication challenges
•	 A	suite	of	integrated	policy	documents,	envisaged	to	consist	of	two	volumes	
•	 Documented	outcomes	from	the	conference,	and
•	 Other	publications	and	information	provision,	including	research	reports,	language	maps,	and	other	

material as required. 

Most importantly, language policies and language education should take account of the need for all 
students to:

i) gain full access to the knowledge and skills imparted through the curriculum;
ii) gain full literacy and speaking competence in the mother tongue, the national language and English; 
iii) gain the awareness to conduct conversations in an inclusive and harmonious way that recognizes the 

rights and opportunities of all people. 
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The Mon State case study was designed to explore the prospects of modelling a positive approach to 
language education policy development in a location that is relatively compact and stable. Mon State 
was also chosen because of its willingness to participate in and host the activity of localized policy 
development. The LESC activities were designed to explore alternatives to the mandated use of Myanmar 
as the exclusive medium of instruction in Mon State schools. Recent legislative changes in Mon State 
have allowed teaching of the Mon language to recommence in state schools, along with other ethnic 
languages, including Pa-O and Karen languages. 

The Mon State LESC case study was undertaken in order to establish the feasibility of locally driven, 
collaborative language policy development at the state level in Myanmar, with the intention of producing an 
accessible model of language policy development for ethnic groups and states to adopt across Myanmar. 
Mon State provided an ideal location for this activity as community groups and non-state authorities 
had already undertaken considerable work in establishing “extensive ethno-nationalist-oriented school 
systems running parallel to those of the official state system” (Lall and South 2014, pp. 298–299). The Mon 
National Education Committee has also established informal partnerships with local government schools 
in areas with Mon-speaking populations. These ‘mixed’ schools cater to Mon speakers by teaching the 
national curriculum, but also by offering extra modules on the Mon languages and history. 

As a result, many of the parties involved were amenable to exploring the possibilities of progressing 
language-related issues in the Mon State education system, but were also interested in broader social 
issues in the region and Union-wide. The involvement of interested parties in the Mon State in this 
LESC activity has proved extremely effective. From its origins as a small case study within the larger 
LESC Initiative, the Mon State language policy activity has achieved significant outcomes, and now 
forms a key component of a much broader extension of the LESC Initiative, the development of a Peace 
Building and Social Cohesion Promoting National Language Policy in Myanmar, 2015-2016. The Mon State 
language policy and preamble now serves as a template for other State-based language policies, working 
in conjunction with the incipient National language policy. 

The achievements of the Mon State case study are reported above, this section provides a more detailed 
picture of the specific setting, challenges and processes undertaken by the LESC Initiative in Mon State.

10.1  Mon language and identity

The Mon language holds a special significance for Myanmar. The Mon language has a long history in the 
broader Asia-Pacific region, with its writing system forming the basis of the current national language. 

Mon case study
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Old Mon is a script dated as far back as the sixth century, with inscriptions located on the current territory 
of Thailand at Nakhon Pathom and Saraburi (Bauer 1991). The language was widely used in late antiquity. 
Up to the twelfth century, Mon was the lingua franca of some south central areas of modern Myanmar. 
These areas included the crucial Ayeyarwaddy River valleys, modern Bago and Bagan Kingdoms. Even 
after the fall of Mon Kingdoms the language was supported by Bagan rulers, especially Kyansittha during 
whose reign, 1084 to 1113, the Mon orthography was adopted as the basis for elaborating a written form 
of the Myanmar language (Jenny 2013).

Demographic changes across the region, particularly along the Ayeyarwaddy Delta, and the influx of 
accompanying languages, resulted in the Mon language acting as a ‘donor’ to other languages. This 
occurred through the use of the Mon writing system, as well as through language contact at the level of 
the grammar and lexicon (words). The Mon language was also a recipient of these types of exchanges 
as well (Jenny 2013). It should be noted that there is sociolinguistic variation for Mon. As well as a Thai 
version of Mon, there are also three dialect forms of Mon within Myanmar all of which are mutually 
intelligible. These are usually called Central, Bago and Ye forms of Mon.

Over time, the influence of Mon began to lessen, which was exacerbated by the political control of 
the British Empire. While other ethnic nationality communities “were the objects of patronage from 
missionaries, and later state administrators, resulting in the promotion of indigenous language use and 
related processes of identity consolidation” (Lall and South 2014, p. 308), Mon was not a beneficiary 
of these processes. Language use became confined to traditional family and community life within 
more homogenous Mon speaking areas. Monks played a critical role in recording the Mon language and 
history, including religious history and remain to this day a key source of Mon language maintenance and 
education (Lall and South 2014; South 2003).

National independence after 1948 precipitated a much steeper decline in the language. The sociolinguistic 
effect of rapid changes caused by independence is such that today there is a great discrepancy between the 
numbers who claim Mon ethnicity and those who use the Mon language. South (2003) reported that the 
actual number of Mon speakers was “between 60-80,000”, which would not necessarily constitute serious 
language endangerment (Lo Bianco 2014). However, it is impossible to contrast this with the percentage 
of the wider Myanmar population who identify themselves as ethnic Mons, the numbers of actual Mon 
speakers of a young age and other figures related to linguistic vitality as the data is not reliably available 
(Lo Bianco 2014). South’s calculation contrasts with the Ethnologue report which summarizes the number 
of people using the Mon language as, “743,000 in Myanmar (2004)” although this number is decreasing. 
The Ethnologue report also states that the total Mon population in all countries is approximately 851,000, 
with an ethnic population of 1,000,000 (Lewis, Simons, and Fennig 2015). Bradley (2015) calculates the 
numbers at 400,000 plus. In all these calculations it is clear that Mon language knowledge and usage is 
vastly reduced when speakers are contrasted to the number of people who identify as ethnically Mon. The 
Ethnologue listing classifies Mon at level 5 or ‘Developing’, which is defined as:

 “The language is in vigorous use, with literature in a standardized form being used by some 
though this is not yet widespread or sustainable” and in its Mon summary specifically says of 
Mon: “Vigorous in some rural areas and in Three Pagodas border area. Low or no usage in urban 
centers. Many domains in some communities; only among the elderly, in the monastery, or not 
at all in other communities. All ages. Positive attitudes. Widespread bilingualism; some language 
shift. Also use Burmese,” (Lewis, Simons, and Fennig 2015).
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The geographic distribution between rural and urban is a telling and important danger signal, but Mon 
is spoken by young people and enjoys positive attitudes, both of which could be promising for future 
revitalization. The classification ‘Developing’ is point 5 on the 10 point (13 when we include subsidiary 
classifications) Expanded Graded Intergenerational Disruption Scale in which 0 is the highest point, 
marking the highest level of vitality, in effect the lowest point of endangerment, and 10 as ‘extinct’ 
(see Lo Bianco 2014 for an extended discussion of classifications and documentation of language 
endangerment).

These developments around the Mon language are not mirrored in relation to ethnicity and culture, since 
a vibrant Mon identity or a Mon people are and have been considered a distinct ethnic presence within 
the wider Myanmar/Burmese-Indochinese setting since the fall the Peguan (Bagan) Empire in the 1800s 
(Hla 1992).

Overall, the period since national independence has proved deleterious to the language, due mainly 
to the promotion of exclusive use of the Myanmar language, causing extensive attrition in the spoken 
domains of Mon. While not all scholars agree, there is a widespread view that Mon should be considered 
an endangered language due to its declining number of daily users, restricted domains for its use, and 
its association with rebellion against the policies of the military governments that have tried to impose 
linguistic uniformity. Prior to recent political ceasefires, Mon was only strong in areas where rebel forces 
had gained control and established separatist education, especially those close to the Thai border. Since 
establishment of a state parliament there have been many new moves to revitalize Mon, to encourage 
and expand its use. In 2013, for the first time in 50 years, the Than Lwin Times, a newspaper based in 
Mawlamyine, began publishing a small number of its pages in Mon, alongside the national language 
(Mizzima 2013). 

One of the most positive outcomes for the Mon language since the 1995 ceasefire in the Mon State 
has been the development of models of mother tongue-based education. The New Mon State Party 
(NMSP) administers more than 150 Mon National Schools, which provide mother tongue education at 
the early primary levels, with students learning in the national language from the middle primary years. 
The advantage of this model is that it enables students to continue their education and to take the 
national matriculation examinations, allowing access to higher education. Additionally, as detailed above, 
the Mon National Education Committee has established informal relationships with over 100 government 
schools, whereby Mon speaking students study the national curriculum, but are provided with additional 
instruction on Mon language and history (Lall and South 2014). In the estimation of Lall and South (2014), 
the Mon education experience is a ‘useful model’ for wider education reform in the transitional state 
of national education across Myanmar, and especially in its efforts to negotiate a form of decentralized 
delivery of services.

10.2  The Mon State

After years of armed conflict and campaigning, a distinct Mon State was eventually established in 1974, 
becoming the “second smallest ethnic state in Burma, but also the most densely populated” (South 2003, 
p. 7). The Mon nationalist political movement was built on demands to preserve the unique heritage of 
culture and languages. As South (2003, p. 23) states, “To be Mon is to identify with a certain territory, with 
a distinct civilization and culture nearly two thousand years old, and with the Theravada Buddhist religion.” 
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Partly as a consequence of the prestige attached to Mon culture, the new Mon State is relatively wealthy 
and unified, often ranked above national averages on social development indicators. Students from the 
state often achieve top results in the national school examinations (UNICEF 2015). This is in part due to 
the establishment of local committees who have assumed responsibility for education during the violent 
conflicts that have beset the region since national independence.Since its establishment as a distinct 
state, ethnic, cultural and literacy committees and organizations have become instrumental in leveraging 
government to gain the right to teach, learn and participate in mother tongue language learning and cultural 
activities. These groups not only lobby for the political power to self-determination and for economic 
equality, but are also crucial in expressing the desire to revive and celebrate Mon cultural and linguistic 
heritages (Pedersen 2008, p. 52). While international attention often frames Myanmar’s conflicts as 
struggles between democracy and autocracy, many of Myanmar’s ethnic minorities, including the Mon 
people, are focused more on establishing their rights to “practice their own cultures, including language, 
literature, and religion, all of which are crucial to ethnic identities” (Pedersen 2008, p. 56).

10.3  Language policy challenges in Mon State

The underlying aims of the LESC Initiative in Mon State were to build an understanding of language and 
its role as a gatekeeper of greater social, educational and economic benefits. This included developing 
an understanding and consensus around the importance of mother tongue education. It also aimed to 
bridge the gap between the practices and desires of Mon speakers and educators, and reconcile the use 
of Mon with the national language as the medium of instruction. 

The Mon State recently passed legislation promoting teaching of Mon language in state-run schools 
for the first time in more than 50 years. Mon is only taught for one hour each day in primary school up 
to Grade 4, but this start is crucially important to providing more educational opportunities for children 
whose first language is Mon. The bill also provides ethnic Pa-O and Karen people living in Mon State the 
opportunity to study their ethnic languages at school, which presents an opportunity to expand provision 
of mother tongue-based MLE across Myanmar (UNICEF 2015). Exploring alternatives to the mandated 
use of Myanmar as exclusive medium of instruction in state schools is critical because it has been 
a significant barrier for children from non-Myanmar speaking households enrolled in primary grades 
(UNICEF 2015). This exclusion has also been a barrier for students entering high school and results in 
school dropouts and poor results in national schools, especially for predominantly Mon-speaking areas in 
the southern and more rural parts of the State (UNICEF 2015).

While the introduction of one hour of instruction in Mon each day is a positive move, there is still somewhat 
limited, but slowly increasing, cooperation between Mon National Education Committee schools and the 
state sector (UNICEF 2015). Increases have been seen in the training and financial support for teachers, 
as well as the provision of increased funding for schools. However, a far more comprehensive approach to 
language planning and policy is required in order to systematically and sustainably advance language-related 
tensions at the educational and broader societal level, and was the focus of the LESC Initiative in Mon State. 
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An extension of the original LESC Initiative is underway in 2015–16. The objectives of the LESC extension 
are the development of peacebuilding and social cohesion promoting language policies in Myanmar at 
the national level, as well as at the state level in some instances. The Initiative is detailed below, along 
with a graphic overview of the process (Figure 2) and overview of language policy development process: 

As outlined in Figure 2 following, the language policy process will consist of three key components: 

1. Development of the language policy principles through consultation with the relevant working groups 
and the incorporation of feedback and questionnaire feedback. 

2. Dialogues and consultations – this component of the project will involve carrying out 

a. Facilitated Dialogues in a number of states
b. Union-wide Facilitated Dialogues; the first Dialogue to seek feedback and discussion of draft 

principles for language policy and their endorsement and a second Dialogue to discuss, modify 
and endorse the final policy draft

c. Field trips at the state level for policy input negotiations
d. Consultations in relation to a special needs component to the language policy

3. The commissioning of four specialist inputs to inform the above steps through detailed papers written 
by experts on a sociolinguistic map of the languages of Myanmar, English and its role in Myanmar 
society, special needs and inclusive education provision, as well as a case study and photo essay of 
MLE practices in Myanmar.  

The final policy document, as detailed in Figure 3 below, will consist of a range of integrated but separate 
publications. It is envisaged that these would appear in separate volumes. The first will be compromised 
of the policy goals – the nationally agreed and endorsed principles for a Union-wide language policy. 
Related and integrated state level policies for a number of states will be included. 

Following from field visits and other consultation processes and the above, state models will be templates 
for language policy development processes in general and for states/districts and other parts of Myanmar 
to devise locally relevant applications. This compendium, either in the same volume or separately, will 
also include an action-implementation plan and donor promises to support the overall plan or individual 
components. 

11
Additional developments
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Figure 3: Myanmar language policy and documentation process

Figure 2: Overview of policy development process
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Concept Note

Dr Joseph Lo Bianco, AM
Professor of Language and Literacy Education 
Graduate School of Education
University of Melbourne

Introduction

This ‘concept note’ reports the initial orientation to research and related activities of the Language, 
Education and Social Cohesion (LESC) initiative, a component of the UNICEF East Asia and Pacific 
Regional Office (EAPRO) Education and Social Cohesion multi-country project. This initiative is part of the 
international Peacebuilding, Education and Advocacy Programme, supported by UNICEF in 14 counties 
globally and aims to address underlying issues that lead to education systems building peace and social 
cohesion – or exacerbating existing tensions which can lead to conflict. In the case of this multi-country 
initiative, this includes a review of language policy and planning, citizenship and ethnicity concerns in 
educational contexts.

Four UNICEF Country Offices replied positively to the invitation to participate in the ‘language and 
ethnicity’ component of the EAPRO project: Malaysia, Myanmar, Solomon Islands and Thailand. Each 
country can describe and title the initiative differently – selecting terms such as social cohesion, 
citizenship, integration of minorities, or ‘peacebuilding’ according to local preferences and priorities, 
given that different terms can have quite different meanings in different contexts and cultures and that 
some terms are politically and culturally ‘loaded’. Language, Education and Social Cohesion (LESC) is a 
temporary title of convenience to allow the project to get underway.

Preparatory research, document collection, expert consultations and other preliminaries has 
commenced for all four country sites involved in LESC. In-country familiarization visits and 
consultations with public officials, school level personnel and research agencies were undertaken 
in December 2012 in Thailand and Malaysia. This concept note represents the initial phase for the 
Myanmar component of LESC.

Appendix 1:
Concept note: Language, Education 
and Social Cohesion: Myanmar 
(English and Myanmar versions)
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Project Context

The overall programme has been funded by the Government of the Netherlands in response to a UNICEF 
Headquarters proposal, which defines Education for Peacebuilding to include both Social Cohesion and 
Resilience with direct links to the broader issues of Disaster Risk Reduction and emergency preparedness 
and response, of language policies and social exclusion (including gender) in education, of educational 
and socio-economic disparities, and of building on the dividends of peace.

Common to all four countries involved in LESC is research and ‘intervention’ activities exploring policy and 
planning, current practices and prevailing attitudes and values related to language throughout education 
systems, with a view to their context in civil society, public policy and the labour market so far as these 
condition and shape language and ethnicity issues.

Myanmar Context

LESC research and intervention activities will take place in the context of the Government of Myanmar 
initiative, supported by diverse Development Partners, to undertake a Comprehensive Education Sector 
Review (CESR), as part of a general national reform agenda whose principal aim is to raise economic and 
social development. An overarching goal of this process and related reform agendas currently underway 
is to foster the development of a “modern developed nation through education” (Myanmar Ministry of 
Education, vision statement, 2004) and the wider 30 Year Long Term Basic Education Development Plan, 
2001–2031. Critically relevant are the overarching constitutional provisions for the national language, for 
multilingualism and for the distribution and outcomes of education provision and employment/economic 
opportunity.

The Myanmar sociolinguistic profile is very complex, comprising more than 110 spoken languages 
(accompanied by an unknown number of sign languages), with seven main ‘ethnic’ language clusters 
Chin, Kachin, Kayah (Karenni), Kayin (Karen), Mon, Rakhine and Shan, spoken by more than 23 million 
people and distributed within correspondingly named State administrations (Lewis 2009). Another 
group of about 11 languages can be identified with speaker populations exceeding 100,000 each. 
Within this great diversity there are a large number of nested dialects and many highly variable multi-
literate realities, including many languages lacking orthographic standardization (Burling 2003). The 
national language, Myanmar, is represented across the national territory, claiming 32 million speakers 
but highly variable rates of knowledge of its standard forms, and of its literacy.

The nature of cross-language bilingualism/multilingualism, and knowledge of foreign languages, 
knowledge of and use of ‘proximal’ languages (Chinese and Indian languages), are distributed in 
a highly variable pattern of urban/rural and shaped by education levels, occupation and mobility 
(Bradley 1997; Lewis 2009). A true sociolinguistic profile would also need to be sensitive to levels 
and distribution of sign languages, communication systems for the language disabled and other 
communication questions that impact on access to education or training, and prospects of access to 
remunerated employment.
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LESC and the CESR

The on-going Rapid Assessment phase of the CESR, which will be completed in early 2013, will inform 
LESC activity, which could conceivably be seen as a key element of CESR Phases II and/or III, intended 
to last through to December 2013 and mid-2014 respectively.

LESC will take a comprehensive language planning approach, involving early childhood education, 
primary schooling and post-primary education. It will aim to offer concrete methods of language planning 
to support multi-lingual education in ethnic minority languages, in Myanmar (national language) and 
in strategic foreign languages (i.e., English as primary grade subjects, and as medium of instruction 
in grades 10 and 11) - guided by the principles elaborated below. A comprehensive approach will be 
prepared in consultation with all relevant policy, community and research interests in the Myanmar 
context looking at:

•	 Integrated	 language	 and	 literacy	 education	 (medium	 of	 instruction,	 relation	 of	 first,	 second	 and	
additional languages, links between literacy and curriculum content, pedagogy, notions of bilingualism 
and conceptual development, identity and inter-culturalism, transition points and sequencing in 
curriculum, etc);

•	 The	 Myanmar	 reform	 priority,	 as	 I	 understand	 it	 presently,	 is	 to	 shift	 from	 English	 to	 bilingual	
(Myanmar/English) medium in mathematical and science subjects in upper secondary grades; this 
too and related questions of assessment, training and materials development should comprise part 
of the comprehensive approach;

•	 The	beginning	point	will	be	to	explore	outcome	proficiency	skills	desired	by	the	community	of	interests	
(speaker groups, policy makers, researchers, etc) in relation to the likely communicative outcomes 
from current provision with proposals for overcoming gaps and deficiencies identified;

•	 The	work	will	be	sensitive	 to	questions	of	 literacy,	concept	development	and	school	participation;	
equity and access; drop out and discontinuation and re-entry possibilities; identity and citizenship; and 
economy and labour market questions;

•	 The	 approach	 will	 be	 guided	 by	 principles	 of	 effective	 language	 outcomes,	 language	 rights	 and	
opportunities, social cohesion and national unity in the context of the recognition of diversity and 
pluralism and the opportunity for all, mainstream and minority populations alike, to gain the spoken 
proficiency, literate and cultural knowledge and skills to support equal opportunity and full participation 
in national life;

The overarching objective should be to foster and integrated, coordinated and comprehensive evidence-
based policy on language education; with facilitated deliberations to gain stakeholder commitment to the 
aims and requirements of full and effective implementation.

Proposed Method and Approach

In keeping with the LESC approach in Thailand and Malaysia the research phases of the LESC will address 
the following three spheres:
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Questions of context - essentially socio-linguistic, but also economic, and political issues. Scripts, literature, 
literacy, diglossia, who speaks what to whom, the local status of language and the wider status of languages 
nationally, national language issues and language ecology in proximal areas should all be considered.

Questions of feasibility - essentially to be pragmatic, what is realistic? Consider issues of education and 
training systems for pre-, primary, secondary, post; technical and university; as well as practical issues 
around teachers, curriculum and programme models. What are some technological and new media 
possibilities? 

Questions of purpose - exactly why are we pursuing bilingual education? What are the i) socio-cultural, ii) 
economic-political and iii) educational aims, desires, expectations, experiences and each of these three 
spheres can be seen from insider and outsider perspectives. In facilitated deliberations, the aim will be 
to gain stakeholder commitment to an overarching and integrated national language education policy.

These three spheres will be used to develop categories of ‘question’, which in turn will be informed 
in each setting by sampling of documentation related to the following sources to produce a credible 
research and evidence basis for informing public policy.

•	 Legal	 	Texts	 	 -	 	 constitution,	 	 education	 	 act,	 	 citizenship	 	 (to	 	 answer	 	 the	question:	what	 is	 the	
authorizing remit for the activity);

•	 Central	 	 Jurisdiction	 	 -	 	Ministries	 	 of	 	Education	 	 (curriculum,	 	 textbooks,	 indigenous	minorities),	
Ministry of Culture (indigenous affairs, internal affairs), Language Apex body (NL as L2)---Academic 
Centres, Ethnic Centres, Local Schools, headmasters and teachers; to answer questions on the 
sphere of administration and cultural authority for the activity);

•	 Civil	Society:	Religious,	Social,	Business,	Labour,	etc	(as	above);
•	 Devolved	 Jurisdiction:	 District	 literacy	 and	 education	 	 support	 	 and	 delivery	 agencies,	 Ethnic	

organizations (to answer the question, what can be reliably delivered);
•	 Supra-National:	RELC,	ASEAN,	UN	agencies,	NGOs
•	 Public	Media:	Press	and	other	reporting
•	 Academic	Sources:	PhD	theses,	published	academic	works

The processes to be followed will include the following:

a. Desk review – collecting and reviewing a wide range of documentation to include critical literature and 
document review pertaining to education and language policies and practices, to education and peace 
building, social cohesions and resilience and to education for ethnic groups and linguistic minorities 
in different contexts;

b. Initial visits to NPT and Yangon, as well as to 1-2 States/Regions for stakeholder and key informant 
interviews, additional document compilation, identification of additional key informants and issues, 
and planning for follow up visits

c. Follow up visits for more in depth interviews and data collection, including with local leaders, 
Headmasters, etc.

d. Sharing of initial findings, analysis and recommendations and preparation of Report
e. Preparation for and eventual implementation of facilitated deliberations around comprehensive 

language education planning and policy.
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စကားခ်ီး 
ဤ သေဘာတရားစာတမ္းသည္ UNICEF ၏ အေရွ႕ေတာင္ အာရွ ႏွင့္ ပစိဖိတ ္

ေဒသဆုိင္ရာ ရုံး (EAPRO) မွ ပညာေရးႏွင့္ လူမႈေရးနယ္ပယ္တို႕ ညီၫႊတ္မွ်တစြာ ေပါင္းစည္းျခင္း 
ဆိုင္ရာ ႏုိင္ငံေပါင္းစံုပါ၀င္ေသာ စီမံကိန္းၾကီး၏ တစ္စိတ္တစ္ေဒသ ျဖစ္ေသာ ဘာသာစကား၊ 
ပညာေရးႏွင့္ လူမႈေရးနယ္ပယ္တို႔ ညီၫႊတ္မွ်တစြာ ေပါင္းစည္းေရး ဦးေဆာင္မႈလုပ္ငန္း (LESC) 
ႏွင့္ပတ္သတ္သည့္ လုပ္ငန္းေဆာင္တာမ်ားႏွင့္ သုေတသန လုပ္ငန္းမ်ား အတြက္ ကနဦး 
လုိအပ္ခ်က္မ်ားကုိ တင္ျပထားျခင္း ျဖစ္ပါသည္။ ဤ ဦးေဆာင္မႈလုပ္ငန္း သည္ UNICEF မွ 
ကမာၻ႕ႏိုင္ငံ ၁၄ခုတြင္ ၿငိမ္းခ်မ္းေရးႏွွင့္ လူမႈေရးတိ႕ု အခ်ိဳးညီၫႊတ္စြာ ေပါင္းစည္းေပးႏုိင္ေသာ 
ပညာေရး စနစ ္တည္ေထာင္ႏိုင္ေရးႏွင့္ စပ္လွ်င္းေသာ ကိစၥမ်ား သုိ႔မဟုတ္ ပဋိပကၡမ်ား အျဖစ္သုိ႔ 
ဦးတည္သြား ေစႏိုင္သည့္ ရွိရင္းစြ ဲ တင္းမာမႈမ်ားကို ပိုမိုဆိုး၀ါးေအာင္လုပ္ေဆာင္ေနျခင္းႏွင့္ 
စပ္လွ်င္ေသာ အေရးကိစၥမ်ားကို ေျဖရွင္းႏိုင္ရန္ ရည္ရြယ္ခ်က္ထား၍ က်ယ္ျပန႕္စြာ 
အေကာင္အထည္ေဖၚလွ်က္ရွိေသာ အျပည္ျပည္ဆိုင္ရာ ျငိမ္းခ်မ္းေရး တည္ေဆာက္ျခင္း၊ ပညာေရး 
ႏွင့္ ေထာက္ပံ့ေပးျခင္း အစီအစဥ္၏ အစိတ္အပိုင္းတစ္ခုလည္း ျဖစ္ပါသည္။ ထိုက့ဲသုိ႕ ႏိုင္ငံစံုတြင္ 
စတင္ အေကာင္အထည္ ေဖၚရသည့္အတြက္ ယခုစာတမ္းတြင္ ဘာသာစကား မူ၀ါဒမ်ားႏွင့္ 
အစီအစဥ္မ်ား၊ ႏိုင္ငံသားတစ္ဦး၏ ရပိုင္ခြင့္ႏွင့္ တာ၀န္မ်ား၊ လူမ်ိဳးစ ု တစ္စုႏွင့္ ပက္သက္သည့္ 
အေရး ကိစၥ မ်ားကိ ုပညာေရး ရႈေထာင့္မွ သံုးသပ္ျပထားပါသည္။ 

EAPRO စီမံကိန္း၏ “ဘာသာစကားႏွင့္ လူမ်ိဳးစု” အပိုင္းတြင္ ပူးေပါင္းပါ၀င္ လုပ္ေဆာင္ရန္ 
ဖိတ္ေခၚမႈကိ ုမေလးရွားႏိုင္ငံ၊ ျမန္မာႏိုင္ငံ၊ ေဆာ္လမြန္ကၽြန္းစုမ်ားႏိုင္ငံ ႏွင့္ ထိုင္းႏိုင္ငံတို႔ရွိ UNICEF 
ရံုးမ်ားမွ အျပဳသေဘာေဆာင္စြာ အေၾကာင္းျပန္ခဲ ့ ၾကပါသည္။ လူမႈေရးဆိုင္ရာ ညီၫႊတ္မွ်တစြာ 
ေပါင္းစည္းျခင္း၊ ႏိုင္ငံသားတစ္ဦး၏ ရပို္င္ခြင့္ႏွင့္တာ၀န္မ်ား၊ လူနည္းစုမ်ား ကိ ု ေပါင္းစည္း 
ညီၫႊတ္္ေစျခင္း သုိ႔မဟုတ္ ၿငိမ္းခ်မ္းေရး တည္ေဆာက္ျခင္း စသည္ ေခါင္းစဥ္အမ်ိဳးမ်ိဳးကုိ 
ေရြးခ်ယ္ရာတြင္ ယဥ္ေက်းမႈ ဓေလ့ထုံးတမ္းမ်ား ကြဲျပားသည္ႏွင့္အမွ် ေခါင္းစဥ္အမ်ိဳးမ်ိဳးသည္ 
အဓိပၸါယ္အမ်ိဳးမိ်ဳး သက္ေရာက္ႏိုင္သည့္ အျပင္ အခ်ိဳ႕ ေခါင္းစဥ္မ်ားသည္ ႏိုင္ငံေရးအရ 
ေသာ္လည္းေကာင္း ယဥ္ေက်းမႈအရ ေသာ္လည္းေကာင္း ၀န္ထုပ၀္န္ပိုး ျဖစ္ေစႏို္င္သည့္ အတြက္ 
ႏိုင္ငံ တစ္ႏို္င္ငံခ်င္း၊ ေဒသတစ္ခုခ်င္း၏ အေရးေပးမႈႏွင့္  ဦးစားေပးမႈအေပၚတြင္ မူတည္၍ 
ေခါင္းစဥ္မ်ား ေရြးခ်ယ္ျခင္းျဖစ္သျဖင့္ ႏိုင္ငံတစ္ႏိုင္ငံႏွင့္ တစ္ႏို္င္ငံ အေကာင္အထည္ေဖၚ 
ေဆာင္ရြက္ရာတြင္ အေသးစိတ္အခ်က္မ်ားႏွင့္ အမည္မ်ားပါ ျခားနားႏုိင္ပါသည္။  ဘာသာစကား၊ 
ပညာေရးႏွင့္ လူမႈေရးနယ္ပယ္တို႔ ညီၫႊတ္မွ်တစြာ ေပါင္းစည္းေရး ဦးေဆာင္မႈလုပ္ငန္း (LESC) 
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ဟုေသာ အမည္မွာလည္း ဤစီမံကိန္း ေပၚေပါက္လာေစရန္ အတြက ္ အဆင္ေျပေစရန္ 
ယာယီေပးထားေသာ အမည္ျဖစ္ပါသည္။

LESC တြင္ပါ၀င္မည့္ ႏိုင္ငံ ေလးႏိုင္ငံလံုး အတြက္ ႀကိဳတင္ျပင္ဆင္ျခင္းဆိုင္ရာ 
သုေတသနျပဳလုပ္ျခင္း၊ စာရြက္စာတမ္း စုေဆာင္းျခင္း၊ ကၽြမ္းက်င္သူမ်ား၏ အၾကံေပးျခင္းမ်ား ႏွင့္ 
အျခား အႀကိဳေဆာင္ရြက္ဖြယ္ ရွိသည္တို႔ကိ ု စတင္ေဆာင္ရြက္ေနၿပီ ျဖစ္ပါသည္။ 
သက္ဆိုငရ္ာႏိုင္ငံ၏ ဓေလ့ထုံးစံမ်ားႏွင့္ ရင္းႏွီးကၽြမ္း၀င္မႈရွိေစရန္ အတြက္ 
လာေရာက္လည္ပတ္ျခင္းႏွင့္ ဌာနဆိုင္ရာ အရာရွိမ်ား၊ ေက်ာင္း အဆင္ ့ တာ၀န္ရွိသူမ်ားႏွင့္ 
သုေတသန အဖြဲ႔အစည္းမ်ား ႏွင့္ ေတြ႔ဆံုေဆြးေႏြး အၾကံေပးျခင္းတို႔ ကိ ု ၂၀၁၂ ခုႏွစ္၊ 
ဒီဇင္ဘာလတြင္ ထိုင္းႏိုင္ငံႏွင့္ မေလးရွားႏိုင္ငံတို႔တြင္ ေဆာင္ရြက္ခဲ့ပါသည္။ ဤသေဘာတရား 
စာတမ္း သည ္LESC ၏ ျမန္မာႏုိင္ငံ ႏွင့္ သက္ဆုိင္သည့္ အပုိင္းအတြက္ ကနဦး အဆင့္ တစ္ခုကုိ 
ကိုယ္စားျပဳပါသည္။ 

စီမံကိန္းဆုိင္ရာ အခ်ကအ္လက္မ်ား 
UNICEF ဌာနခ်ဳပ္ ၏ အဆိုျပဳလႊာအရ ယခ ု အစီအစဥ္တစ္ခုလုံးကို နယ္သာလန္ႏိုင္ငံ အစိုးရ မွ 
ရန္ပံုေငြ ေထာက္ပံ့ေပးထားပါသည္။ အဆိုပါ အဆိုျပဳလႊာတြင္ သဘာ၀ ေဘးအႏၲရယ္ 
တားဆီးကာကြယ္ေရးႏွင့္ အေရးေပၚ အေျခအေနအတြက္ ႀကိဳတင္ကာကြယ္မႈႏွင့္ ျဖစ္ေပၚလာပါက 
ခ်က္ခ်င္း ေဆာင္ရြက္ျခင္းတုိ႔ႏွင့္ စပ္လွ်င္း၍  လည္းေကာင္း၊ ပညာေရးတြင္ ဘာသာစကား 
မူ၀ါဒမ်ားႏွင့္ က်ားမ ခြျဲခားမႈမ်ား အပါအ၀င္ လူမႈေရး ခြျဲခားမႈမ်ား ႏွင့္ စပ္လွ်င္း၍ လည္းေကာင္း၊ 
ပညာေရးႏွင့္ လူမႈစီးပြားေရး တို႕ ကြာဟခ်က္မ်ားႏွင့္ စပ္လွ်င္း၍ လည္းေကာင္း၊ ၿငိမ္းခ်မ္းေရး ခြေဲ၀မႈ 
အေျခခံ အေဆာက္အဦး မ်ားႏွင့္ စပ္လွ်င္း၍ လည္းေကာင္း ေပၚေပါက္လာေသာ က်ယ္ျပန္႔သည္ ့
ျပႆနာရပ္မ်ားႏွင့္ တိုက္ရိုက္ ဆက္ႏြယ္မႈရွိသည့္ ျပန္လည္ထူေထာင္ေရး လုပ္ငန္းစဥ္မ်ား၊ 
လူမႈေရးႏွင့္ ညီၫႊတ္မွ်တစြာ ေပါင္းစည္းျခင္းမ်ား ပါ၀င္သည့္ “ၿငိမ္းခ်မ္းေရးတည္ေဆာက္မႈ အတြက္ 
ပညာေရး”ကိ ုေဖၚျပ ဖြင့္ဆုိထားပါသည္။ 

LESC အစီအစဥ္တြင္ ပါ၀င္ေသာ ႏုိင္ငံ ေလးႏိုင္ငံလံုးတြင္ တူညီေသာ လုပ္ငန္းစဥ္မ်ားမွာ 
သုေတသန လုပ္ငန္းႏွင့္ အကူးအေျပာင္း ကာလတြင္ ေလ့လာရမည့္ လုပ္ေဆာင္ခ်က္မ်ား ျဖစ္ေသာ 
မူ၀ါဒ ခ်မွတ္ျခင္းႏွင့္ အစီအစဥ္မ်ား ေရးဆြဲျခင္း၊ ပညာေရးစနစ္တစ္ေလွ်ာက္ 
ဘာသာစကားသင္ၾကားမႈ ႏွင့္ ပက္သက္သည့္ လက္ရွိ အေလ့အက်င့္၊ ရွိရင္းစြ ဲသေဘာထားမ်ား၊ 
တန္ဖိုးထားမႈမ်ား ႏွင့္တကြ ဘာသာစကားႏွင့္ လူမ်ိဳး ျပႆနာမ်ား ျဖစ္ေပၚေစသည့္ 
ျပည္သူလူထုႏွင္ ့ဆိုင္ေသာလူ႕အဖြ႕ဲအစည္း၊ အမ်ားျပည္သူႏွင့္ ဆိုင္ေသာ မူ၀ါဒ ႏွင့္ အလုပ္သမား 
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ေစ်းကြက္တုိ႔အတြက္ လက္ရွိအခ်ိန္တြင္ က်င့္သုံးေနေသာ ဓေလ့ထုံးစံမ်ားကိ ု
ေလ့လာသံုးသပ္ျခင္းတို႔ ပါ၀င္ပါသည္။ 

ျမန္မာႏုိင္င ံဆိုင္ရာ အခ်က္အလက္မ်ား 
စီးပြားေရးႏွင့္ လူမႈေရးဆိုင္ရာတို႔တြင္ ပိုမို ဖြင့္ျဖိဳးတုိးတက္ေစရန္ အဓိက ရည္မွန္ခ်က္ထားသည့္ 
အမ်ိဳးသားအဆင္ ့ အေထြေထြ ျပန္လည္တည္ေဆာက္ေရး လုပ္ငန္းစဥ္၏ အစိတ္အပိုင္းတစ္ခု 
အျဖစ္ ဘက္စံုပညာေရးက႑ဆိုင္ရာ ဆန္းစစ္ခ်က ္(CESR) တစ္ခ ုေပၚေပါက္လာေစရန္ အတြက္ 
LESC ၏ သုေတသန ႏွင့္ အကူးအေျပာင္းကာလ လုပ္ေဆာင္ခ်က္မ်ား ကိ ု ျမန္မာႏုိင္ငံ အစုိးရ၏ 
ဦးေဆာင္လႈပ္ရွားသည့္ ပံုစံအတိုင္း ဖြံၿဖိဳးတိုးတက္ေရး လုပ္ေဆာင္လွ်က္ရွိေသာ မတူညီသည့္ 
တြဲဘက္အဖြ႔ဲအစည္း မ်ား၏ အကူအညီျဖင့္ လုပ္ေဆာင္သြားမည္ ျဖစ္ပါသည္။ ဤလုပ္ငန္းစဥ္ 
တစ္ခုလုံး ႏွင့္ လက္ရွိ ေဆာင္ရြက္ေနေသာ ျပန္လည္တည္ေဆာက္ေရး လုပ္ငန္းစဥ္မ်ား ႏွင့္ 
စပ္လွ်င္းသည္ ့ တစ္ခုတည္းေသာ ရည္ရြယ္ခ်က္မွာ ပညာေရး၀န္ႀကီးဌာန၏ ၂၀၀၄ ခုႏွစ္က 
စတင္ခဲ့သည့္ ေဆာင္ပုဒ္ ျဖစ္ေသာ “ပညာေရးျဖင့္ ေခတ္မီဖြံ႕ျဖိဳး တိုးတက္ေသာ ႏို္င္ငံေတာၾ္ကီး 
တည္ေဆာက္အံ့” ဟုသည့္အတိုင္း တိုးတက္မႈမ်ား ျမန္ဆန္လာေစရန္ ႏွင့္ အေျခခံပညာေရးစနစ္ 
ဖြ႔ံျဖိဳးတုိးတက္ေရး အႏွစ္ ၃၀ ေရရွည္စီမံကိန္း ပုိမိုက်ယ္ျပန္႔လာေစရန္ တို႔ျဖစ္ပါသည္။ အဓိက 
သက္ဆိုင္သည့္ နယ္ပယ္မ်ားမွာ ဖြ႕ဲစည္းပံု အေျခခံဥပေဒႏွင့္ အညီ ေထာက္ပံ့ေပးသည့္ အမ်ိဳးသာ 
ဘာသာစကား၊ ဘာသာစကားမ်ိဳးစံု သံုးစြဲသည့္စနစ္ ႏွင့္ ပညာေရး ေထာက္ပံ့မႈ ႏွင့္ အလုပ္အကိုင/္ 
စီးပြားေရး အခြင့္အလမ္းမ်ား၏ ခြေဲ၀ေပးမႈ ႏွင့္ ၄င္းတို႔၏ရလာဒ္မ်ား ျဖစ္ပါသည္။ 

ျမန္မာႏုိင္ငံ၏ လူ႔အဖြဲ႕အစည္အတြင္းဘာသာစကားအသံုးျပဳမႈ ပံုစံမွာ အလြန္ 
ရႈပ္ေထြးလွပါသည္။ အေရအတြက္ အတိအက် မသိႏိုင္ေသာ သေကၤတ ဘာသာစကားမ်ား 
အပါအ၀င္ စကားေျပာ အျဖစ္ အသံုးျပဳသည့္ ဘာသာစကား ၁၁၀ ေက်ာ ္ႏွင့္ အဓိက တိုင္းရင္းသား 
ဘာသာစကားၾကီး ခုႏွစ္မ်ိဳးျဖစ္ေသာ ကခ်င္၊ ကယား၊ ကရင္၊ ခ်င္း၊ မြန္၊ ရခိုင္ ႏွင့္ ရွမ္း 
ေပါင္းစပ္ဖြဲ႕စည္ထားျပီး သက္ဆိုင္ရာ တိုင္းရင္းသားလူမ်ိဳးအမည္ ေပးထားသည့္ 
ျပည္နယ္အသီးသီးတြင္ ျဖန္႔က်က္ေနထိုင္လ်က္ရွိၾကသည့္ ၂၃ သန္းေက်ာ္ေသာ ျပည္သူမ်ားက 
သံုးစြဲလ်က္ရွိပါသည္။ (က်မ္းကိုး - Lewis, 2009)။ အသံုးျပဳ သူ ဦးေရ ၁၀၀,၀၀၀ ေက်ာ္စီ ရွိေသာ 
အျခား ဘာသာစကား ၁၁ မ်ိဳးခန္႔ရွိသည့္ ဘာသာစကားအုပ္စု တစ္ခုကုိလည္း 
ေတြ႔ရွိႏိုင္ပါေသးသည္။ ၾကီးမားလွေသာ အဆိုပါ ကြဲျပားျခားနားမႈ အၾကားတြင္ ရႈပ္ေထြးသည္ ့
ေဒသိယစကား မ်ားစြာရိွျပီး စာလံုးေပါင္း သတ္ပံု စနစ္တိက်စြာ သတ္မွတ္ထားျခင္းမရွိသည့္ 
ဘာသာစကား မ်ားစြာအပါအ၀င္ စာေပမ်ိဳးစံု ကြဲျပားမႈ မ်ားစြာကိလုည္း လက္ေတြ႕ 
ျမင္ေတြ႕ႏိုင္ပါသည္။ (က်မ္းကုိး - Burling, 2003)။ ႏိုင္ငံေတာ္ ဘာသာစကား ျဖစ္သည့္ 
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ျမန္မာဘာသာစကား သည္ ႏိုင္ငံေတာ ္ နယ္နိမိတ ္ အားလံုးကုိ ကိုယ္စားျပဳျပီး ၃၂ သန္းေသာ 
သံုးစြဲသူရွိေၾကာင္း ဆိုထားသည့္ ဘာသာျဖစ္ပါသည္။ သို႔ေသာ ္ ၄င္းဘာသာ၏ စနစ္တက် 
ဖြ႕ဲစည္းပံုႏွင့္ ပတ္သတ္၍ လည္းေကာင္း ၄င္းဘာသာ၏ စာေပႏွင့္ ပတ္သတ္၍ လည္းေကာင္း 
နားလည္သိရွိမႈႏႈန္းမွာ တစ္ေနရာႏွင့္ တစ္ေနရာ မ်ားစြာ ကြဲျပားလ်က္ ရိွပါသည္။ 

ဘာသာစကား ႏွစ္မ်ိဳး သို႔မဟုတ္ ႏွစ္မ်ိဳးထပ္ပို၍ သံုးသည့္ သဘာ၀၊ ႏိုင္ငံျခားဘာသာစကား 
ႏွင့္ပက္သက္သည့္ ဗဟုသုတ ႏွင့္ နီးစပ္ရာ ဘာသာစကားကိ ု (တရုတ္ႏွင့္ အိႏိၵယ 
ဘာသာစကားမ်ား) သိရွိနားလည္ အသံုးျပဳေနျခင္း တို႔မွာ ၿမိဳ႕ျပ/ေက်းလက္ ေဒသ အသီးသီးတြင္ 
ပညာေရးအဆင့္မ်ား၊ အလုပ္အကိုင္မ်ား ႏွင့္ ေရႊ႕ေျပာင္းသြားလာ ေနထိုင္မႈအလိုက္ 
အလြန္ကြာျပားျခားနား လ်က္ရွိပါသည္။ (က်မ္းကုိး - Bradley, 1997; Lewis, 2009)။ 
လူ႔အဖြ႕ဲအစည္အတြင္း ဘာသာစကားအသံုးျပဳမႈ ပံုစံအမွန္တြင္ ေအာက္ပါတို႔ 
လိုအပ္မည္ျဖစ္ပါသည္။ အဆင့္တုိင္းအတြက ္ အဓိပၸါယ္ရွိေသာ ပုံစံျဖစ္ျခင္း၊ 
သေကၤတဘာသာစကားမ်ား အသံုးျပဴမႈအခ်ိဳး၊ ဘာသာစကား အသံုးမျပဳႏိုင္သူမ်ားအတြက ္
ဆက္သြယ္မႈ စနစ္မ်ား ႏွင့္ ပညာသင္ယူခြင့္ သို႔မဟုတ္ ေလက့်င့္ႏိုင္ခြင့္တုိ႔ကို သက္ေရာက္မႈရွိေသာ 
အျခား ဆက္သြယ္မႈဆုိင္ရာေမးခြန္းမ်ား ေမးရန္လိုအပ္ မည့္အျပင္ ေငြေၾကးရရွိေသာ အလုပ္အကိုင ္
ရရွိႏိုင္ေျခတို႔ ပါရွိသင့္ပါသည္။ 

LESC ႏွင့္ CESR 
၂၀၁၃ အေစာပိုင္းတြင္ ျပီးစီးမည့္ လက္ရွိလုပ္ေဆာင္ေနဆဲ ျဖစ္ေသာ 

ဘက္စံုပညာေရးက႑ဆိုင္ရာ ဆန္းစစ္ခ်က ္ (CESR) ၏ အလွ်င္အျမန္ ေလ့လာဆန္းစစ္သည့္ 
အဆင့္သည္ ၂၀၁၃ ခုႏွစ္ ဒီဇင္ဘာလ ႏွင့္ ၂၀၁၄ ခုႏွစ္ ႏွစ္လယ္ တို႔ တြင္ အသီးသီး 
လုပ္ေဆာင္သြားရမည္ဟု ေမွ်ာ္မွန္းထားသည့္ CESR ၏ အဆင္ ့ ၂ ႏွင့္ အဆင္ ့ ၃ တို႔၏ အဓိက 
အစိတ္အပိုင္း ဟု ယူဆႏိုင္ေလာက္သည့္ LESC လုပ္ေဆာင္ခ်က္မ်ား ကိ ု လမ္းညြန္ 
ေဖၚျပေပးႏိုင္ပါလိမ့္မည္။  

LESC သည ္ အေစာပုိင္း ကေလးဘ၀ ပညာေရး၊ မူလတန္း အဆင္ ့ သင္ၾကားေရး ႏွင့္ 
မူလတန္းအလြန္ ပညာေရး တို႔ပါ၀င္ေသာ ဘာသာစကားဆိုင္ရာ ဘက္စံုလႊမ္းျခံဳႏိုင္ေသာ စီမံကိန္း 
ေရးဆြဲမႈ နည္းကို အသံုးျပဳမည္ျဖစ္ပါသည္။ ၄င္း၏ ဦးတည္ခ်က္မွာ ေအာက္ေဖၚျပပါ 
အေသးစိတ္ျပဳစုထားေသာ ဥပေဒသမ်ား ၏ လမ္းၫႊန္မႈျဖင့္ လူနည္းစုျဖစ္ေသာ တိုင္းရင္းသား 
ဘာသာစကား၊ ျမန္မာဘာသာစကား (ႏိုင္ငံေတာ ္ ဘာသာစကား) ႏွင့္ နည္းဗ်ဳဟာေျမာက္ 
ႏိုင္ငံျခားဘာသာစကား (ဥပမာ၊ အဂၤလိပ္ဘာသာကိ ုမူလတန္း တြင္ ဘာသာရပ္တစ္ခု အေနျဖင့္ 
လည္းေကာင္း၊ န၀မတန္း (Grade 10) ႏွင့္  ဒႆမတန္း (Grade 11) တို႔တြင္ သင္ၾကားပို႔ခ်မည့္ 
စကား အေနျဖင့္ လည္းေကာင္း) အသီးသီးပါ၀င္ေသာ ဘာသာစကား ေပါင္းစံု ပါ၀င္သည့္ ပညာေရး 
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ကိ ု ေထာက္ပံေပးမည့္ ဘာသာစကားဆုိင္ရာ စီမံကိန္းေရးဆြဲျခင္း နည္းနာမ်ားကို တိက်ခိုင္မာစြာ 
ပံ့ပိုးႏိုင္ရန္ ရည္ရြယ္ပါသည္။ ဘက္စံုလႊမ္းျခံဳႏိုင္ေသာနည္းလမ္းတစ္ခုကို ေအာက္ပါ အခ်က္တုိ႔ကိ ု
ေလ့လာ၍ သင့္ေလွ်ာ္ေသာ မူ၀ါဒ၊ လူ႕အဖြ႕ဲအစည္း ထံုးတမ္းစဥ္လာမ်ားႏွင့္ ျမန္မာႏိုင္ငံ၏ 
ထံုးတမ္းစဥ္လား အေျခအေနတို႔ အရ ျပဳလပု္ထားသည့္ သုေတသန တို႔ျဖင့္ အၾကံျပဳ 
ျပင္ဆင္သြားမည္ျဖစ္ပါသည္။ 

ဘာသာစကားႏွင့္ စာေပ ေပါင္းစပ္ထားသည့္ ပညာေရး (သင္ၾကားပို႔ခ်ရာတြင္ သံုးသည့္ 
ဘာသာစကား၊ ပထမဦးစားေပး ဘာသာစကား၊ ဒုတိယဦးစားေပး ဘာသာစကားႏွင့္ 
အျခားအပုိ ဘာသာစကား တို႔၏ ဆက္ႏြယ္မႈ၊ သင္ရိုး၀င္အခ်က္မ်ားႏွင့္ စာေပအၾကားမွ 
ခ်ိတ္ဆက္မႈမ်ား၊ သင္ၾကားမႈနည္းပညာ၊ ဘာသာစကား ႏွစ္မ်ိဳး အသံုးျပဳျခင္းႏွင့္ 
အယူအဆမ်ား တိုးတက္လာျခင္းတို႔ အေပၚ နားလည္ သေဘာေပါက္မႈမ်ား၊ 
ယဥ္ေက်းမႈခ်င္း ဆက္ႏြယ္မႈႏွင့္ ကိုယ္ပိုင္ထံုးတမ္းမ်ား၊ သင္ရိုးၫႊန္းတမ္းတြင္ 
အကူးအေျပာင္း ျပဳလုပ္ရမည့္ ေနရာမ်ားႏွင့္ အစီအစဥ္မ်ား စသည္။) 
ျမန္မာႏုိင္ငံ၏ ျပန္လည္တည္ေဆာက္ေရး ဦးစားေပးအခ်က္မွာ လက္ရွိ ကၽြႏ္ုပ္ 
နားလည္ထားသည္တို႕ အရ အထက္တန္း ပညာေရး၏ ဒုတိယအဆင့္ အတန္းမ်ားတြင္ 
သခ်ၤာဘာသာႏွင့္ သိပၸံဘာသာရပ္မ်ား အတြက္ သင္ၾကားမႈ ၾကားခံဘာသာစကားကုိ 
အဂၤလိပ္ဘာသာမွ နွစ္ဘာသာ (ျမန္မာ/အဂၤလ္ိပ္) သို႔ ေျပာင္းလဲ ရန္ ျဖစ္ပါသည္။ 
၄င္းသည္လည္း ေလ့လာဆန္းစစ္ခ်က္ ေမးခြန္းမ်ား ႏွင့္ ဆက္စပ္ေနပါသည္။ သင္ၾကားမႈႏွင့္ 
သင္ေထာက္ကူပစၥည္းမ်ား၏ ဖြံၿဖိဳးတိုးတက္မႈသည္ ဘက္စံုလႊမ္းျခံဳႏိုင္ေသာနည္းလမ္း ၏ 
အစိတ္အပိုင္းတစ္ခု အျဖစ္ ေပါင္းစပ္ပါ၀င္သင့္ပါသည္။ 
စမွတ္တစ္ခု အေနျဖင့္ ဘာသာစကားေျပာဆိုသူမ်ား၊ မူ၀ါဒခ်မွတ္သူမ်ား၊ သုေတသီမ်ား 
အစရွိသည့္ စိတ္ၾကိဳက္ေရြးခ်ယ္ထားသည့္ လူမႈအဖြဲ႔အစည္းတစ္ခခုုတြင္ ရွိရမည့္ 
ကၽြမ္းက်င္တတ္ေျမာက္မႈ ရလာဒ္ကိ ုလက္ရွိ ပံ့ပိုးမႈမ်ားအား ေျဖရွင္းရမည့္ ဟာကြက္မ်ား ႏွင့္ 
ခ်ိဳ႕ယြင္းခ်က္မ်ား ထုတ္ေဖၚေပးထားသည့္ အဆိုုုျပဳခ်က္မ်ား ျဖင့္တြဲ၍ ပံ့ပိုးျခင္း မွ 
ရရွိလာႏိုင္ေလာက္သည့္ ဆက္ဆံေရး ရလဒ္မ်ားႏွင့္ ႏႈိင္းယွဥ္ရမည္ျဖစ္သည္။ 
လုပ္ေဆာင္ရာတြင္ ေအာက္ပါတို႔ကို ဂရုျပဳေဆာင္ရြက္ရမည္ျဖစ္သည္။ စာေပ၊ သေဘာထား 
တိုးတက္ဖြံ႔ျဖိဳးမႈႏွင့္ ေက်ာင္း၏ ပါ၀င္ေဆာင္ရြက္မႈ တို႔ႏွင့္ပက္သက္သည့္ 
ေမးခြန္းမ်ားေမးရန္၊ သာတူညီမွ် အခြင့္အေရး ရွိျခင္း၊ ေက်ာင္းထြက္ျခင္း ၊ ရပ္နား ျခင္း ႏွင့္ 
ေက်ာင္းျပန္ အပ္ႏိုင္သည့္ အခြင့္အလမ္းမ်ား၊ မွတ္ပံုတင္ႏွင့္ ႏို္င္ငံသားတစ္ဦး၏ 
ရပိုင္ခြင့္တာ၀န္မ်ား၊ စီးပြားေရးႏွွင့္ လုပ္သားေစ်းကြက္ဆိုင္ရာ ေမးခြန္းမ်ား ေမးရန္။ 
ဤဘက္စံုလႊမ္းျခံဳႏိုင္ေသာ နည္းလမ္းကို ေအာက္ပါ ဥပေဒသမ်ားျဖင့္ 
ထိန္းကြပ္ရမည္ျဖစ္သည္။ ထိေရာက္ေသာ ဘာသာစကား၏ အက်ိဴးေက်းဇူးမ်ား၊ 
ဘာသာစကားဆုိင္ရာ အခြင့္အေရးမ်ားႏွင့္ လုပ္ပိုင္ခြင့္မ်ား၊ ကြဲျပားျခားနားမႈႏွင့္ 
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လူမ်ိဳးေပါင္းစံု လက္တြဲေနထိုင္မႈ ကိ ု အသိအမွတ္ျပဳသည့္ အေလ့အက်င့္မွ ရရွိလာသည့္ 
လူမႈေရးဆိုင္ရာ ေပါင္းစည္းမႈႏွင့္ အမ်ိဳးသားစည္းလံုးညီညြတ္မႈ၊ စကားေျပာဆိုရာတြင္ 
ကၽြမ္းက်င္တတ္ေျမာက္မႈ၊ စာေပအေရးအသား ႏွင့္ ယဥ္ေက်းမႈဆိုင္ရာ ဗဟုသုတမ်ား၊ 
တန္းတူအခြင့္အေရး ရရွိေရးႏွင့္ အမ်ိဳးသားေရးဘ၀ တြင္ အျပည့္အ၀ ပါ၀င္ႏိုင္ရန္ 
လုိအပ္ေသာ ကၽြမ္းက်င္မႈမ်ားတတ္ေျမာက္ျခင္း အစရွိသည္တို႔ကိ ုလူမ်ားစုႏွင့္ လူနည္းစုတို႔ 
သာတူညီမွွ် အားလံုး ရရွိႏိုင္သည္ ့အခြင့္အလမ္းမ်ားျဖင့္ ထိန္းကြပ္ရမည္ျဖစ္သည္။ 

ေပါင္းစပ္ဖြဲ႔စည္းထားသည့္၊ ေထာက္ပံ့ကူညီေပးသည့္၊ ဘက္စံုလြမ္းျခံဳနိုင္ေသာ သက္ေသ 
အေထာက္အထားေပၚတြင္ အေျခခံသည့္ မူ၀ါဒမ်ားကို ဘာသာစကားဆိုင္ရာ 
ပညာေရးနယ္ပယ္တြင္ ခ်မွတ္ျခင္း ႏွင့္ ပိုမုိတိုးတက္ေကာင္းမြန္ေအာင္ လုပ္ျခင္းသည္ 
ဤလုပ္ငန္းစဥ္၏အဓိက ရည္ရြယ္ခ်က္ျဖစ္သင့္ပါသည္။ ထိုသုိ႔ခ်မွတ္ေဆာင္ရြက္ရာတြင္ 
ျပည့္ျပည့္၀၀ ႏွင့္ ထိေရာက္စြာ အေကာင္အထည္ ေဖၚႏိုင္ေရးအတြက္ လိုအပ္ခ်က္မ်ားႏွင့္ 
ရည္မွန္းခ်က္မ်ား ျပည့္၀ေအာင္ ပါ၀င္ေဆာင္ရြက္ ေဖၚေဆာင္မည့္ သူမ်ားထံမွ ကတိက၀တ္မ်ား 
ရရွိရန္ ၫိွႏိႈင္းေဆြးေႏြးျခင္းမ်ား လုပ္ေဆာင္ေပးရမည္ျဖစ္ပါသည္။ 

အၾကံျပဳသည့္ နည္းလမ္းႏွင္ ့ခ်ဥ္းကပ္နည္း 
ထိိုင္းႏိုင္ငံ ႏွင့္ မေလးရွားႏိုင္ငံတို႔တြင္ အသံုးျပဳသည့္ LESC နည္းႏွင့္ ကိုက္ညီမႈရွိရန္ 

အတြက္ LESC ၏ သုေတသန အဆင့္မ်ား ကိ ု ေအာက္ပါ လုပ္ငန္းနယ္ပယ္ သံုးခုအျဖစ္ 
တင္ျပရပါမည္။ 

ဓေလ့ထုံးတမ္းဆုိင္ရာ ေမးခြန္းမ်ား - မပါမျဖစ္အေနျဖင့္ လူမႈပတ၀္န္းက်င္အတြင္း ဘာသာစကား 
အသံုးျပဳမႈ ႏွင့္စပ္လွ်င္းသည္မ်ား ပါရမည္ျဖစ္ျပီး စီးပြားေရးႏွင့္ ႏိုင္ငံေရး ျပႆနာမ်ားလည္း 
ပါ၀င္ရမည္။ စာေရးသားျခင္း၊ စာေပအႏုပညာ၊ စာတတ္ေျမာက္ျခင္း၊ ဘာသာစကား 
ႏွစ္မ်ိဳးတြဲသုံးျခင္း၊ မည္သူက မည္သူ႔ကိ ုမည္သည့္အရာကို ေျပာသည္၊ ဘာသာစကား၏ ေဒသတြင္ 
အေျခအေန ႏွင့္ ပိုမိုက်ယ္ျပန္႔ေသာ ႏိုင္ငံလံုးဆိုင္ရာ အေျခအေန၊ ႏိုင္ငံေတာ္ ဘာသာစကား 
ျပႆနာ ႏွင့္ မိမိတို႔ ေျမႏွင့္ နီးစပ္ေသာ နယ္မ်ား၏ ဘာသာစကားႏွင့္ ပတ၀္န္းက်င္ ဆက္စပ္မႈ 
အေျခအေနတို႔ကိ ုထည့္သြင္းစဥ္းစားရမည္ ျဖစ္သည္။ 

အေကာင္အထည္ေဖၚႏုိင္ေျခႏွင့္ ပတ္သက္ေသာ ေမးခြန္းမ်ား - လက္ေတြ႔ဆန္ရန္မွာ 
အဓိကျဖစ္ပါသည္။ မည္သည့္အရာသည္ လက္ေတြ႔က်သနည္း။ မူလတန္းအႀကိဳ၊ မူလတန္း၊ 
အလယ္တန္း၊ အထက္တန္း၊ နည္းပညာႏွင့္ တကၠသိုလ္မ်ား အတြက္ ပညာေရးႏွင့္ 
ေလ့က်င့္သင္ၾကားေရး စနစ္၏ ျပႆနာမ်ားကို စဥ္းစားရမည္။ ထို႔အျပင္ ဆရာ၊ဆရာမမ်ား၊ 
သင္ရိုးၫႊန္းတမ္း ႏွင့္ အစီအစဥ္ ပံုစံမ်ားႏွင့္ ပါတ္သက္သည့္ လက္ေတြ႔ၾကံဳေတြ႔ေနရေသာ 
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ျပႆနာမ်ားလည္း ပါ၀င္ရမည္ျဖစ္သည္။ မည္သည့္ အရာမ်ားသည္ နည္းပညာအရ ျဖစ္ႏိုင္ေျခရွိျပီး 
မည္သည့္အရာမ်ားက ျပန္ၾကားေရးအသစ္ ျဖစ္ႏိုင္သနည္း။ 

ရည္ရြယ္ခ်က္ႏွင့္ ပတ္သတ္ေသာ ေမးခြန္းမ်ား - အတိအက်အားျဖင့္ ဘာသာစကားႏွစ္မ်ိဳး 
ပါ၀င္သည့္ ပညာေရးကို အသံုးျပဳရန္ ကၽြႏ္ုပ္တို႔ မည္သည့္အတြက ္ေၾကာင့္ ေျပာေနရပါသနည္း။ ၁) 
လူမႈပတ္၀န္းက်င္ဆုိင္ရာ ယဥ္ေက်းမႈ ဆိုသည္မွာ အဘယ္နည္း၊ ၂) စီးပြားေရးဆိုင္ရာ ႏိုင္ငံေရး 
ဆိုသည္မွာ အဘယ္နည္း ၃) ပညာေရးဆိုင္ရာ ဦးတည္ခ်က္မ်ား၊ လိုလားမႈမ်ား၊ 
ေမွ်ာ္လင့္ထားသည္မ်ားႏွင့္ အေတြ႔အၾကံဳမ်ား ဆိုသည္မွာ အဘယ္နည္း။ ယခ ု လုပ္ငန္းနယ္ပယ္ 
သံုးခ ု ကို အတြင္းလူ အျမင္ ႏွင့္ အျပင္လူအျမင္တို႔ ခြျဲခားျမင္ႏိုင္ပါသည္။ လုပ္ငန္းစဥ္မ်ား 
ညွိႏိႈင္းေဆြးေႏြးေပးရာတြင္ အဓိက ရည္ရြယ္ခ်က္မွာ နယ္ပယ္အားလံုးႏွင့္သက္ဆိုင္သည့္ ေပါင္းစပ္ 
ဖြဲ႔စည္းထားေသာ အမ်ိဳးသား ဘာသာစကားဆုိင္ရာ ပညာေရး မူ၀ါဒ ျဖစ္ေပၚလာေစရန္ အတြက္ 
ပါ၀င္ လုပ္ေဆာင္သူမ်ား ထံမွ ကတိက၀တ္ရရွိ ရန္ျဖစ္သည္။ 

အထက္ပါ လုပ္ငန္းနယ္ပယ္ သံုးခုသည္ ေမးခြန္းဟူေသာ အမ်ိဳးအစားကို တည္ေဆာက္ရန္ 
အတြက္ အသံုးျပဳေလ့ရွိပါသည္။ ၄င္းတုိ႕မွ တဖန္ ေအာက္ပါ အရင္းအျမစ္မ်ား ႏွင့္ သက္ဆိုင္ေသာ 
စာရြက္စာတမ္း နမူနာထုတ္ေပးျခင္းျဖင့္ အခင္းအက်င္း တစ္ခုစီအတြက္ 
သတင္းအခ်က္အလက္မ်ားျပန္လည္ ေပးပါသည္။ ၄င္းတို႔ျဖင့္ ယံုၾကည္စိတ္ခ်ရေသာ သုေတသန 
ႏွင့္ အမ်ားျပည္သူႏွင့္ဆုိင္ေသာ မူ၀ါဒမ်ားကုိ အသိေပး အေၾကာင္းၾကားရန္တို႔အတြက္ 
အေထာက္အထားကိ ုအေျခခံထားေသာ သတင္းအခ်က္အလက္မ်ား ထုတ္ေပးရန္ျဖစ္သည္။ 

ဥပေဒ စာသားမ်ား - ဖြဲ႔စည္းပံုအေျခခံဥပေဒ၊ ပညာေရး အက္ဥပေဒ၊ ႏိုင္ငံသားခံယူခြင့္ 
(လုပ္ေဆာင္မႈမ်ား အတြက္ မည္သည့္အလုပ္မ်ား ကိုခြင့္ျပဳထားသနည္း ဟူေသာ 
ေမးခြန္းကိ ုေျဖရန္ ျဖစ္သည္။) 
ဗဟုိအုပ္ခ်ဳပ္မႈစနစ္ - ပညာေရး၀န္ၾကီးဌာန (သင္ရိုးညႊန္းတမ္း၊ ေက်ာင္းသံုးဖတ္စာအုပ္မ်ား၊ 
တိုင္းရင္းသား လူနည္းစုမ်ား)၊ ယဥ္ေက်းမႈ ၀န္ၾကီးဌာန (တိုင္းရင္းသားအေရး၊ 
ျပည္တြင္းေရး)၊ ဘာသာစကားအပိုင္းတြင္ ထိပ္ဆုံးမွ အေရးပါေသာ အဖြဲ႔အစည္း 
အေဆာက္အဦးမ်ား (NL as L2) --- ပညာေရး ဌာနမ်ား၊ တိုင္းရင္းသား လူမ်ိဳးမ်ားဆိုင္ရာ 
ဌာနမ်ား၊ ေဒသတြင္ ေက်ာင္းမ်ား၊ ေက်ာင္းအုပ္ၾကီးမ်ား ႏွင့္ ဆရာဆရာမမ်ား ( 
၄င္းလုပ္ေဆာင္မႈမ်ားအတြက ္ အုပ္ခ်ဳပ္ေရးႏွင့္ ယဥ္ေက်းမႈဆိုင္ရာ အာဏာပိုင္မ်ား 
နွင့္ပက္သက္သည့္ လုပ္ငန္းနယ္ပယ္မ်ား အတြက ္ေမးခြန္းမ်ားကို ေျဖရန္ ျဖစ္သည္။) 
အမ်ားျပည္သူနွင့္ သက္ဆုိင္သည့္ လူမႈပတ္၀န္းက်င္ - ဘာသာေရး၊ လူမႈေရး၊ စီးပြာေရး၊ 
အလုပ္သမားေရး စသည္ (အထက္တြင္ေဖၚျပျပီးသည့္အတိုင္းျဖစ္သည္။) 
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ဗဟုိအုပ္ခ်ဳပ္မႈေလွ်ာ့ခ်ေသာ စနစ္ (လက္ေအာက္ခံအဖြဲ႔အစည္းမ်ားသုိ႔ 
အာဏာခြေဲ၀ေပးေသာ စနစ္) - ခရိုင္စာတတ္ေျမာက္ေရး၊ ပညာေရးေထာက္ပံမႈ ႏွင့္ 
ပညာေပးဌာနမ်ား၊ တိုင္းရင္းသား အဖြဲ႔မ်ား (မည္သည္တို႔ကိ ု စိတ္ခ်ယုံၾကည္စြာ 
ပို႔ခ်ႏို္င္သနည္း ဟူေသာ ေမးခြန္းကိုေျဖရန္ ျဖစ္သည္။) 
ႏုိင္ငံေပါင္းစုံ အဖြ ဲ ႔အစည္းမ်ား - ေဒသဆ္ုိင္ရာ ဘာသာစကား ဌာန (RELC)၊ အာဆီယံ 
(ASEAN)၊ ကမာၻ႔ ကုလသမဂ ၢၢ အဖြဲ႔အစည္းမ်ား၊ NGO မ်ား။ 
စာနယ္ဇင္း -  ပံုႏွိပ္တိုက္ႏွင့္ အျခား သတင္းဌာနမ်ား 
ပညာေရးဆုိင္ရာ အရင္းအျမစ္မ်ား - မဟာဘြဲ႕ စာတမ္းမ်ား၊ ပံုႏွိပ္ထုတ္ေ၀ထားသည့္ 
ပညာေရးဆိုင္ရာ အလုပ္မ်ား 

လိုက္နာရမည့္ လုပ္ငန္းစဥ္မ်ားမွာ ေအာက္ပါ အတိုင္းျဖစ္ပါသည္။ 
က) စားပြထဲိုင ္ ျပန္လည္သံုးသပ္ျခင္း - အဓိကက်ေသာ စာေပမ်ား အပါအ၀င္ ပညာေရးႏွင့္ 
ဘာသာစကားဆိုင္ရာ မူ၀ါဒမ်ား၊ အေလ့အက်င့္မ်ားနွင့္ဆုိင္ေသာ စာရြက္စာတမ္းမ်ား၊ ပညာေရး 
ႏွင့္ ၿငိမ္းခ်မ္းေရး အေဆာက္အဦးမ်ား နွင့္ဆုိင္ေသာ စာရြက္စာတမ္းမ်ား၊ လူမႈေရးႏွင့္ 
ညီညြတ္မွ်တမႈရွိျခင္းႏွင့္ ျပန္လည္ ထူေထာင္ေရးတို႔ နွင့္ဆုိင္ေသာ စာရြက္စာတမ္းမ်ား ႏွင့္ 
ဓေလ့ထုံးစံ ကြဲျပားလ်က္ရွိေသာ ဘာသာစကား အနည္းစုႏွင့္ တိုင္းရင္းသားမ်ားအတြက္ ပညာေရး 
နွင့္ဆုိင္ေသာ စာရြက္စာတမ္းမ်ားကို ေကာက္ယူျခင္း ႏွင့္ က်ယ္ျပန္႔စြာျပန္လည္သံုးသပ္ျခင္း။ 
ခ) ေနျပည္ေတာ္ ႏွင့္ ရန္ကုန္သို႔ ကနဦးလာေရာက္မည့္ ခရီးစဥ္ ႏွင့္တကြ 
ပါ၀င္ေဆာင္ရြက္မည့္ သူမ်ား၊ အဓိက သတင္းအခ်က္အလက္မ်ားေပးမည့္သူမ်ား ႏွင့္ 
အင္တာဗ်ဴးမ်ား ေဆာင္ရြက္ရန္ လည္း ျပည္နယ္ သို႔မဟုတ္ တိုင္းေဒသၾကီး တစ္ခ ု ႏွစ္ခု 
သို႔သြားမည့္ ခရီးစဥ္၊ အျခား စာရြက္စာတမ္းမ်ား ျပဳစုျခင္း၊ ထပ္ေဆာင္း 
သတင္းအခ်က္အလက္မ်ားႏွင့္ ျပႆနာမ်ားကိ ု ေဖၚထုတ္ျခင္း ႏွင့္ ေနာင္ခရီးစဥ္မ်ားအတြက္ 
ျပင္ဆင္ျခင္း မ်ားေဆာင္ရြက္ရမည္။ 
ဂ) ေနာင္ ခရီးစဥ္မ်ားတြင္ ေဒသဆုိင္ရာ ေခါင္းေဆာင္မ်ား၊ ေက်ာင္းအုပ္ၾကီးမ်ား အပါအ၀င္ ပိုမို 
နက္နေဲသာ အင္တာဗ်ဴးမ်ားႏွင့္ အခ်က္အလက္ေကာက္ခံမႈမ်ား ျပဳလုပ္ျဖစ္ေစရန္ 
ၾကပ္မတ္ေဆာင္ရြက္ရမည္။ 
ဃ) ကနဦးေတြ႕ရွိခ်က္မ်ား၊ သရုပ္ခြျဲခင္းမ်ား ႏွင့္ အၾကံျပဳခ်က္မ်ားကို မွ်ေ၀ျခင္း ႏွင့္ အစီရင္ခံစာ 
ျပင္ဆင္ျခင္း။ 
င) ဘာသာစကားပါ၀င္သည့္ ဘက္စံုလႊမ္းျခံဳႏိုင္ေသာ ပညာေရး စီမံကိန္းေရးဆြဲျခင္းႏွင့္ မူ၀ါဒ 
မ်ားႏွင့္ စပ္လွ်င္း၍ ညွိႏႈိင္းေဆြးေႏြး ေထာက္ပံ့ေပးေသာ လုပ္ငန္းကိ ု ျပင္ဆင္ျခင္းႏွင့္ အျပီးသတ္ 
အေကာင္အထည္ ေဖၚျခင္း။ 

က်မ္းကုိး 
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Appendix 2:
Organizations and offices consulted 
for the LESC Myanmar Initiative

Position/ Office

Asian Development Bank 

AusAid

Australian Embassy

Be Lin Township

British Council

CDTC, Mudon Township

Chief Education Advisor to the President/Special Advisor to Myanmar Peace Centre

Chin Association for Christian Communication

Comprehensive Education Sector Review

Consulting in International Development

DBE 1,2 and 3

Department of Social Welfare

Department of Social Welfare, Malwlamyine

Dept of Higher Education

Dept. of Basic Education No.1

Dept. of Basic Education No.2

Dept. of Basic Education No.3

Dept. of Education Planning and Training (DEPT)

Dept. of Law, Yangon University

Dept. of Myanmar Education Research Bureau

Dept. of Planning and Training

Dept. of Social Welfare, Naypyitaw

District Education Office, Mawlamyine
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District Education Office, Thahton

East Ahlu Primary School, Be Lin Township

East Asia and Pacific Regional Office, UNICEF and UNICEF New York 

Education and Health Consultant

Education College

Education College, Mawlamyine

Education College, Myitkyina

Education College, Phaan

Education College, Taungyi

Education Promotion Implementation Committee (EPIC)

Embassy of the Republic of the Union of Myanmar

EPIC Education 

Government Language Committee

High School, Shan Village, Thahton Township

Institute of Education, MoE

International consultant

International Language Business Centre

Japan International Cooperation Agency

Kachin Language and Literacy Group, Myitkyina

Karen Education Department

Karen Language and Literacy Group, Mawlamyine

Kayah Language and Literacy Group

Kayan Literature and Culture Group

KED

KIO (Kachin Education Initiative group)

KNU-KNLA(Myawaddy)

Kwe One Post Primary School, Mudon Township

Kyone Ka Tote Primary School, Thanphyuzayut Township

La Mai, Yay Township

Literacy Department, Mawlamyine EC
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Ministry of Education

Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Mon Language and Literacy Group

Mon National Education Committee

Mon State Education Offce, Malwlamyine

Mon State Government

Mudon Township

Myanmar Education Research 

Myanmar Literacy Center

Myanmar Peace Center

Naing Lalar Middle Village, Thahton Twonship

National Advisor

National Edu Law Team Leader

Nit Kaing Primary School, Thanphyuzayut Township

National Network for Educational Reform  

No.1 Middle School, La Mai, Yay Township

No.1 Sein Taung, Mudon Township

Nyein Foundation

Palaung Language and Literacy Group

Parliament (three houses)

Point B

Pyoepin Programme, British Council

Sagaing University of Education

Save the Children, Pyopin, Shalom

Shan Language and Literacy Group

Shan, Kachin, Kayin, Mon,Chin

SIL International & Payap University

Smile Education Training Institute

SOAS University of London 

State Pao Language and Literacy Group
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Swinburne University 

Thahton Township

Thanphyuzayut Township

Thar Yar Kone, Thahton Township

Thaw Ka Pa Ra Hi Ta, Belin Township

The National Assembly Office of Vietnam

UNESCO

UNICEF

UNICEF - Vietnam

UNICEF- Yangon

UNICEF-Mawlamyine

Universit of Vienna

University for the Development of the National Races of the Union (UDNR), Sagaing

University of Amsterdam 

University of Victoria - Canada

University of Yangon

University of Yangon Department of Law

Wai Yar Hai Basic Primary School, Yay Township

West Yangon University

World Vision

Yangon Institute of Education

Yangon University of Education

Yay Township
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Appendix 3: 
Agenda Mae Sot Facilitated Dialogue

Eastern Burma Community 
Schools

 Facilitated Dialogue under the auspices of 
the UNICEF Peacebuilding, Education and Advocacy 

Program; Language Education and Social 
Cohesion Initiative

Dates: 12, 13, 14 February 2014
Location: Mae Sot, Thailand

Facilitator and Chair: Professor Joseph Lo Bianco

Language Rights.  Language Planning.  Language Policy. Language Education

	  

Language Rights.  Language Planning.  Language Policy. Language Education 

Eastern Burma Community Schools 
 

 Facilitated Dialogue under the auspices of the UNICEF Peacebuilding, 
Education and Advocacy Program; Language Education and Social 

Cohesion Initiative 

 
 

Dates: 12, 13, 14 February 2014 
Location: Mae Sot, Thailand 

 
 

Facilitator and Chair: Professor Joseph Lo Bianco 
 
 

 
 

 
ยินดีต้อนรับ 
Welcome 
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Aims and Objectives

To collectively debate, draft and adopt a consensus 
position on the aims and content of language policy, 
such as a position paper or declaration, and related 

media and public statements.

To deepen understanding of the forms and possibilities 
of language planning for fostering peace and justice.

To enhance and improve the educational lives of 
children, supporting their learning of ethnic languages, 

the Union language and English.

To identify, define and examine issues that must be 
tackled to foster effective language planning.

To encourage consensus on action, research and 
teaching required for socially just, educationally 

effective language planning.

Further develop our working knowledge of MLB-
MLE with an eye at developing a pan-ethnic policy 

document on ‘ethnic education’.
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Agenda, Day One 
Wednesday, 12 February 2014

FOCUS: LANGUAGE PROBLEMS AND ISSUES

We will be discussing our challenges in multilingual education, literacy, preserving endangered 
languages and influencing Myanmar/Burma policy development.

SESSION TIME ACTIVITY FORMAT DETAIL

AM 9:00-9:30 Official Opening Speeches of Welcome Ambassador of Canada
Founder of School
Scott O’Brien

#1 AM 9:40-10:30 •	Self-presentations
•	 Introduction	to	

Workshop
•	 Icebreaker
•	Visioning	Exercise
•	Expectations	for	

Friday

Facilitator 
presentations to 
whole group with 
translation

World Café Tables 
with hosts

•	Child:	2014
•	PowerPoint	#	

1: Facilitation & 
Dialogues

•	PowerPoint	#	2:	
Methods

•	PowerPoint	#	3:	Our	
Agreement

BREAK AM 10:30-10:45 Coffee/tea break Coffee/tea break Coffee/tea break

#2 AM 10:45-12:00  Language Problems
Language Issues

Facilitator 
presentation: whole 
group
Brainstorming
General Discussion, 
whole group and with 
hosts at tables

•	PowerPoint	#	4:	
Language planning 
and policy

•	Facilitator:		EBCS	LP	
model; components of 
a LP

LUNCH PM 12:00-1:00 Lunch

Lunch
Hosts and Facilitators 
to Organise PM 
activities

Lunch

# 3 PM 1:00-2:45 Write Policy preamble At tables with hosts Child: 2026

BREAK PM 2:45-3:00 Coffee/tea break Coffee/tea break Coffee/tea break

# 4 PM 3:00-4:00 Language Planning and 
Language Policy
What can the 
community do?
What can officials do?
What can schools do?

Storyboarding 
language problems/
issues with hosts at 
tables

Converting language 
issues/problems into 
a narrative.  Organise 
and classify language 
problems. Tables 
to work on sets of 
problems.

# 5 PM 4:00-4:30 Wrap Up Facilitator to 
Summarise Day and 
Plan Day 2

PowerPoint # 5: 
Community/Expert/
Official

DINNER PM 5:00-6:30 Dinner Dinner Dinner
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SESSION TIME ACTIVITY FORMAT DETAIL

#6 AM 9:00-10:30 •	 Input	on	bilingualism	in	
education and society

 Facilitator 
presentation
Q/A 

•	Power	Point	#	6:	
Mother Tongue, 
Bilingual Education, 
Language Learning

BREAK AM 10:30-10:45 Coffee/tea break Coffee/tea break Coffee/tea break

#7 AM 10:45-12:00 •	Merge	Table	LP	drafts
•	Extend	from	Preamble	to	

Goals of Policy

General Discussion, 
whole group and 
with hosts at tables

•	Working	with	Day	
One records

LUNCH PM 12:00-1:00 LUNCH LUNCH
Hosts and Facilitator 
meet 

LUNCH

#8 PM 1:00-2:45 •	Begin	Full	merge	of	
policy draft

General Discussion, 
whole group and 
with hosts at tables

•	Display	developing	
policy position

BREAK PM 2:45-3:15 Coffee/tea break Coffee/tea break Coffee/tea break

#9 PM 3:15-4:45 •	Complete	model	policy	
draft

•	Present	to	whole	group

With hosts at tables
In whole group 
session led by 
facilitator

•	Presentations	
from hosts or table 
reporters

DINNER PM 5:00-6:30 Dinner Dinner Dinner

Agenda, Day Two 
Thursday, 13 February 2014

FOCUS: LANGUAGE POLICY AND PLANNING 

We will be building on the problems and issues raised on day one to write a consensus statement 
and model language policy.  We will focus on multilingual education in schools and classrooms; 
multilingualism in the community; how children think and develop in more than one language.
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SESSION TIME ACTIVITY FORMAT DETAIL

#10 AM 9:00-10:30 Finalizing and 
agreeing policy 

Reports
Debate and decision 
making 

•	Reviewing	policy
•	Reflecting	on	effect	on	

children

BREAK AM 10:30-10:45 Coffee/tea break Coffee/tea break Coffee/tea break

#11 AM 10:45-12:00 •	Preparation	of	Media	
Announcement

•	Preparation	of	
Declaration

Facilitator led whole 
group and at tables 
with hosts

•	State	level	differences	
and variation: what 
more needs to be 
done?

•	Local	level	and	site	
specific policy and 
training?

LUNCH PM 12:00-1:00 LUNCH LUNCH LUNCH

#12 PM 1:00-2:45 Anticipating 
government reaction

Open discussion about 
achievement and next 
steps: facilitator led

•	Sharpening	our	
arguments

•	What	research	is	
needed?

•	Alliances	and	
collaboration

BREAK PM 2:45-3:00 Coffee/tea break Coffee/tea break Coffee/tea break

#13 PM 3:00-4:00 Rehearsing public 
presentation

Possible simulation

#14 PM 4:00-4:30 Wrap Up, Future 
Action

Facilitator to 
Summarise 

•	What	are	problems	we	
haven’t dealt with?

•	What	is	missing?	
•	Go	public?	How?

DINNER PM 5:00-6:30 Dinner Dinner Dinner

Agenda, Day Three
Friday, 14 February 2014

FOCUS: LANGUAGE PROMOTION AND DISSEMINATION 

We will aim to adopt a model language policy statement, to prepare a public 
declaration on this statement to promote it with government, local and 

international community organisations. 
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Appendix 4:
MINE press release 
(English and Myanmar versions)

“Its MINE”: Indigenous groups claim their rights through
 new network for education in Myanmar. 

The Myanmar/Burma Indigenous Network for Education – MINE – was launched on Friday 21st February, 
International Mother language day. .An ethnic education seminar hosted by the Karen Teacher Working 
Group (KTWG) in Mae Sot from 12–14 February led to the creation of MINE. The seminar was facilitated 
by Dr Joseph Lo Bianco, Professor of Language and Literacy Education University of Melbourne and a 
consultant and expert in Language and Peace building. Ethnic education leaders from 22 organisations 
attended, with 12 different ethnic groups represented. “I am very encouraged by the level of enthusiasm 
of the group and the cooperation and participation in exploring different ways to preserve and promote 
our mother tongue language,” said Lway Naw Chee, MINE Spokesperson. 

A  Declaration for Ethnic Language and Education was drafted during the meeting and will be released 
shortly. The Declaration and a key objective for MINE is promoting Indigenous language rights in schools 
and beyond. Although the promotion of Indigenous language rights is at the heart of MINE, the network 
also recognises the importance of education in Burmese and English language and is seeking a Tri-lingual 
language policy for the Union. “MINE is an exciting development for us. We have struggled for our 
language and culture rights for so long and without success. Now with MINE we have the support of 
our other Indigenous brothers and sisters,” a MINE member said. “Recognizing our language and culture 
rights is important to us, but is also essential if there is going to be peace and stability in Myanmar/
Burma,” added Saw Kapi, a spokesperson for MINE.

Individual ethnic groups have been struggling for their language and cultural rights for many years inside 
Burma. Each group has a different experience about education, unique in their area, but there are also 
many common experiences amongst the groups. “With MINE we can share our experiences and work 
together across different Indigenous groups. We will work together to advocate for culturally appropriate 
education for our children. Most importantly, schooling for our children in their own languages.” said 
Naw Ler Htu, KTWG Chairperson and MINE member. “International research clearly shows that Mother 
tongue based education in the early years of school is essential for children to learn well. It promotes 
better learning across all school subjects, keeps children in school and improves quality of second and 
third language acquisition,” said Saw Kapi.  “Children learn best in all subjects and are more engaged 
when taught in their mother tongue.  If children have a strong base in their own languages, they can 
master other languages, such as Burmese and English, when these are introduced, initially as subjects 
and later as languages of instruction,” he added. 

Although there are some small changes happening in certain parts of the country, the current official 
government policy does not allow learning in the mother tongue or use of mother tongue in the delivery 
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of government services more generally.  “MINE would like to work with the government and the 
international community in Myanmar/Burma to see this change. We would like the official government 
policy to allow our children to access culturally appropriate and MTB-MLE (mother tongue based, multi-
lingual education) and access to services in our mother language. Our aim is to ensure that ethnic school 
children have the right to mother tongue education and to establish a tri-lingual education system in our 
country, where diverse ethnic nationalities co-exist,” Saw Kapi  said. 

On International Mother Language Day, MINE is calling for:

•	 Comprehensive	 language	 planning	 to	 support	 preservation	 of	 Indigenous	 languages	 and	 improve	
learning of Burmese and English by indigenous people.

•	 A	tri-lingual	education	system	in	our	country,	promoting	the	language	of	the	Union	and	English	along	
with the Indigenous group’s mother tongue. 

•	 Indigenous	children	to	have	the	right	to	education	in	their	mother	tongue.
•	 The	right	for	ethnic	school	children	to	be	taught	using	an	inclusive	curriculum,	which	values	their	own	

culture. 
•	 	Indigenous	language	studies	and	departments	to	be	available	at	the	University	level.
•	 Research	and	resources	to	help	develop	mother	languages	so	they	can	be	used	to	teach	a	variety	of	

subjects. 
•	 The	right	for	Indigenous	people	to	produce	their	own	culturally	appropriate	curriculums	and	to	produce	

texts in their own language for use in schools. 
•	 The	inclusion	of	Indigenous	language	and	culture	rights	in	the	Constitution.	

Contact:

Saw Kapi
Email: sawkapi@gmail.com

Lway Naw Chee
Phone: Myanmar: +95821759214
  Thailand: +66821759214
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Hold for release until Friday 21st February – International Mother Language Day 
အ်ပညး်ပညးဆိုငးရာ မိခငးဘာသာစကာ့ေန ံ်ဖစးေသာ ေဖေဖားွါရီလ ဿှ ရကးေန ံထိ ထုတး်ပနးရနး ဆိုငး့ငံဵထာ့်ခငး့  
 
်မနးမာနိုငးငဵရြိ ဌာေနတိုငး့ရငး့သာ့အဖျ ဲံမ္ာ့မြ မိမိတို ံ ပညာေရ့အတျကး အချငးံအေရ့မ္ာ့ကို 
ကျနးယကးအသစးတညးေဆာကး်ခငး့်ဖငးံ ေတာငး့ဆိုၾက်ပီ့ ထိုကျနးယကးမြာ MINE ်ဖစးပါသညး။ 
 
်မနးမာနိုငးငဵဌာေန တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့မ္ာ့ ပညာေရ့ကျနးယကး (MINE) အဖျ ဲံကုိ ေသာၾကာေန၊ ံေဖေဖားွါရီလ  
ဿှ ရကးေန ံ၊ အ်ပညး်ပညးဆိုငးရာ မိခငးဘာသာစကာ့ေန ံတျငး စတငးဖျဲ ံစညး့ခံဲသညး။ တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့ပညာေရ့     
နြီ့ေနြာဖလြယးပျဲကုိ ကရငးေက္ာငး့ဆရာမ္ာ့အသငး့ (KTWG)မြ ဦ့ေဆာငး်ပဳလုပး်ပီ့ မဲေဆာကး်မိဳ ႔တျငး 
ေဖေဖားွါရီလ ှဿ ရကးေန ံမြ ှ၄ရကးေန ံထိ က္ငး့ပ်ပဳလုပးခဲံ်ပီ့ ထိုမြတဆငးံ MINEအဖျဲ ံကို ဖျဲ႔စညး့နိုငးခဲံသညး။ 
ဤနြီ့ေႏြာဖလြယးပျဲအာ့ မဲလးဘုနး့တကၑသိုလးတျငး ဘာသာစကာ့နြငးံ စာေပပညာေရ့ ပါေမာကၒ၊ ဘာသာစကာ့နြငးံ 
်ငိမး့ခ္မး်ခငး့တညးေဆာကးေရ့၌း အၾကဵေပ့ပုဂၓဳိလး၊ ပညာရြငး်ဖစးသူ ေဒါကးတာဂ္ိဳ့ဇကးဖးလိုဘီ့ယနး့ကိုမြ ဦ့ေဆာငး 
တငးဆကးသျာ့ခဲံပါသညး။ ၎အာ့ တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့မ္ိဴ့ႏျယးစု ှဿ မ္ိဳ့ကို ကုိယးစာ့်ပဳေသာ အဖျ ဲံ အစညး့ ဿဿ ဖျဲ ံမြ 
တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့ပညာေရ့အဖျ ဲံ ေခါငး့ေဆာငးမ္ာ့မြ တကးေရာကးခဲံပါသညး။ “ဒီနြီ့ေနြာဖလြယးပျဲတကးေရာကး်ပီ့ 
ေနာကးပုိငး့မြာ အဖျ ဲံွငးအာ့လဵု့က ကုိယးံ မိခငးဘာသာစကာ့ ထိနး့သိမး့ေစာငးံေရြာကးဖုိ ံအတျကး နညး့မ္ိဳ့စုဵ 
စဥး့စာ့်ပီ့ တကးၾကျစျာ ပါွငးေဆျ့ေႏျ့ တာကိုေတျ႔ရတာ အာ့တကးလာတယး။ ”လို႔ ေနာငးေတာငး့ ပရဟိတ 
ဘုနး့ေတားၾကီ့ေက္ာငး့(ဟုိပုဵ့)မြ ပအိုွးံ ကုိယးစာ့လြယးတစးဦ့မြ ဆိုခဲံပါသညး။  
 
ဤေဆျ့ေႏျ့ ပျအဲတျငး့ တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့ဘာသာစကာ့နြငးံ ပညာေရ့ဆိုငးရာ ေၾကညာစာတမး့ကို အၾကမး့်ပဳစုနုိငးခဲံ်ပီ့ 
၎ကို မၾကာခငးမြာ ထုတး်ပနးနုိငးမြာ်ဖစးပါသညး။ ဤေၾကညာစာတမး့ႏြငးံအတူ MINE အဖျ ဲံ၏ အဓိကရညးရျယး 
ခ္ကးမြာ  စာသငးေက္ာငး့နြငးံ ်ပငးပနယးပယးမ္ာ့တျငး ဌာေနတိုငး့ရငး့သာ့မ္ာ့၏ ဘာသာစကာ့ဆိုငးရာ အချငးံအေရ့ 
မ္ာ့ကို တို့်မြငးံေဆာငးရျကးနိုငးရနး ်ဖစးပါသညး။ ဌာေနတိုငး့ရငး့သာ့မ္ာ့၏ ဘာသာစကာ့ဆိုငးရာ အချငးံအေရ့ 
မ္ာ့ကို ်မြငးံတငး်ခငး့မြာ MINE အဖျ ဲ႔၏ အဓိကဗဟိုခ္ကး်ဖစးပါသညး။ သို ံေသား်ငာ့လညး့ MINE ကျနးယကးအေနနြငးံ 
်မနးမာနိုငးငဵတျငး ်မနးမာဘာသာနြငးံ အဂၤလိပးဘာသာစကာ့်ဖငးံ သငးၾကာ့ေသာပညာေရ့၏ အေရ့ပါပဵုကိုလညး့ 
သိရြိနာ့လညးထာ့်ပီ့ ်ပညးေထာငးစုနုိငးငဵေတားအတျကး ဘာသာစကာ့မ္ိဴ့စုဵပါွငးေသာ ပညာေရ့အာ့ 
ေတာငး့ဆိုေန်ခငး့ ်ဖစးပါသညး။ “MINE အဖျဲ႔ကို ဖျ ဲံစညး့လိုကးနုိငး်ခငး့က ကျ္နးေတားတုိ ံအတျကး စိတးလႈပးရြာ့စရာ 
တို့တကးမႈ တစးရပး ်ဖစးပါတယး။ ကျ္နးမတို ံေတျ မိမိတို ံရဲ ႔ ဘာသာစကာ့န ံဲယဥးေက့္မႈအချငးံအေရ့အတျကး 
ေအာငး်မငးမႈ မရေသ့ပဲ ရုနး့ကနးေတာငး့ဆိုလာတာ ၾကာခဲံပါ်ပီ။ အခုေတာံ MINE နြငံးအတူ  ဌာေနတိုငး့ရငး့သာ့ 
ညီအစးကို ေမာငးႏြမမ္ာ့ရဲ႕အတူတကျ ပံဵပုိ့မႈေတျ ရရြိလာပါ်ပီ ”လို႔ MINE အဖျ ဲံ၏ ေ်ပာေရ့ဆိုချငးံရြိသူ ေစာကပီမြ 
ေ်ပာဆိုခဲံ ပါသညး။ “ဘာသာစကာ့နြငးံ ယဥးေက့္မႈဆုိငးရာ အချငးံအေရ့မ္ာ့ကို တရာ့ွငးအသိအမြတး်ပဳ်ခငး့ 
ကျ္နးေတားတို႔အတျကး အေရ့ၾကီ့ပါသညး။ ဒီလိုတရာ့ွငးအသိအမြတး်ပဳ်ခငး့က ်မနးမာနုိငးငဵတျငး့ ်ငိမး့ခ္မး့မႈနြငးံ 
တညး်ငိမးေအ့ခ္မး့မႈရရြိေရ့အတျကးလညး့ မရြိမ်ဖစးလိုအပးခ္ကးပါပဲ” ဟု သူက ထညးံသျငး့ေ်ပာဆိုခဲံပါသညး။  
 
်မနးမာနိုငးငဵရြိ တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့တစးဖျဲ ံခ္ငး့စီမြ မိမိတို ံမိခငးဘာသာစကာ့နြငးံ ယဥးေက့္မႈဆိုငးရာ အချငးံအေရ့မ္ာ့ကို 
နြစးေပါငး့မ္ာ့စျာ ရုနး့ကနးလႈပးရြာ့ေနရဆဲ်ဖစးပါသညး။ တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့အဖျ ဲံတစးဖျဲ ံ ခ္ငး့စီ၌  မိမိတုိ ံ ေဒသအလိုကး 
ပညာေရ့နြငးံ ပတးသကး၍ မတူကျဲ် ပာ့ေသာ အေတျ ံအၾကဵဳကုိယးစီရြိေသား်ငာ့လညး့ အေ်ခအေန ေတားေတားမ္ာ့ 
မ္ာ့တျငး ဘဵုတူညီခ္ကးမ္ာ့ကိုလညး့ ေတျ ံရြိရပါသညး။ “MINE နြငးံ တကျ မတူညီတံဲ တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့ အဖျ ဲံအမ္ိဴ့ 
မ္ိဴ့ၾကာ့မြာ အေတျ ံအၾကဵဳ၊ ဗဟုသုတေတျကို ဖလြယးရငး့ ကျ္နးမတုိ ံ အတူလကးတျ ဲေဆာငးရျကး သျာ့နုိငးမြာပါ။ 
ကျ္နးမတို ံကေလ့သူငယးေတျရဲ ံ ရုိ့ရာယဥးေက့္မႈန ံဲ သငးံေလ္ားတံဲ ပညာေရ့်ဖစးဖုိ ံရနးအတျကးလညး့ အတူ 
လႈဵ႕ေဆားအသိေပ့သျာ့မြာပါ။ ပိုအေရ့ၾကီ့တာကေတာံ ကေလ့ေတျ သငးၾကာ့ေနတဲံ စာသငးေက္ာငး့ေတျမြာ သူတို႔ 
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မိခငးဘာသာစကာ့နဲ ံ်ဖစးဖို ံပါပ။ဲ” လို ံKTWG၏ ဥကၑဌ ်ဖစးသူ ေနားလယးထူ့မြ ဆိုခဲံပါသညး။  
 
“အေ်ခခဵပညာသငးယူစဥးကာလတျငး ေက္ာငး့၌  မိခငးဘာသာစကာ့်ဖငးံ အေ်ခ်ပဳေသာ ပညာေရ့နြငးံ ဘာသာ 
စကာ့မ္ိဴ့စဵုပါွငးေသာ ပညာေရ့ (MTB-MLE) မြာ ကေလ့မ္ာ့ေက္ာငး့တျငး ပညာသငးယူနုိငးမႈ စျမး့ရညးကို ်မြငးံတငး 
ေပ့ေၾကာငး့ နိုငးငဵတကာ သုေတသန်ပဳခ္ကးမ္ာ့တျငး ရြငး့လငး့စျာ ေဖား်ပထာ့သညး။ ထို ံ်ပငး ဘာသာရပး အာ့လဵု့ 
တျငး ကေလ့မ္ာ့ သငးယူမႈနြငးံ ေက္ာငး့ေနေပ္ားရႊငးမႈ အာ့ေကာငး့လာေစရနးသာမက ဒုတိယ နြငးံ တတိယဘာသာ 
စကာ့သငးယူမႈ စျမး့ရညးကိုလညး့ ်မြငးံတငးေပ့ေစနိုငးမယး”လို႔ ေစာကပီမြ ေ်ပာဆိုခဲံ ပါသညး။ “တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့ 
ကေလ့ငယးမ္ာ့ကို ဘာသာရပးမ္ာ့အာ့ မိခငးဘာသာစကာ့်ဖငးံ သငးၾကာ့ေသာအခါတျငး ပုိမုိစိတးွငးစာ့လာ်ပီ့ 
အေကာငး့ဆဵု့သငးယူမႈရရြိမညး။ ကေလ့မ္ာ့သညး မိခငးဘာသာစကာ့်ဖငးံ အေ်ခခဵအုတး်မစး အာ့ေကာငး့မယး 
ဆိုရငး အ်ခာ့ဘာသာစကာ့မ္ာ့်ဖစးေသာ ်မနးမာနြငးံ အဂၤလိပးဘာသာစကာ့စသညးတို႔ကို အစပိုငး့မြာ ဘာသာရပး 
အေနနြငးံ သငးၾကာ့်ပီ့ ထိုမြတဆငးံ သငးၾကာ့မႈ မ႑ိဳငးအေနနဲ႔ကျ္မး့က္ငးစျာ ေက္ားလႊာ့သငးယူနုိငးပါလိမးံမယး”လို ံ 
သူက ထညးံသျငး့ေ်ပာဆိုခဲံပါသညး။ ်မနးမာနုိငးငဵ အခ္ိဳ ံေနရာေဒသမ္ာ့တျငး  အေ်ပာငး့အလဲ အနညး့ငယးရြိေန 
ေသား်ငာ့လညး့ လကးရြိအာဏာပုိငး အစို့ရမူွါဒမြ အစို့ရပုိငး့ဆိုငးရာ ွနးေဆာငးမႈမ္ာ့တျငး က္ယးက္ယး်ပနး႔်ပနး 
အသဵု့်ပဳ်ခငး့နြငးံ မိခငးဘာသာစကာ့ သငးယူမႈကုိ ချငးံ်ပဳမႈမရြိေသ့ပါ။ MINE အဖျ ဲံအေနနြငးံ ဌာေနတိုငး့ရငး့သာ့ 
ကေလ့ငယးမ္ာ့အေနနြငးံ ၎တို ံ၏ ယဥးေက့္မႈနြငးံ သငးံေလ္ားကိုကးညီမႈရြိေသာ ပညာေရ့ကို 
မိခငးဘာသာစကာ့်ဖငးံ ရရြိသငးၾကာ့နိုငးရနး အစို့ရ မူွါဒမြ တရာ့ွငးချငးံ်ပဳေပ့ရနး လႈဵ႕ေဆားေနလ္ကးရြိပါသညး။ ထို ံ 
အ်ပငး အစို့ရပိုငး့ဆိုငးရာ ွနးေဆာငးမႈမ္ာ့ကို တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့ေဒသမ္ာ့တျငး မိခငးဘာသာစကာ့်ဖငးံ 
ရရြိနိုငးေရ့အတျကးလညး့ အပါအွငး်ဖစးပါသညး။ “ကျ္နးေတားတို ံ ရညး ရျယးခ္ကးကေတာံ တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့ကေလ့ 
မ္ာ့ မိခငးဘာသာ စကာ့်ဖငးံ သငးၾကာ့နိုငးမညးံအချငးံအေရ့ကို ရရြိရနး၊ မတူကျဲ် ပာ့ေသာ တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့မ္ာ့ အတူ 
တကျ ေနထိုငးသညးံ ေဒသမ္ာ့တျငး ဘာသာစကာ့မိ္ဴ့စဵုပါွငးေသာ ပညာေရ့စနစး ်ဖစးေပၐလာရနး 
သတးမြတးရနး်ဖစးသညး” လုိ ံ ေစာကပီမြ ေ်ပာဆိုခဲံပါသညး။  
 
အ်ပညး်ပညးဆိုငးရာမိခငးဘာသာစကာ့ေန ံတျငး MINE အဖဲျ႕မြ ေတာငး့ဆိုုခ္ကးမ္ာ့မြာ 

1. ဌာေနတိုငး့ရငး့သာ့မ္ာ့၏ ဘာသာစကာ့ ထိနး့သိမး့ေစာငံးေရြာကးမႈကို အေထာကးအပံဵေပ့်ပီ့ 
ထိုတိုငး့ရငး့သာ့မ္ာ့ ်မနးမာဘာသာနြငးံ အဂၤလိပးဘာသာစကာ့သငးယူမႈကို  တို့်မြငးံေပ့နိုငးေသာ 
ဘကးစုဵလႊမး့်ခဵဳနိုငးသညးံ ဘာသာစကာ့အစီအစဥးေရ့ဆျေဲရ့။ 

2. ဘာသာစကာ့မိ္ဴ့စဵုပါွငးသငးၾကာ့ေသာ ပညာေရ့စနစး၊ ်ပညးေထာငးစုဘာသာစကာ့်မြငးံတငး်ခငး့နြငးံ 
ဌာေနတိုငး့ရငး့သာ့မိခငးဘာသာစကာ့နြငးံအတူ အဂၤလိပးဘာစကာ့ကို ်မြငးံတငး်ခငး့ နိုငးငဵတစးွြမး့ 
်ဖစးေပၐလာေရ့။ 

3. ဌာေနတိုငး့ရငး့သာ့ကေလ့မ္ာ့မြ ပညာေရ့ကို မိခငးဘာသာစကာ့်ဖငးံရရြိနုိငးေသာ အချငးံအေရ့ရရြိေရ့။ 
4. ဌာေနတိုငး့ရငး့သာ့ ေက္ာငး့ေနကေလ့သူငယးမ္ာ့ကို မိမိတို ံ၏ယဥးေက့္မႈအာ့ တနးဖုိ့ထာ့အရငး့ 

တညး၍ ပါွငးလႊမး့်ခဵဳမႈရြိေသာ သငးရို့ညႊနး့တမး့်ဖငးံ သငးၾကာ့နိုငးေသာ အချငးံအေရ့ရသရြိေရ့။ 
5. ဌာေနတိုငး့ရငး့သာ့ဘာသာစကာ့ ေလံလာမႈမ္ာ့နြငးံ ဌာနမ္ာ့ကို တကၑသုိလးအဆငးံအထိ ထာ့ရြိနုိငးရနး။ 
6. မိခငးဘာသာစကာ့ဖျဵျ႕်ဖိဳ့တို့တကးမႈကုိ ပံဵပုိ့ေပ့ေသာ သုေတသန်ပဳမႈမ္ာ့နြငးံ အရငး့အ်မစး်ပဳစုနုိငးေရ့။   

သို ံမြသာလြ္ငး  ၎တို ံကို ဘာသာရပးအမ္ိဳ့မ္ိဳ့ သငးၾကာ့ရာတျငး အသဵု့်ပဳနိုငးေရ့။ 
7. ဌာေနတိုငး့ရငး့သာ့မ္ာ့မြ မိမိတို ံယဥးေက့္မႈအရကိုကးညမီႈရြိေသာ သငးရုိ့ညႊနး့တမး့ထုတးေွ်ခငး့ နြငးံ 

စာသငးေက္ာငး့မ္ာ့တျငး အသဵု့်ပဳရနးအတျကး မိခငးဘာသာစကာ့်ဖငးံ ်ပဳစုထာ့ေသာ ဖတးစာအုပးမ္ာ့ကို 
ထုတးေွနုိငးေသာ အချငးံအေရ့ရရြိနုိငးေရ့။ 

8. ဌာေနတိုငး့ရငး့သာ့မ္ာ့၏ ဘာသာစကာ့နြငးံ ယဥးေက့္မႈဆိုငးရာ အချငးံအေရ့ကို ဖဲျ႔စညး့ပဵုအေ်ခခဵ 
ဥပေဒတျငး ပါွငးထညးံသျငး့နိုငးေရ့။ 
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Appendix 5:
Ethnic Languages and Education 
Declaration (MINE) (English and 
Myanmar versions)

1. Preamble

The Myanmar/Burma Indigenous Network for Education was established during an Ethnic Education 
Seminar convened by the Karen Teacher Working Group as part of the Eastern Burma Community 
Schooling Project, between 12–14 February 2014.

The seminar was attended by sixty four people from 22 organizations interested in education and 
language rights, with twelve ethnic national groups from across Myanmar/Burma represented. By the 
end of the seminar, participants reached a consensus on this Declaration that covers ethnic education 
and language rights and propose a language policy for implementation in Myanmar/Burma. The groups 
represented were:

(1) Mon National Education Committee, MNEC
(2) Karen Education Department, KED
(3) Karen Teacher Working Group, KTWG
(4) Karen Women’s Organization, KWO
(5) Karen Refugee Committee Education Entity, KRCEE
(6) Karenni Education Department, KnED
(7) Kayan New Generation Youth, KNGY
(8) Rural Development Foundation for Shan State, RDFSS
(9) Shan Women’s Action Network, SWAN (10)Shan State Development 
 Foundation, SSDF
(11) Gawng Loe Mu: 3 Mountains, Wa
(12) Pa-Oh Literature and Culture Committee (Taungyi)
(13) Akha Literature and Culture Committee
(14) Pa-Oh Monastic Education (Hopone)
(15) Shannan Education Networking Group, SENG
(16) Lahu Women’s Organization, LWO
(17) Ta’ang Student & Youth Organization, TSYO
(18) Kachin Independence Organisation Education Department, KIO-ED

Myanmar/Burma Indigenous Network for Education

Released June 15 2014
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(19) Kachin National Education Committee, KNEC,
(20) Eastern Naga Development Organization, ENDO
(21) Spring of Love, Akha
(22) Wa Youth Forum

In this Declaration, MINE recognizes the importance of multilingual education in Myanmar so that the 
diverse ethnic nationalities can maintain their mother tongue, but also prosper in the wider society and 
in the regional and global community by learning the language of the Union and English. MINE agrees 
with UNESCO’s three guiding principles held in its Education in a Multilingual World (2003) paper, namely: 
“mother tongue instruction” to improve the quality and outcomes of education by building schooling on 
the knowledge and experience of learners; “bilingual and or multilingual education” to promote social and 
gender equality in public education; and “intercultural education” to encourage understanding between 
various population groups.

In this Declaration, MINE describes the current situation of schooling for Indigenous children and youth 
in remote, ethnic nationality areas of Myanmar/Burma and then sets out a framework of recommended 
actions to be taken.
 

2. Context

The over 60 million citizens of Myanmar live in one of the world’s most diverse countries.  Ethnologue 
estimates there are 116 living languages in Myanmar representing five language families: Sino-Tibetan, 
Austro-Asiatic, Tai–Kadai, Indo-European, and Austronesian. Although there are a lack of current and 
reliable figures pending the coming census, it is estimated that over one third of the population speaks 
a mother tongue other than the language of the Union, Myanmar. Despite this, Myanmar language has 
the institutional support of the education system and national laws, and is used as medium of instruction 
in the national education system throughout the country, even in areas where primarily indigenous 
languages are spoken.

The schooling situation in Myanmar/Burma is complex and as diverse as its ethnic make-up. The 
government school system exists in some but not all ethnic areas, usually in or near to towns. Schooling 
in remote areas, where available, is mostly run by the community, religious institutions or non-state 
actors. Where there has been conflict with the Burma Army, there are less likely to be government 
schools, although this is changing during the current transitional/ceasefire period as more government 
schools are opened. In territories administered by ethnic non-state actors, the language of instruction and 
the texts used are usually in the local mother tongue language. Otherwise, the language of instruction 
and the texts are in Myanmar.

2.1 Global Situation

Over the past decades, there is growing international consensus towards indigenous rights in general 
and indigenous education rights in particular. The United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous 
Peoples states that Indigenous people should be able to practice their cultural traditions and use their 
languages in education and should not be forced into assimilation (Article 14, UNDRIP 2008). The 
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Barcelona Declaration on Universal Linguistic Rights under UNESCO supports all language communities 
to maintain their languages, educate their children and develop their culture.

2.2 Regional Situation

In the South East Asian Economic Outlook by the Organization of Economic Cooperation and Development 
(OECD 2012) Myanmar lags behind other ASEAN states in trade, health and education as one of the 
poorest countries in the region.

ASEAN has adopted a language policy making English the official working language of the Association. 
In 2014, Myanmar takes the rotating chair of ASEAN. For the people of Burma this means that English is 
becoming even more important. For ethnic minorities this means knowing at least three languages, the 
mother tongue, Burmese and English, and sometimes the dominant ethnic language in their areas also.

2.3 National Situation

The current Constitution of Myanmar in Chapter 1 at Clause number 28.C, “The Union shall implement 
free compulsory primary education.” This principle is a basis for future development of education language 
rights for Indigenous people in Burma. However, the current Constitution does not protect the right to a 
culturally sensitive education in the “mother tongue”.
 
Myanmar’s Ministry of Education has adopted Education for All Action Plan (2003-2015) aimed at 
implementing the Millennium Development Goal that every child in the world should “complete a full 
cycle of basic education of good quality”. As part of Myanmar’s overall “reform agenda” in the past 
years the Government adopted Comprehensive Education Sector Review (CESR) so that education 
can raise the “overall level of social and economic development in the country, with a focus on human 
development”.  (Lo Bianco 2013b).

For these goals to be achieved these achievements to be made, education for indigenous groups also 
needs to be prioritized and urgent action needs to be taken.

The current government education policy and curricula are based on Myanmar language. Indigenous 
students in government schools who don’t speak Myanmar as a first language struggle to succeed 
at school. Children learn better when taught in their mother tongue. Furthermore, as the government 
curriculum reflects the social and cultural values of the Burman majority, Indigenous children are further 
estranged from curricular content, already made inaccessible because of language barriers.

The National Network for Education Reform (NNER) shares this view. On February 1st, 2014 after its 
“Ethnic Language Teaching”seminar, NNER stated “children’s mother tongue should be used as the 
medium of instruction in order for ethnic children to be effective in their studies and balance the teaching 
of national and international language skills. On March 28th, the NNER rejected a government-drafted 
education bill. While the bill contains some possibilities for local language, literature and culture inclusion 
in schools, control over basic education remains at the central level. Decentralization is essential to 
ensure that  key decisions such as for language of instruction and local curriculum, can be made locally 
so that schooling is responsive to the needs of the children and communities it is meant to serve. The Bill 
also lists Myanmar as the language of instruction at every school level. If passed in its current form, the 
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Bill will deny indigenous children a quality education by removing their right to access education in their 
own mother tongue.

2.3.1 Language of instruction

Indigenous languages are often not permitted to be spoken in the classroom, taught  as subjects at 
school or used as languages of instruction in government schools. While permission has been given 
to teach local languages out of school hours in a few limited areas, for most Indigenous students in 
government schools, learning a curriculum whose content is outside their lived experiences and delivered 
in a language in which they lack fluency is difficult. Children learn much better when taught, especially 
throughout the primary level, in their mother tongue.

2.3.2 School Texts

Government school textbooks are not produced in mother tongues and are not culturally relevant to 
Indigenous children. History and culture is taught from a Myanmar Burman perspective. Burman cultural 
traditions are taught in place of local ones. School children are not taught a range of historical perspectives 
and cultural traditions that are at play in their lives outside of schools. This devalues indigenous children’s 
cultural identity and limits the potential to understand and appreciate Myanmar’s diversity.

2.3.3 Quality of education

Classrooms nationwide lack adequate teaching materials and school facilities. This is even more acute in 
remote areas. Nationwide, there is also a lack of teaching skills and knowledge that encourages teaching 
by rote and rigid adherence to curricular texts. Again, this situation is more pronounced in Indigenous 
areas where inexperienced government teachers lacking local knowledge, language and relationships 
rely on linear applications of the curriculum without the capacity to adapt it to meet the learning needs 
of students.

2.3.4 Lack of skilled teachers

The number of qualified and even unqualified teachers is insufficient for large numbers of students 
resulting in very large classrooms sizes. This problem is worse in remote ethnic areas. There is also a 
shortage of government teachers who can speak ethnic languages in ethnic areas and schools. There 
is a government internship program, where many teachers come to rural areas for practice and to gain 
a promotion. When Government teachers are sent to local and ethnic areas they don’t understand the 
languages and culture of the communities, and this results in difficulties for communities, the teachers 
and a poor quality of education for the children. Teachers must understand the language and the culture 
in the areas they are working.

2.3.5 Indigenous languages and scripts

Throughout the country there is a plurality of competing and co-existing languages being used in everyday 
life. This reality, in itself, puts greater stress on smaller language groups needing to cope with larger, more 
widely used local languages in their areas as well as Myanmar, the language of the Union. Government 
institutions and services that only accept the use of Myanmar reinforce the preference and prominence 
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of Myanmar language over other languages. This makes government services inaccessible to many 
people at the same time diminishing the value of local languages. In this way, Indigenous languages are 
left to be spoken only at home or in the village with parents and elders. This puts ethnic languages in 
further danger as they are designated to family and village but not for society at large.

Where Indigenous scripts exist, it is the older generation, and to a much lesser extent the youth, who is 
usually literate in them. The shift from traditional institutions to formal education means that schooling 
has taken prominence in terms knowledge transmission to the younger generation. This shift means a 
change in the content and process of knowledge transmission away from local knowledge and language. 
Many teachers do not know local languages and scripts and this makes it difficult to be able to teach the 
children. People need support in language planning to achieve multilingualism in school so children can 
be educated and languages properly supported.
 

3. Principles

In the UNESCO position paper, Education in a Multilingual World (UNESCO 2003), there are three guiding 
principles:

•	 “mother	tongue	instruction”	to	improve	the	quality	and	outcomes	of	education	by	building	schooling	
on the knowledge and experience of learners;

•	 “bilingual	and	or	multilingual	education”	to	promote	social	and	gender	equality	in	public	education;	
and

•	 “intercultural	education”	to	encourage	understanding	between	various	population	groups.

MINE supports these principles and recognizes that for indigenous language and culture to survive and 
for indigenous peoples to prosper, education must be mother tongue based, particularly in the early years 
of schooling. It is very important, because students require a multilingual education studying at least 
three languages, the mother tongue, Myanmar and English beginning with mother tongue facilitating 
second and third language learning. Mother tongue instruction fosters better learning outcomes for 
students, as well as better social and cultural outcomes. Research shows the best language to use 
for minority children is the mother tongue (Kosonen 2005; UNESCO 2003; World Bank 2005), and the 
evidence from Sri Lanka shows that teaching in the mother tongue improves the literacy of girls, rural 
students, minorities and the poor (Lo Bianco 2011).

MINE recognizes the importance of multilingual education in Myanmar so that the diverse ethnic 
nationalities can maintain their mother tongue, but also prosper in the wider society and in the regional 
and global community by learning the language of the Union and English. Given the recent history of 
conflict between the Government of Myanmar and ethnic nationality groups, promotion of indigenous 
languages, identities and cultures through the education system is one of the best ways to ensure peace 
in Myanmar’s future. MINE is calling for national language policy of multilingualism in which children learn 
their mother tongue, English and Myanmar as a minimum in schools. MINE is calling for a language policy 
that ensures that the mother tongue is the language of instruction in early childhood and early grades 
of school with Myanmar language taught as a subject. Gradually Myanmar language can be included as 
a language of instruction, but mother tongue should be maintained as language of instruction in some 
subjects. Then when the child is literate in the mother tongue, Myanmar and English can also be added.
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MINE also supports intercultural education as a way of fostering understanding and peace between 
Myanmar’s diverse ethnic groups. This Declaration supports the effort to promote culture and 
language diversity, with equal treatment of every ethnic language, and education success for all 
children.
 

4. Goals and Objectives

MINE calls for the following goals to be included within Myanmar/Burma’s national education policy:

•	 The	 right	 to	mother	 tongue	education	 in	 the	earliest	years	of	schooling	and	continued	throughout	
education.

•	 The		right		to		learn		the		Union		language		of		Burmese		equally		well		with		the		main	community	of	
the Union for equal rights to citizenship.

•	 The	right	to	learn	English	as	the	international	language	and	the	main	language	of	ASEAN.
•	 National	language	planning	to	promote	preservation	of	ethnic	languages	and	cultures	and	peach	in	

Myanmar.

The diversity of Myanmar’s indigenous groups and their unique situations, means that there should be 
language and education planning at the top and local levels, with principles that are shared across the 
country adopted nationally, but then adapted to take account of local differences and needs. The principles 
of national language planning should engage the entire national community to promote ethnic rights, 
economic development and peaceful co- existence. The use of mother tongue should be allowed not 
just in education, but also at all levels of society. This will encourage inclusion and common citizenship, 
ensuring space for the rights of indigenous people.

Planning needs to capture the diversity of mother tongues in some areas where schools will require 
instruction in multiple languages. While challenging, the Indian model demonstrates that is possible to 
have a functioning classroom where two or more languages of instruction are used. This requires multi-
lingual teachers, most likely from the local area, who, where necessary, are supported by local language 
assistants ensuring that all children can learn in their mother tongues.

If the current education policy persists, Indigenous youth will become increasingly marginalized, if not 
excluded, from accessing a quality education that is the right of every child of Myanmar. A mother 
tongue based, multilingual education policy is an inclusive one promoting the “Education for All” 
policy adopted by the Government of Myanmar/Burma.
 

5. Action

The Government of Myanmar and civil society are working towards wide reaching reforms to education 
throughout the country. MINE calls for the following actions to be considered and entrenched in national 
education policy reforms.
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5.1 Teaching and Learning

•	 Improve	quality	of	education	through	access	to	mother	tongue	based,	multilingual	education
•	 Local	level	planning	to	ensure	instruction	is	available	in	all	students	mother	tongues
•	 Support		for		use		of		teacher		assistants		and		teaching		aides		to		help		students		learn	Burmese	and	

maintain their mother tongue as they study the national curriculum
•	 Link	English	teaching	to	mother	tongue	and	Myanmar	language
•	 Support	training	for	teachers	in	ethnic	nationality	areas	in	at	least	three	languages	–	mother	tongue,	

Myanmar and English
•	 Culturally		appropriate		education		inclusive		of		local		epistemologies,		histories		and	cultural	traditions/

practices
•	 Develop	an	inclusive	national	curriculum	promoting	Myanmar’s	diverse	ethnicities,	histories,	languages	

and cultures
•	 Improve		teacher		capacity		through		pre-service		training		and		continual		professional	development	

for Indigenous areas
•	 Increase	support	for	and	employment	of	local	teachers	who	can	speak	and	teach	Indigenous	mother	

tongue
•	 Increase	 learning	of	 Indigenous	 languages	by	teachers	and	recruit	 	 	native	 language	speakers	 into	

teacher training programs
•	 Develop	child-centred	learning	practices	and	improve	teaching	methods	in	government	schools
•	 Urgent	requirement	to	increase	teacher	salaries	to	improve	commitment	to	and	quality	of	teaching	

while reducing the practice of bribery of students

5.2 Research

•	 Research	 to	 support	 best	 practices	 of	mother	 tongue	 based	multilingual	 education	 and	 language	
planning

•	 Establish	a	national	research	committee	including	ethnic	representatives	and	ensure	that	language	
policy is one of its priority research areas

•	 Include	the	perspectives,	stories	and	achievements	of	ethnic	nationalities	in	the	history	curriculum
•	 Promote		research		to		support		the		special		needs		of		smaller		language		groups		and	vulnerable	

language communities
•	 Research	 	 to	 	 facilitate	 	 language	 	 planning	 	 on	 	 Indigenous	 	 language	 	 scripts	 	 and	 vocabulary	

development
•	 Research	on	common	forms	of	language	within	existing	Indigenous	groups	and	in	local	areas	with	

diverse languages
•	 Research	exploring	strategies	of	creating	opportunities	to	apply	mother	language	widely	in	daily	life
 
5.3 Assistance to individual languages

•	 Fund		oral		history		research		and		the		revitalization		and		preservation		of		Indigenous	languages	in	
cooperation with older generations

•	 Assistance	for	language	planning	on	script	and	terminology	to	permit	mother	tongue	teaching	across	
a variety of subject areas
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•	 Support	to	maintain	and	promote	local	names	(towns,	territories,	etc)	to	strengthen	local	history	and	
identity

5.4 Advisory Structures

•	 Form	a	board	of	linguistic	experts	to	advise	Indigenous	education	groups
•	 Advisory	structures	should	include	ethnic	representatives
•	 Initiate		and		support		Literacy		and		Culture		committees		to		develop		mother		tongue	languages

5.5 Ethnic Education Systems

•	 For		the		short		to		medium		term		at		least,		maintain		existing		community		and		ethnic	nationality	
schools and do not replace them with government schools

•	 Encourage	collaboration	between	community	and	ethnic	nationality	schools	and	school	systems	and	
the government school system to improve education delivery Recognize and support community, 
religious and non-state actor administered schools

•	 Allocate	budget	for	teacher	stipends	and	teaching	&	learning	materials	for	community,	religious	and	
non-state actor administered schools

•	 Support	 for	school	management	and	data	collection	 for	community,	 religious	and	non-	state	actor	
administered schools

•	 Support	for	local	mother-tongue	based	curriculum	development

5.6 Higher Education

•	 Indigenous	study	departments	should	be	established	at	university	level
•	 Create	and	support	a	Department	of	Indigenous	Linguistics	and	Philosophy
•	 Create	 	Bachelor	 	 and	 	Master’s	 	 degree	 	 programs	 	 in	 	 linguistics	 	 for	 	 speakers	 	 of	 indigenous	

languages
•	 Grant	the	right	to	and	encourage	publication	of	indigenous	literature

5.7 National Curriculum and Local Flexibility

•	 A		multi-cultural		national		curriculum		promoting		harmony		amongst		all		people		of	Myanmar/Burma	
and respect for different ethnicities, language and cultural traditions

•	 Central	government	to	provide	only	guidance	and	standard	setting	with	increased	management	and	
decision making authority at the State and local level Decentralization of authority over education to 
the State and local levels so that curriculum and teaching practices are applicable to the local context

•	 Allowance	 for	 and	 inclusion	 of	 local	 curriculum	within	 the	 national	 curriculum	 (for	 example,	 60%	
national and 40% local)
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ှ၈နိဒါနး  ့

 

ှ၈ ်မနးမာတိုငး့ရငး့သာ့မ္ိဳ့ႏျယးစုမ္ာ့ပညာေရ့ကျနးယကး (The Myanmar/Burma Indigenous 

Network for Education-MINE ) အာ့   ်မနးမာႏိုငးငဵအေရြ႕ပိုငး့ေဒသကိုယးထူကိုယးထေက္ာငး့ပညာေရ  ့

စီမဵကိနး့ (Eastern Burma Community Schooling Project) တျငးပါဝငးေသာ ကရငးေက္ာငး့ဆရာမ္ာ့အဖျဲ႕ 

(Karen Teacher Working Group) မြ ႀကီ့မြဴ့၍ (ဿွှ၁) ခုႏြစး ေဖေဖ၍ဝါရီလ (ှဿ) ရကးေန႔မြ (ှ၁)  ရကး 

အတျငး့က္ငး့ပ်ပဳလုပးခဲံသညး ံတိုငး့ရငး့သာ့လူမ္ိဳ့ႏျယးစုဝငးမ္ာ့၌ ပညာေရ့စငးမီနာအစညး့အေဝ့တျငး ဖျဲ႕စညး့ 

ခဲံပါသညး၈  

 

ဿ၈ အဆိုပါ အစညး့အေဝ့သို႕ ပညာေရ့ႏြငးံရပိုငးချငးံေရ့ရာမ္ာ့ကိ ုစိတးပါဝငးစာ့သ ူအဖျဲ႕(ဿဿ)ဖျဲ႔မြ 

ကိုယးစာ့လြယးစုစုေပါငး  ့(၃၁) ဦ့ႏြငံး ်မနးမာႏိုငးငဵတစးဝြမး့ရိြ တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့လူမ္ိဳ့စ ု(ှဿ) စ ုတကးေရာကး ခဲံၾကပါ 

သညး၈  

 

၀၈ တကးေရာကးခဲံၾကေသာ အဖျဲ႕အစညး့မ္ာ့မြာ 

 

(က) မျနးအမ္ိဳ့သာ့ပညာေရ့ေကားမတ ီ                                                                                                       
(Mon National Education Committee, MNEC) 

 
(ခ) ကရငးပညာေရ့ဌာန                                                                                                        

(Karen Education Department, KED) 

 
(ဂ)  ကရငးေက္ာငး့ဆရာမ္ာ့အဖျဲ႕ 

(Karen Teacher Working Group, KTWG) 

 
(ဃ)  ကရငးအမ္ိဳ့သမီ့အဖျဲ႕အစညး  ့                                                                                   

(Karen Women’s Organization, KWO) 

 
(င) ကရငးဒုက၏သညးမ္ာ့ေကားမတ-ီပညာေရ့အဖျဲ႕                                                                

(Karen Refugee Committee Education Entity, KRCEE) 

 
(စ)  ကရငးနီပညာေရ့ဌာန  

(Karenni Education Department, KNED) 
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(ဆ)  ကယနး့မ္ိဳ့ဆကးသစးလူငယးမ္ာ  ့ 
(Kayan New Generation Youth, KNGY) 

 
(ဇ) ရြမး့်ပညးနယးေက့္လကးေဒသဖျဵၿဖိဳ့တို့တကးေရ့ေဖာငးေဒ့ရြငး  ့                                                  

(Rural Development Foundation for Shan State, RDFSS) 

 
(စ္) ရြမး့အမ္ိဳ့သမီ့မ္ာ့လႈပးရြာ့မႈကျနးယကး  

(Shan Women’s Action Network, SWAN) 

 
(ည) ရြမး့်ပညးနယးဖျ႔ဵၿဖိဳ့တို့တကးေရ့ေဖာငးေဒ့ရြငး  ့                                                                   

(Shan State Development Foundation, SSDF) 

 
(႗)  ေဂါလိုမူ၇ေတာငးသဵု့လဵု  ့-ဝ                                                                                    

(Gawng Loe Mu: 3 Mountains, Wa) 

 
(ဌ) ပအို႕(ဝး)စာေပႏြငးံယဥးေက့္မႈေကားမတ(ီေတာငးႀကီ့)                                                                                                      

(Pa-Oh Literature and Culture Committee (Taunggyi) 

 
(ဍ) အခါစာေပႏြငးံယဥးေက့္မႈေကားမတ ီ                                                                            

(Akha Literature and Culture Committee) 

 
(ဎ) ပအို႕(ဝး) ဘုနး့ေတားႀကီ့သငးပညာေရ  ့(ဟိုပုနး့)                                                                             

(Pa-Oh Monastic Education (Hopone) 

 
(ဏ)  ရြနးနနးပညာေရ့ကျနးယကးအဖျဲ႕ 

(Shannan Education Networking Group, SENG) 

 
(တ) လာဟူ့အမ္ိဳ့သမီ့အဖျဲ႕                                                                                                   

(Lahu Women’s Organization, LWO) 
 

(ထ) တအနး့ေက္ာငး့သာ့ႏြငးံလူငယးအဖျဲ႕                                                                       
(Ta’ang Student & Youth Organization, TSYO) 
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(ဒ)  ကခ္ငးလျတးလပးေရ့အဖျဲ႕-ပညာေရ့ဌာန   
(Kachin Independence Organisation Education Department, KIO-ED) 

 
(ဓ)  ကခ္ငးအမ္ိဳ့သာ့ပညာေရ့ေကားမတ ီ 

(Kachin National Education Committee, KNEC) 

 
(န)  အေရြ႕ပိုငး့နာဂေဒသ ဖျဵ႔ၿဖိဳ့တို့တကးေရ့အဖျဲ႕  

(Eastern Naga Development Organization, ENDO) 

 
(ပ) ေႏျဦ့ခ္စးသ ူ(အခါ)  

(Spring of Love, Akha) 

 
(ဖ)  ဝလူငယးအဖျဲ႕  

(Wa Youth Forum) 

 
၁၈ ဤေၾကျငာစာတမ္းတြင္ ်မနးမာတိုငး့ရငး့သာ့မ္ိဳ့ႏျယးစုမ္ာ့ပညာေရ့ကျနးယကး (The Myanmar/ 

Burma Indigenous Network for Education-MINE) မြ်မနးမာႏိုငးငဵတျငး ဘာသာစကာ့မ္ိဳ့စဵ ုအသဵု့်ပဳ 

ပညာေရ့စနစး (Multilingual Education) ၌အေရ့ပါမႈကိ ုအသိအမြတး်ပဳထာ့ပါသညး၈ သို႕မြသာ ႏိုငးင ဵ

အတျငး့ရိြ မတူညီကျဲ်ပာ့ေနေသာ တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့မ္ာ့သညး ၁ငး့တို႔၌မိခငးဘာသာ စကာ့မ္ာ့ကိ ုထိမး့သိမး့ ႏိုငးရဵ ု

သာမက ႏိုငးငဵ၌ရဵု့သဵု့ဘာသာစကာ့ႏြငး ံအဂၤလိပးဘာသာ စကာ့တို႔ကိုပါသငးယူ်ခငး့်ဖငး ံပိုမိကု္ယး်ပနး႔ေသာ 

လူမႈအသိုငး့အဝိုငး့၇ေဒသတျငး့ႏြငံးကမၻာ႕မိသာ့စုအတျငး့တျငးပါ ရြငးသနးတို့တကးလာၾကမညး ်ဖစးပါသညး၈  

 

၂၈ ်မနးမာတိုငး့ရငး့သာ့မ္ိဳ့ႏျယးစုမ္ာ့ပညာေရ့ကျနးယကး (The Myanmar/Burma Indigenous 

Network for Education-MINE) သညး UNESCO ၌ “ဘာသာစကာ့ေပါငး့စဵုတညးရိြေနေသာ ကမၻာႀကီ့ႏြငး ံ

ပညာေရ့စာတမး  ့(ဿွွ၀ခုႏြစး) (Education in a Multilingual World (2003) Paper) ပါ လမး့ညျနး 

သေဘာထာ့မူဝါဒ (Guiding Principle) (၀) ရပးအေပ၍သေဘာထာ့တူညီေၾကာငး  ့ေဖား်ပအပးပါသညး၈ 

၁ငး့တို႕မြာ- 

 

 သငးယူသူမ္ာ့၌ ဗဟုသုတမ္ာ့ႏြငးံအေတျ႕အႀကဵဳမ္ာ့အေပ၍ အေ်ခခဵကာပညာေရ့တညးေဆာကး်ခငး  ့

အာ့်ဖငး ံပညာေရ့အရညးအေသျ့ ႏြငးံပညာေရ့ရလာဒးေကာငး့မ္ာ  ့ေပ၍ထျနး့လာေစေရ့အတျကး မိခငး 

ဘာသာစကာ့်ဖငံးရြငး့လငး့သငးၾကာ့်ခငး  ့ 
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 ႏိုငးငဵသာ့မ္ာ့ႏြငးံသကးဆိုငးေသာ အစို့ရပညာေရ့စနစးတျငးလူမႈေရ့ႏြငးံက္ာ့မတနး့တူညီမြ္ေရ  ့(Social 

and gender equality) ကိုတို့်မြံငံးရနး အတျကးႏြစးဘာသာ(သို႕မဟုတး) ဘာသာစကာ့ မ္ိဳ့စဵုအသဵု့်ပဳ 

ပညာေရ့စနစး 

 ႏိုငးငဵတျငး့ရိြအမ္ိဳ့မ္ိဳ့ေသာလူမ္ိဳ့စုမ္ာ့အၾကာ့နာ့လညးမႈ်မြငံးတငးရနးအတျကး ရို့ရာယဥးေက့္မႈ အမ္ိဳ့မ္ိဳ့ 

အေၾကာငး့ အသိပညာေပ့်ခငး့ (Intercultural Education)                 

 

ဤေၾက်ငာစာတမး့တျငး MINE အဖျဲ႕မြ်မနးမာႏိုငးင ဵေဝ့လဵေခါငး်ဖာ့ေဒသမ္ာ့တျငး ေနထိုငးၾကေသာ ကေလ့ 

သူငယးမ္ာ့ႏြငး ံလူငယးလူရျယးမ္ာ့၌လကးရိြပညာသငးၾကာ့ေရ့အေ်ခအေနမ္ာ့ကိ ုေဖား်ပထာ့ ကာ အႀကဵ်ပဳ 

ထာ့ ေသာလုပးငနး့လုပးေဆာငးမႈမ္ာ့ေဘာငး (Framework of recommended actions) တစးရပးကိုုပါ 

တငး်ပထာ့ပါသညး၈ 
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ဿ၈ အေ်ခအေနမ္ာ  ့(Context) 

 

၃၈  ႏိုငးငဵအတျငး့ရိြသနး့ေပါငး  ့၃ွ ေက္ားရိြေသာ ႏိုငးငဵသာ့မ္ာ့သညး ကမၻာေပ၍တျငး မတူညီကျဲ်ပာ့်ခာ့နာ့ 

မႈ အမ္ာ့ဆဵု့ႏိုငးငဵတစးႏိုငးငဵ်ဖစးေသာ ်မနးမာႏိုငးငဵတျငးေနထိုငးၾကပါသညး၈ ကမၻာေပ၍ရိြဘာသာစကာ့မ္ာ့အာ  ့

မြတးတမး့်ပဳစုထာ့ေသာ Ethnologue ၌မြတးတမး့ ေဖား်ပထာ့ခ္ကးမ္ာ့အရ ်မနးမာႏိုငးငဵတျငး ဘာသာစကာ  ့

မိသာ့စုႀကီ့ (Language families) (၂)မ္ိဳ့ကိုကိုယးစာ့်ပဳေသာ ရြငးသနးေ်ပာဆိုေနဆ ဲဘာသာစကာ့ေပါငး  ့

(ှှ၃) မ္ိဳ့ရိြသညးဟ ုခနး႕မြနး့ထာ့ပါသညး၈ ၁ငး့ဘာသာစကာ့မိသာ့စုမ္ာ့မြာ  

 တရုပး-တိဘကး (Sino-Tibetan) 

 ေအားစတရိ-ုေအဆီယကးတစး (Austro-Asiatic) 

 တိုငး-ကဒိုငး (Tai–Kadai) 

 အငးဒိ-ုယူရို့ပီ့ယနး့ (Indo-European) 

 ေအားစတရိုနီ့ရြနး့ (Austronesian) 

၄၈ အခ္ိဳ႕ေသာဘာသာစကာ့မ္ာ့မြာ “စို့ရိမးဖျယး” အေနအထာ့တျငးရြိေနၿပီ့၇ အခ္ိဳ႕မြာ “ေပ္ာကးကျယးလ ု

နီ့ပါ့” အေ်ခအေနသို႔ေရာကးေနသညးဟုဆိုပါသညး၈ လူအမ္ာ့စုေ်ပာဆိုသဵု့စျဲေသာဘာသာစကာ့မ္ာ့သညး  

ရြငးသနးေနၿပီ့ စိတးခ္ရသညးံအေနအထာ့တျငးရြိသညးဟုဆိုသညး၈ (Lewis, Simons and Fennig, 2013). 

်မနးမာႏိုငးငဵရြ ိအခ္ိဳ႕ေသာတိုငး့ရငး့သာ့ဘာသာစကာ့မ္ာ့သညးလညး  ့အ်ခာ့ေသာ ကမၻာံဘာသာေပ၍ရိြ စကာ့ 

မ္ာ့ကဲံသို႕ ေပ္ာကးကျယးသျာ့ႏိုငးသညး ံအႏၱရာယးရြိေၾကာငး  ့ကိ ုေတျ႕ရပါသညး၈ (Lo Bianco, 2013a). 

 

၅၈ ႏိုငးငဵေတားမြ သနး့ေခါငးစာရငး့မေကာကးယူႏိုငးေသ့သညံး လကးရိြအေ်ခအေနတျငး ယဵုၾကညးအာ့ကို့ရ 

ေသာ စာရငး့အငး့မ္ာ့မရိြေသား်ငာ့လညး  ့ႏိုငးငဵတျငး့ရိြလူဦ့ေရ၌ သဵု့ပဵုတစးပဵုေက္ားတို႕သညး ႏိုငးငဵေတား၌ 

ရဵု့သဵု့ ဘာသာစကာ့်ဖစးေသာ ဗမာဘာသာစကာ့ကိ ုမေ်ပာဆိုၾကဘ ဲ၁ငး့တို႕၌မိခငးဘာသာစကာ့ကိုေ်ပာဆိ ု

ၾကသညးဟုခနး႕မြနး့ထာ့ၾကပါသညး၈ 

 

၆၈ သို႕ေသား်ငာ့လညး  ့ဗမာဘာသာစကာ့အာ  ့ပညာေရ့စနစးႏြငးအံမ္ိဳ့သာ့်ပဌာနး့ဥပေဒမ္ာ့်ဖငံး 

အေထာကးအကူ်ပဳထာ့ကာ ႏိုငးင၌ဵပညာေရ့စနစးတျငး သငးၾကာ့မႈမ႑ုိငး ဘာသာစကာ  ့(Medium of 

instruction) အ်ဖစးအသဵု့်ပဳပါသညး၈ ထိးု႕အ်ပငး ဗမာဘာသာစကာ့ကိုအဓိကမေ်ပာဆိၾုကေသာ  တိုငးရငး့သာ့ 

မ္ိဳ့ႏျယးစုမ္ာ့ဘာသာစကာ့မ္ာ့အာ့အဓိကထာ့ေ်ပာဆိုၾကသညးံေနရာေဒသမ္ာ့တျငးပါ ဗမာဘာသာစကာ့ကိ ု

အသဵု့်ပဳၾကပါသညး၈   
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ှွ၈ ်မနးမာႏုငိးငဵလူဦ့ေရအနကး ခ္ငး့ ၇ ကခ္ငး ၇ ကယာ့ (ကရငးန)ီ ၇ ကရင း၇ မျနး ၇ ရခုိငးႏြငး ံရြမး့စသညး ံ

ဘာသာစကာ  ့(၄) မ္ိဳ့ေ်ပာဆိၾုကသူမ္ာ့သညး (ဿ၀) သနး့ခနး႔ရြိၿပီ့၇ ေနာကးထပးဘာသာစကာ  ့(ှှ) မ္ိဳ့မြာမ ူ

ေ်ပာၾကသ ူေပါငး့ ှ သိနး့ေက္ားစီရြိေနၾကသညး၈  ဗမာစကာ့မြာ လူမ္ာ့စုသဵု့ေသာစကာ့်ဖစးၿပီ  ့ အစို့ရ၌ 

တရာ့ဝငးစကာ့လညး့်ဖစးေသာေၾကာငး ံႏိုငးင၌ဵ ပညာေရ့စနစးႏြငး ံဥပေဒမ္ာ့်ဖငး ံပဵံပို့အာ့ေပ့မႈကိ ုခဵရပါသညး၈  

်မနးမာနုိငးင ဵတဝြမး့က္ငးံသဵု့သညး ံအစို့ရပညာေရ့စနစးတျငး ဗမာစကာ့ကိ ုေက္ာငး့သဵု့ဘာသာစကာ့ အ်ဖစး 

အဓိက အသဵု့်ပဳၾကပါ သညး၈  

 

ှှ၈ ်မနးမာႏိုငးငဵတျငး တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့လူမ္ိဳ့စ ုစဵုလငးမ္ာ့်ပာ့သက႕ဲသို႕ပငး ်မနးမာႏုိငးငဵ၌ ေက္ာငး့ပညာေရ  ့

အေ်ခအေနႏြငံး အေနအထာ့မ္ာ့သညးလညး့ ေဒသအလိုကးစဵုလငးမ္ာ့်ပာ့လြပါသညး၇ အစို့ရပညာေရ့စနစး 

သညး ေနရာအေတားမ္ာ့မ္ာ့တျငးတညးရြိေသားလညး  ့တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့ေဒသအာ့လဵု့တျငး တညးရြိသညးမဟုတးပါ၈  

တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့ေဒသမ္ာ့ရြ ိအစို့ရေက္ာငး့အမ္ာ့စုမြာ ၿမိဳ႕်ပအနီ့တစးဝိကုးတျငးသာ်ဖစးၿပီ့ ေဝ့လဵေခါငးဖ္ာ့ေသာ 

ေဒသမ္ာ့တျငးမရြိၾကပါ၈  

 

ှဿ၈ ေဝ့လဵေခါငး့်ဖာ့ေဒသမ္ာ့တျငး ေက္ာငး့ပညာေရ့မ္ာ့တညးရိြေနပါက ေက္ာငး့ပညာေရ့ အမ္ာ့စုကိ ု 

ေဒသခဵလူ႕အဖျဲ႕အစညး  ့(သို႕မဟုတး) ဘာသာေရ့အသငး့အဖျဲ႕မ္ာ  ့(သို႕မဟုတး)  အစို့ရမဟုတးေသာ 

ပုဂၐိဳလး/အသငး့အဖျဲ႕/အုပးစ ု(Non State Actors) မ္ာ့မြ စီစဥးတာဝနးယူေဆငးရျကးေန်ခငး့်ဖစးပါသညး၈ 

 

ှ၀၈ အခ္ိဳ႕ေသာေနရာမ္ာ့တျငး ကေလ့မ္ာ့သညးေက္ာငး့တကးရနးအချငးံအလမး့မရြၾိကပါ၈ အပစးအခတး 

ရပးစေဲရ့ကာလအတျငး  ့အစို့ရမြ တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့ေဒသမ္ာ့တျငး အစို့ရေက္ာငး့မ္ာ့ပိုမိုဖျငးံလြစးေပ့ေသားလညး  ့

အစို့ရႏြငး ံသေဘာထာ့ကျဲလျဲမႈရြိေသာေနရာေဒသမ္ာ့တျငး အစို့ရေက္ာငး့မ္ာ့နညး့ပါ့ေနေသ့သညးကိ ုေတျ႕ 

ရပါသညး၈  

 

ှ၁၈ တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့အဖျဲ႕အစညး့မ္ာ့၌ ခ္ဳပးကိုငးမႈရြိေနဆေဲဒသမ္ာ့ႏြငး ံတိုငး့ရငး့သာ့မ္ိဳ့ႏျယးစ ုအစို့ရ 

မဟုတးေသာပုဂၐိဳလး/အသငး့အဖျဲ႕/အုပးစ ု(Ethnic non-state actors) မ္ာ့အုပးခ္ဳပးသညံး ေနရာေဒသမ္ာ့တျငး 

တျငး ေက္ာငး့သဵု့ဘာသာစကာ့ႏြငး ံေက္ာငး့သဵု့ဖတးစာမ္ာ့မြာ ေဒသခဵယဥးေက့္မႈႏြငး ံမိခငးဘာသာ စကာ့ 

ကိုအေ်ခ်ပဳထာ့သညးကိုေတျ႕ရပါသညး၈ ပညာသငးၾကာ့ရာတျငးအသဵု့်ပဳေသာ သငးၾကာ့မႈမ႑ိဳငးဘာသာစကာ  ့

ႏြငး ံသငးၾကာ့သညး ံသငးရို့ညျနး့တမး့မ္ာ့မြာ ေဒသခဵမိခငးဘာသာ စကာ့မ္ာ့သာ်ဖစးၾကပါသညး၈ ထိုအေ်ခအေန 

မ္ိဳ့မဟုုတးပါကသငးၾကာ့မႈ မ႑ိဳငးဘာသာစကာ့ႏြငး ံေက္ာငး့သဵု့ဖတးစာမ္ာ့မြာ ဗမာဘာသာစကာ့ႏြငး ံဗမာ 

ေက္ာငး့စာမ္ာ့သာ ်ဖစးတတး ပါသညး၈ 

ာာာာာာာာာာာာာာာာာာာာာာာာာာာာာာာာာာာာာာာာာာာာာာာာာာာာာာာာာာာာာာာာာာာာာာာာာာာာာာာာာာာာာာာာ

ာာ                                             
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ဿ.ှ၈ ကမၻာတစးဝြနး့မြအေ်ခအေန (Global Situation)  
 
ှ၂၈ လျနးခဲံေသာဆယးစႏုြစးမ္ာ့အတျငး့ ေယဘူယ္အာ့်ဖငး ံတိုငး့ရငး့သာ့မ္ိဳ့ႏျယးစုမ္ာ့၌ ရပိုငးချငးံႏြငး ံ

ပတးသကး၍ေသား၁ငး့၇တိက္စျာေဖ၍်ပရမညးဆိုပါက  တိငုး့ရငး့သာ့လူမ္ိဳ့စုႏျယးမ္ာ့၌ ပညာေရ့ရပိုငးချငးံမ္ာ့ ႏြငး ံ

ပတးသကး၍ ေသား၁ငး့ ႏိုငးငဵတကာသေဘာတူညီခ္ကး (International consensus) မ္ာ့ပိုမိုရယလူာႏိုငးၾကပါ 

သညး၈ 

 

ှ၃၈ ကမၻာ႕ကုလသမဂၐ၌ တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့မ္ိဳ့ႏျယးစုမ္ာ့၌ရပိုငးချငးံမ္ာ့ေၾက်ငာစာတမး  ့(The United Nations 

Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous People-UNDRIP) တျငး တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့ မ္ိဳ့ႏျယးစုမ္ာ့သညး 

၁ငး့တို႕၌ ယဥးေက့္မႈ ဓေလံထဵု့တမး့မ္ာ့ကိ ုက္ငံးသဵု့ချငးႏံြငံး၁ငး့တို႕၌ဘာသာစကာ့မ္ာ့ကိ ုပညာေရ့တျငး 

လညး့ အသဵု့်ပဳချငးံရရြိသငးံၿပီ့  အမ္ာ့စု၌တစးစဵုတစးမ္ိဳ့တညး့စနစးအတျငး့သို႕ အတငး့အၾကပး သျပးသျငး့မႈမ္ိဳ့ 

(Assimilation )မရိြသငးံေၾကာငး့ေဖား်ပထာ့ပါသညး၈ (Article 14 UNDRIP, 2008)  

 

ှရ၈  UNESCO ႀကီ့မြဴ့မႈေအာကးရြ ိကမၻာတစးဝြမး့လဵု့ဆိုငးရာ ဘာသာစကာ့အချငးံအေရ့ဆိုငးရာ 

ဘာဆီလိုနာ ေၾကညာစာတမး့မြ ဘာသာစကာ့ဆိုငးရာအစုအဖျဲ႕မ္ာ့အာ့လဵု့သညး  

- ကိုယးပိုငးဘာသာစကာ့မ္ာ့အာ့ထိမး့သိးမး့ပိုငးချငး ံ 

- ကေလ့မ္ာ့ကိပုညာသငးၾကာ့ပိုငးချငး ံႏြငံး 

- ယဥးေက့္မႈမ္ာ့ကိုဖျ႕ဵၿဖိဳ့တို့တကးေစပိုငးချငး ံရိြသညးဆိုသညးံအခ္ကးမ္ာ့ ကိုေထာကးခဵထာ့ပါသညး၈  

 

ဿ.ဿ၈ ေဒသအေ်ခအေန (Regional Situation) 

 
ှ၅၈ စီ့ပျာ့ေရ့ပူ့ေပါငး့ေဆာငးရျကးမႈႏြငးံဖျ႕ဵၿဖိဳ့တို့တကးေရ့အဖျဲ႕ (Organization of Economic 

Cooperation and Development (OECD, 2012) မြထုတးေဝေသာ South East Asian Economic 

Outlook အစီရငးခဵစာတျငး “်မနးမာႏိုငးငဵသညး ကုနးသျယးေရ့၇က္နး့မာေရ့ႏြငံးပညာေရ့တို႕တျငးအ်ခာ့အာဆီယ ဵ

ႏိုငးငဵမ္ာ့၌ေနာကးတျငးက္နးရစးေနကာ ေဒသတျငး့အဆငး့ရဆဲဵု့ႏိုငးငဵမ္ာ့အနကးတစးႏိုငးင ဵ်ဖစးေၾကာငး့” ေဖား်ပ 

ထာ့ပါသညး၈  

ှ၆၈   ဿွှ၁ ခုႏြစးတျငး ်မနးမာႏိုငးငဵသညးအာဆီယဵအသငး့ႀကီ့၌ အလြညးံက္ဥက၎ဌတာဝနးကိ ုတာဝနးယူရ 

ပါသညး၈ အာဆီယအဵဖျဲ႕သညး အသငး့ႀကီ့၌ တရာ့ဝငးရဵု့သဵု့ဘာသာစကာ့ကိ ုအဂၤလိပးဘာသာစကာ  ့အ်ဖစး 

သတးမြတးသညးံဘာသာစကာ့ဆိုငးရာမူဝါဒ (Language policy)ကိ ုခ္မြတးထာ့သ်ဖငး ံ်မနးမာႏိုငးငဵသာ့မ္ာ  ့
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အတျကး ထိုအခ္ကးသညး အဂၤလိပးဘာသာစကာ့သညး ပိုမိုအေရ့ပါလာမညး ဆိုသညးကိ ု်ပသလိုကး်ခငး့်ဖစးပါ 

သညး၈ တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့မ္ိဳ့ႏျယးစုမ္ာ့အတျကး အနညး့ဆဵု့ဘာသာစကာ့သဵု့မ္ိဳ  ့မိခငးဘာသာစကာ  ့၇ ်မနးမာ 

စကာ့ႏြငး ံအဂၤလိပးဘာသာစကာ  ့ရဵဖနးရဵခါတျငး ၁ငး့တို႕ေဒသမ္ာ့ရိြ လျမး့မို့မႈအာ့ေကာငး့ေသာ တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့ 

ဘာသာစကာ့တစးမ္ိဳ့မ္ိဳ့ကိ ုသိရိြနာ့လညး ထာ့ရနး်ဖစးပါသညး၈ 

  

ဿ.၀  ႏိုငးငဵအေ်ခအေန (National Situation) 
 
ဿွ၈ လကးရိြ်မနးမာႏိုငးငဵေတားဖျဲ႕စညး့ပဵုဥပေဒအခနး့(ှ) ပုဒးမ အမြတး ဿ၅ (ဂ)တျငး ႏိုငးငဵေတားသညး “အခမဲ ံ

မသငးမေနရမူလတနး ပ့ညာေရ့စနစးကိုအေကာငးအထညးေဖားေဆာငးရျကးမညး”ဟူသညးံအခ္ကးကိ ု်ပဌာနး့ထာ့ 

ပါသညး၈ ၁ငး့မူဝါဒသညး ်မနးမာႏိုငးငဵရိြတိုငး့ရငး့သာ့မ္ာ့အတျကး အနာဂါတးကာလ၌ ပညာေရ့က႑တျငး 

အသဵု့်ပဳမညး ံဘာသာစကာ့ရပိုငးချငးံတို့တကးမႈအတျကး အေ်ခခဵတစးခု်ဖစးပါသညး၈ သို႕ေသားလညး့ လကးရိြ 

ႏိုငးင ဵဖျဲ႕စညး့ပဵ ုအေ်ခခဵဥပေဒသညးမိခငးဘာသာစကာ့ႏြငး ံဆကးစပးေနေသာတိုငး့ရငး့သာ့ မိ္ဳ့ႏျယးစ ုမ္ာ့၌ 

ယဥးေက့္မႈကိ ုထငးဟပးေစေသာပညာသငးၾကာ့ချငးံကုအိကာအကျယးေပ့ထာ့်ခငး့မရြပိါ၈  

ဿှ၈ ကမၻာေပ၍ရြိကေလ့ငယးတိုငး  ့အရညးအေသျ့ ေကာငး့မျနးေသာအေ်ခခဵပညာေရ့ကိ ုဆဵု့ခနး့တိုငးသညးထ ိ

သငးၾကာ့ရမညးဟူေသာ ေထာငးစႏုြစးဖျဵ႕ၿဖိဳ့မႈရညးမြနး့ခ္ကး (Millennium Development Goal) အာ့ 

အေကာငးအထညးေဖားရနးရညးညႊနး့၊ ်မနးမာႏိုငးငဵအစို့ရပညာေရ့ွ နးၾကီ့ဌာနမြ Education for All Action 

Plan (2003-2015) ကိုခ္မြတးေရ့စျဲထာ့်ပီ့်ဖစးသညး၇  

ဿဿ၈ မၾကာေသ့ခငးႏြစးမ္ာ့အတျငး့ ်မနးမာအစို့ရက  ်ပဳ်ပငးေ်ပာငး့လမဲႈမ္ာ့်ပဳလုပးလာသညးလုပးေဆာငးမႈမ္ာ  ့

တျငး  “ဘကးစဵုလျမး့ၿခဵဳေသာပညာေရ့က႑ေလံလာသဵု့သပးေရ့လုပးငနး(့Comprehensive Education 

Sector Review -CESR)”  လညး့အပါအဝငး်ဖစးပါသညး၈  တုိငး့်ပညး၌ လူမႈေရ့ ႏြငံးစီ့ပျာ့ေရ့တရပးလဵု့ဖျဵ႔ 

ၿဖိဳ့တို့တကးေရ့အတျကး လူသာ့အရငး့အ်မစးဖျ ဵ ံၿဖိဳ့မႈအာ့အေလ့ထာ့ လုပးေဆာငး်ခငး့်ဖစးပါသညး၈ (Lo 

Bianco, 2013b).   

 

ဿ၀၈ ပညာေရ့ဝနးႀကီ့ဌာနသညး်မနးမာံပညာေရ့ေမ္ားမြနး့ခ္ကး၇ေဆာငးပုဒးမ္ာ့အာ့ေအာကးပါအတိုငး  ့ခ္မြတး 

ထာ့သညးကိုေတျ႔ရပါသညး၈  

 မ္ကးေမြာကးကာလ်ဖစးေသာ ပညာေခတး၌ စိနးေခ၍မႈကိ ုရငးဆိုငးႏိုငးမညး ံအစဥးေလံလာသငးယူေန 

ေသာ လူ႕ေဘာငးအဖျဲ႕အစညး့ကိ ုဖနးတီ့ ေပ့ႏိုငးသညး ံပညာေရ့စနစးတစးခ ု်ဖစးထျနး့လာေစရနး 

 ပညာေရ့်ဖငးံေခတးမြီဖျဵ႕ၿဖိဳ့တို့တကးေသာ ႏိုငးငဵေတားႀကီ့ တညးေဆာကးအံ ဵ
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ဿ၁၈ ၁ငးး့ရညးးးးမြနး့ခ္ကးမ္ာ့အာ့ေအာငး်မငးႏိုငးေစရနးတိုငး့ရငး့သာ့မ္ိဳ့ႏျယးစုမ္ာ့အတျကးပညာေရ့ကိ ု

ဦ့စာ့ေပ့အဆငးံသတးမြတးကာ အလြ္ငးအ်မနးေဆာငးရျကးသငးံသညးမ္ာ့ကိ ု လုပးေဆာငးသျာ့ရမညး်ဖစးပါသညး၈   

ဿ၂၈ ကမၻာတစးဝြမး့တျငးစာတတးေ်မာကးႏႈနး့တို့တကးလာေသားလညး့်မနးမာႏိုငးငဵ၌ စာတတးေ်မာကးႏႈနး့မြာ 

က္ဆငး့ေနပါသညး၈အထူ့သ်ဖငးံဤအခ္ကးသညးဗမာလူမ္ိဳ့မ္ာ့မြီတငး့ေနထိုငးၾကေသာေဒသမ္ာ ့၇ရနးကုနးၿမိဳ႕ 

ႏြငံး ေန်ပညးေတားကဲံသို႕ေသာၿမိဳ႕်ပေဒသမ္ာ့ထကး တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့မ္ိဳ့ႏျယးစုမ္ာ့ေနထိုငးရာ်ပညးနယးမ္ာ့တျငး 

ပိုမိုမြနးကနးေနေၾကာငး့ေတျ႕ရပါသညး၈ဤသညးမြာအလျနးအေရ့ႀကီ့ေသာအခ္ကး်ဖစးပါသညး၇အဘယးေၾကာငးဆံိ ု

ေသားအကယး၊အစို့ရေက္ာငး့မ္ာ့တျငးဗမာဘာသာစကာ့ႏြငံးအဂၤလိပးဘာသာစကာ့ကိုသာသငးၾကာ့ၿပီ့ 

တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့ဘာသာစကာ့မ္ာ့ကိုေက္ာငး့စာသငးခနး ႏ့ြငးံအမ္ာ့်ပညးသူေက္ာငး့မ္ာ့တျငးသငးၾကာ့ချငးံမရဘ ဲ

ေက္ာငး့ခိ္နး်ပငးပတျငးသာသငးၾကာ့ရပါကတိုငး့ရငး့သာ့ကေလ့ငယးမ္ာ့အေန်ဖငးမ္ာ့စျာနစးနာမညး်ဖစးပါသညး၈ 

 

ဿ၃၈ ်မနးမာႏုိငးငဵရြိ မ္ာ့စျာေသာ တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့ကေလ့သူငယးမ္ာ့ ပညာရညးထူ့ခၽျနး ေအာငး်မငးႏုိငးမႈအချငး ံ

အလမး့မ္ာ့ မရရြိၾကပါက ပညာေရ့ဝနးႀကီ့ဌာနအေန်ဖငံး ံႏိုငးငဵတျငးသငးယူေလံလာေနေသာလူမႈအသိုငး့အဝနး့ 

(Learning society) ကိ ုတညးေဆာကးႏုိငးမညးမဟုတးပါ၈ ဌာေနတုိငး့ရငး့သာ့မ္ာ့မပါဝငးလ္ြငး ႏိုငးငဵ၌  

စီ့ပျာ့ေရ့ဖျဵ ၿံဖိဳ့မႈြႏြငး ံလမူႈဖျဵ႕ၿဖိဳ့မႈမ္ာ့ကို မညးကဲံသို႔ ံရရြိႏုိငးမညးနညး့၈   

 

ဿ၄၈ “ပညာေရ့်ပဳ်ပငးေ်ပာငး့လေဲရ့ဆုိငးရာ အမ္ိဳ့သာ့ကျနးယကး (National Network for Education 

Reform-NNER) ” မြ တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့ဘာသာစကာ့သငးၾကာ့ေရ့ႏြငးံပတးသကးေသာ ဘာသာစကာ ့ဆိုငးရာ 

ထုတး်ပနးခ္ကးတစးခုကိုထုတး်ပနးခဲံပါသညး၈ (Chapter 12, NNER report, #4) ထိုစာတမး့သညး ႏိုငးင၌ဵ 

လိုအပးခ္ကး်ဖစးေသာ တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့ဘာသာစကာ့သငးၾကာ့်ခငး့ကို အာ့ေပ့တိုကးတျနး့ထာ့သညး ်ဖစးသ်ဖငးံ 

တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့မ္ဳိ့ႏျယးစုမ္ာ့မြ လိႈကးလိႈကးလြလဲြႀဲကိဳဆိုလကးခၾဵကပါသညး၇  

 

ဿ၅၈ လကးရိြအစို့ရ၌ပညာေရ့မူဝါဒႏြငးသံငးရို့ညျနး့တမး့ဘာသာရပး (Curricula) မ္ာ့သညး ဗမာဘာသာ 

စကာ့အေပ၍တျငးသာ အေ်ခ်ပဳထာ့ပါသညး၈ အစို့ရေက္ာငး့မ္ာ့တျငးတကးေရာကး ပညာသငးၾကာ့ေနၾကေသာ 

ဗမာစကာ့ကုိမိခငးဘာသာစကာ့အ်ဖစး မေ်ပာဆိၾုကေသာ တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့ေက္ာငး့သာ့ေက္ာငး့သူမ္ာ့သညး 

ေက္ာငးမ္ာ့တျငးအခကးအခမဲ္ာ့ႏြငံးရငးဆိုငးၾကရကာ မ္ာ့စျာႀကိဳ့စာ့ရုနး့ကနးၾကရပါသညး၈ကေလ့မ္ာ့သညး 

သူတို႕၌မိခငးဘာသာစကာ့်ဖငံးသငးယူၾကရမညးဆိုပါက ပိုမိုေကာငး့မျနးစျာ သငးယူႏိုငးၾကပါသညး၈ ထို႔အ်ပငး 

အစို့ရသငးးရို့ညျနးတမး့ဘာသာရပးမ္ာ့သညး ဗမာလူမ္ိဳ့အမ္ာ့စု၌ လူမႈေရ့ႏြငးံ ယဥးေက့္မႈတနးဖို့မ္ာ့ကိုသာ 

ထငးဟတးေနပါသညး၈ ဘာသာစကာ့အခကးအခ ဲ(Language barriers) မ္ာ့ေၾကာငးံ အတာ့အဆီ့မ္ာ့ႏြငး ံ

ရငးဆိုငးေနရေသာ တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့ကေလ့မ္ာ့အဖို႕  သငးရို့ညျနး့တမး့တျငး ပါဝငးေသာအေၾကာငး့အရာမ္ာ့၌  

ရငး့ႏြီ့ကျ္မး့ဝငးမႈမရိြ်ခငး့ႏြငးံ ထပးမဵ ရငးဆိုငးၾကရ်ပနးပါသညး၈  
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ဿ၆၈ ်ပညးေထာငးစု်မနးမာႏိုငးငဵသညး တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့မ္ဳိ့ႏျယးစမု္ာ့စျာ ေရာေႏြာမြီတငး့ ေနထိုငးၾကေသာ ႏိုငးင ဵ

တစးႏိုငးငဵ်ဖစးပါသညး၈ လကးရြပိညာေရ့ဝနးႀကီ့ဌာနမြ ်ပဌာနး့ထာ့ေသာ ပညာေရ့မဝူါဒႏြငးံေက္ာငး့သဵု့သငးရို  ့

ညႊနး့တမး့မ္ာ့တျငး  ဗမာဘာသာစကာ့တစးမ္ိဳ့တညး့ကိုသာ အေ်ခ်ပဳထာ့သညးမြာ  တုိငး့ရငး့သာ့မ္ိဳ့ႏျယးစ ု

မ္ာ့ ၌ကိုယးပိုငးရို့ရာယဥးေက့္မႈမ္ာ့ကိ ုစို့မို့ထာ့ရာေရာကးၿပီ  ့။တိ ု ံ၌ ဘာသာစကာ့ဆကးလကး ရြငးသနး 

ႏုိငးေရ့အတျကး ႀကီ့မာ့စျာစိနးေခ၍ေနပါသညး၈  

 

 ၀ွ၈ ထို႕အ်ပငး အစို့ရေက္ာငး့မ္ာ့တျငးသငးယူေနေသာ ဗမာဘာသာစကာ့ကိုပထမဘာသာစကာ  ့(First 

language)  အ်ဖစး မေ်ပာဆိုေသာ တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့ေက္ာငး့သာ့မ္ာ့အတျကး သငးခနး့စာမ္ာ့ကိုနာ့လညးရနး၇ 

သငးယူရနးႏြငး ံေက္ာငး့စာတျငးေကာငး့မျနးစျာလိုကးႏိုငးရနး အခကးအခမဲ္ာ့စျာ ရငးဆိုငးႀကဵဳေတျ႕ၾကရပါသညး၈ 

ကေလ့သူငယးမ္ာ့သညး မိခငးဘာသာစကာ့ကိုအသဵု့်ပဳ၊ စတငးသငးၾကာ့်ခငး့ခဵရပါက ပိုမိုေကာငး့မျနးစျာ 

သငးယမူြတးသာ့ႏိုငးၾကသညး ်ဖစးေသာေၾကာငး ံဤအခ္ကးသညး တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့ကေလ့သူငယးမ္ာ့၌ပညာေရ  ့

အရညးအေသျ့ ်ပညံးမြီေကာငး့မျနးေရ့အတျကး စိနးေခ၍မႈႀကီ့တစးရပး၇ အဟနး႕အတာ ႀ့ကီ့ တစးရပးလညး့ ်ဖစးေန 

ပါသညး၈ 

 

၀ှ၈ ်မနးမာႏိုငးငဵပညာေရ့စနစး်ပဳ်ပငးေ်ပာငး့လေဲရ့ႏိုငးငဵလုဵ့ဆိုငးရာကျနးရကးး (The National Network for 

Education Reform (NNER) မြ ဤအခ္ကးကိုနာ့လညးသေဘာတူညီပါသညး၈ ဿွှ၁ ခုႏြစး ေဖေဖ၍ဝါရီလ (ှ) 

ရကးေန႕တျငးက္ငး့ပခဵေသာ “တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့ဘာသာသငးၾကာ့်ခငး  ့အစညး့အေဝ့(Ethnic Language 

Teaching’ seminar)တျငး “တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့ကေလ့မ္ာ့အာ ့ပညာသငးၾကာ့ရာတျငးပိုမိုထိေရာကးမႈရိြေစရနး ႏြငး ံ

အမ္ိဳ့သာ့ႏြငးံႏိုငးငဵတကာဘာသာစကာ့မ္ာ့၌ ကျ္မး့က္ငးမႈကိ ုဟနးခ္ကးညီေစရနး ကေလ့မ္ာ့၌ မိခငးဘာသာ 

စကာ့ကိ ုသငးၾကာ့မႈမ႑ိဳငးအ်ဖစးသငးၾကာ့သငးံေၾကာငး”့ထုတး်ပနးခဲံပါသညး၈  
 
၀ဿ၈ ဿွှ၁ ခုႏြစးမတးလ ှ၅ ရကးေန႕တျငး ပညာေရ့ဝနးႀကီ့ဌာနမြ “အမ္ိဳ့သာ့ပညာေရ့ဥပေဒၾကမး ”့ ကိ ု

ေန႔စဥးထုတးသတငး့စာမ္ာ့တျငးထုတး်ပနးေၾက်ငာခဲံပါသညး၈ ၁ငး့“အမ္ိဳ့သာ့ပညာေရ့ဥပေဒၾကမး ”့ ကိဿုွှ၁ 

ခုႏြစးမတးလ (ဿ၅)ရကးေန႔တျငး  ်မနးမာႏိုငးငဵပညာေရ့စနစး်ပဳ်ပငးေ်ပာငး့လေဲရ့ႏိုငးငဵလုဵ့ဆိုငးရာကျနးရကး (The 

National Network for Education Reform (NNER) မြ ကနး႕ကျကးခဲံပါသညး၈ အဆိုပါဥပေဒၾကမး့တျငး 

တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့မ္ိဳ့ႏျယးစုတို႕႔၌ ဘာသာစကာ့မ္ာ့၇စာေပမ္ာ့ႏြငးံယဥးေက့္မႈပိုငး့ဆိုငးရာမ္ာ့ကိ ုေက္ာငး့မ္ာ့တျငး 

ထညံးသျငး့ရနး်ဖစးႏိုငးေ်ခအခ္ိဳ႕ကိ ုေဖား်ပ ထာ့ေသားလညး့ အေ်ခခဵပညာေရ့မြာ ဗဟိုထိမး့ခ္ဳပးမႈ ေအာာကးတျငး 

ဆကးလကးရိြေနဆဲ်ဖစးပါသညး၈   
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၀၀၈ အဓိကက္ေသာကိစၥမ္ာ့်ဖစးသညး ံပညာ သငးၾကာ့ရာတျငးအသဵု့်ပဳမညးဘံာသာစကာ့ႏြငး ံေဒသႏြငး ံ

ကိုကးညီေသာသငးရို့မ္ာ့ႏြငးံပတးသကးသညံး ဆဵု့်ဖတးခ္ကးမ္ာ့ ခ္မြတးရာတျငး ေသခ္ာမႈရိြေစရနးအတျကး ဗဟိ ု

ထိမး့ခ္ဳပးမႈေလြ္ာ႕ခ္မႈ(Decentralisation)သညး  အေရ့ပါပါသညး၈ သို႕မြသာ ေက္ာငး့ပညာေရ့သညး ကေလ  ့

မ္ာ့ႏြငးံ အေလ့ဂရ်ုပဳရမညးံလူအံဖျဲ႕အစညး့၌လိုအပးခ္ကးမ္ာ့ကို ်ဖညံးဆညး့ေပ့ႏိုငးမညး်ဖစးပါသညး၈ ထို 

ဥပေဒၾကမး့ တျငး ဗမာဘာသာစကာ့အာ့ ေက္ာငး့အဆငံးတိုငး့တျငး သငးၾကာ့သငးယူမႈဘာသာအ်ဖစးသတးမြတး 

ထာ့ပါသညး၈ အကယး၍အဆိုပါ ဥပေဒၾကမး့ကို  အတညး်ပဳမညးဆိုပါက ကေလ့မ္ာ့အာ့၁ငး့တို႕သိရိြနာ့လညး 

ထာ့ ေသာ မိခငးဘာသာစကာ့်ဖငးံ သငးၾကာ့ပိုငးချငးံဟူေသာ၁ငး့တို႕၌ရပိုငးချငးံကို ဖယးရြာ့လိုကး်ခငး့အာ့်ဖငးံ 

တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့ ကေလ့မ္ာ့အာ့ အရညးအေသျ့ ်ပညံးဝေသာ ပညာေရ့ရရိြေရ့ကို တာ့ဆီ့ဟနး႕တာရ့ာေရာကး 

မညး်ဖစးပါသညး၈  

 

ဿ.၀.ှ၈ သငးၾကာ့သငးယူမႈဘာသာ (Language of instruction)  

 

၀၁၈ အစို့ရေက္ာငး့မ္ာ့တျငး တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့မ္ဳိ့ႏျယးစုမ္ာ့၌ဘာသာစကာ့မ္ာ့ကို ေ်ပာဆိုချငံး ၇ သငးၾကာ့ပိုငး 

ချငးံႏြငးသံငးၾကာ့သငးယူမႈဘာသာ (သငးၾကာ့မႈမ႑ိဳငးဘာသာ) အ်ဖစးအသဵု့်ပဳချငးံ မရၾကပါ၈ တိုငး့ရငး့သာ  ့

မ္ိဳ့ႏျယးစုမ္ာ့၌ဘာသာစကာ့မ္ာ့မြာ ေက္ာငး့စာသငးခနး့အတျငး့ေ်ပာဆိုချငးံ ၇ဘာသာစကာ  ့တစးရပး အ်ဖစး 

သငးယူချငးံ ႏြငး ံသငးၾကာ့မႈမ႑ိဳငးဘာသာစကာ့ အ်ဖစးအသဵု့်ပဳ်ခငး့မြပိတးပငးခဵၾကရပါသညး၈ 

 
၀၂၈ မၾကာေသ့မီက တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့မ္ိဳ့ႏျယးစုမ္ာ့ေနထိုငးရာအခ္ိဳ႕ေဒသမ္ာ့တျငး တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့ဘာသာ 

စကာ့ကို ေက္ာငး့ခ္ိနး်ပငးပ၉သငးၾကာ့ချငးံ်ပဳလာေသားလညး့ တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့ကေလ့ငယးမ္ာ့၌ ပညာေရ့ 

အရညးအေသျ့ အာမခဵခ္ကးရြိေစရနး လုပးေဆာငးရနးမ္ာ့စျာ လိုအပးေနပါေသ့သညး၈ တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့ ေက္ာငး့သာ့ 

/ေက္ာငး့သူမ္ာ့ အေန်ဖငးံ ၁ငး့တို႔က္ငးလညးရာ ပတးဝနး့က္ငးေဒသအေတျ႕အႀကဵဳမ္ာ့ႏြငးံမတူညီေသာ သငးရို  ့

ညျနး့တမး့ပါအေၾကာငး့အရာမ္ာ့ကို ၁ငး့တို႕ကျ္မး့က္ငးတတးေ်မာကးမႈမရိြေသာ ဘာသာစကာ့တစးခု်ဖငး ံသငးယ ူ

ၾကရ်ခငး့သညး ဘာသာစကာ့အခကးအခမဲ္ာ့ကိုေတျ႕ႀကဳဵေစေသာ အဓိကအေၾကာငး့တစးခု်ဖစးးပါသညး၈  

 
၀၃၈ အစို့ရေက္ာငး့မ္ာ့ အမ္ာ့အ်ပာ့ရိြေသားလညး့  လူမ္ာ့စု၌ဘာသာစကာ့ကိသုာ  က္ယး်ပနး႕စျာ 

ေ်ပာဆိၾုကေသာ ၿမိဳ႕်ပေဒသမ္ာ့၉ တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့လနူညး့စုေက္ာငး့သာေလ့မ္ာ့အတျကး ၁ငး့တို႕၌ မိခငး 

ဘာသာစကာ့ကို ေ်ပာဆိုချငးံႏြငးံသငးၾကာ ခ့ျငးရံရြိႏိုငးသညးအံချငးံအလမး့မ္ာ့ မ္ာ့စျာနညး့ပါ့လြပါသညး၈ 

ကေလ့ငယးတစးဦ့အတျကး မိခငးဘာသာစကာ့ကို အိမးတျငးသာေ်ပာဆိရုၿပီ့ ေက္ာငး့တျငး ဗမာဘာသာ 

စကာ့ကိုသာ ေ်ပာဆိုအသဵု့်ပဳရခ်ငး့သညး ၁ငး့တို႕၌ပညာေရ့အတျကးအလျနးပငးႀကီ့မာ့ေသာ စိနးေခ၍မႈ 

တစးရပးကိုရငးဆိုငးရ်ခငး့်ဖစးပါသညး၈ ၁ငး့ အေ်ခအေန ႏြငး ံအခကးအခမဲ္ာ့ေၾကာငး ံတိုငး့ရငး့သာ့မ္ဳိ့ႏျယးစု 

ေက္ာငး့သာ့/ေက္ာငး့သမူ္ာ့စျာတို႕သညး ေက္ာငး့တျကးမေပ္ားပိုကးၾကဘေဲက္ာငး့မသျာ့လိုၾက၈ ်ဖစးေပ၍လာႏိုငး 
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သညး ံေနာကးဆကးတျဲအက္ိဳ့တရာ့မြာ ၁ငး့ေက္ာငး့သာ့/ေက္ာငး့သူမ္ာ့သညး  ပညာေရ့တျငး ထူ့ချ္ နး 

တို့တကးမႈမ္ာ့ရိြႏိုငးမညးမဟုတးပါ၈ 

 
၀၄၈ ကေလ့မ္ာ့သညး သတူို႕၌မိခငးဘာသာစကာ့်ဖငးံ အထူ့သ်ဖငးံမူလတနး့အဆငံးအာ့လဵု့တျငး ပညာ 

သငးယူၾကမညးဆိုပါက ေပ္ားရႊငးစျာသငးယူႏိုငးၾကမညး်ဖစးပါသညး၈  
 
 

ဿ.၀.ဿ ေက္ာငး့သငးရို့ညျနးတ့မး့ပါသငးခနး့စာမ္ာ ့(School Texts) 

 

၀၅၈  အစို့ရေက္ာငး့်ပဌာနး့စာအုပးမ္ာ့မြာ မိခငးဘာသာစကာ့မ္ာ့်ဖငးံ ပဵုႏြိပးထာ့်ခငး့မရိြသညးအံ်ပငး 

တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့ကေလ့မ္ာ့၌ ယဥးေက့္မႈပိုငး့ဆိုငးရာမ္ာ့ႏြငးံလညး့ ဆကးစပးသကးဆိုငး်ခငး့မရိြပါ၈သမိုငး့ႏြငး ံ

ယဥးေက့္မႈပိုငး့ဆိုငးရာမ္ာ့ကို ဗမာ အေတျ့ အ်မငး်ဖငးံသာသငးၾကာ့ၾကရပါသညး၈ တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့တို႔၌ 

ယဥးေက့္မႈဓေလံမ္ာ့အစာ့ ဗမာယဥးေက့္မႈဓေလံမ္ာ့ကိုသာ ကေလ့မ္ာ့အာ့ သငးၾကာ့ၾကပါသညး၈  

ကေလ့ငယးမ္ာ့သညး သူတို႔စာသငးေက္ာငး့်ပငးပတျငးရိြေသာ၇ သူတို႕ဘဝမ္ာ့တျငး က္ငးလညးေနၾကေသာ  

သမိုငး့အ်မငးရႈေဒါငးံမ္ာ့ႏြငးံယဥးေက့္မႈဓေလံမ္ာ့ကိ ုသငးၾကာ့်ခငး့မခဵၾကရပါ၈ ဤအေ်ခအေနသညး  

တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့ေက္ာငး့သာ /့ေက္ာငး့သူမ္ာ့၌ ယဥးေက့္မႈပိုငး့ဆိုငးရာအမြတးအသာ့လက၏ဏာတညးရိြမႈ 

(Cultural identity) ကိုလညး့တနးဖို့ႏြိမးံခ္ေစသညးံအ်ပငး ်မနးမာႏိုငးင၌ဵမတူညီကျဲ်ပာ့မႈ 

(Myanmar's diversity) ကိုလညး့ နာ့လညးတနးဖို့ထာ့တတးေစမညးံ စိတးဓါတးမ္ာ့်ဖစးေပ၍လာမႈကိုလညး့ 

ကနး႕သတးတာ့်မစးရာေရာကးေနပါသညး၈  

 

ဿ.၀.၀၈ ပညာေရ့အရညးအေသျ့  (Quality of education) 

 

၀၆၈  တစးႏိုငးငဵလဵု့ရိြစာသငးခနး့မ္ာ့တျငး သငးၾကာ့မႈဆိုငးရာစာရျကးစာတမး့ပစၥညး  ့(Teaching 

materials) မ္ာ့ႏြငး ံေက္ာငး့ႏြငးံဆကးစပးပစၥညး  ့(School facilities) မ္ာ့ လဵုလဵုေလာကးေလာကးမရိြၾကပါ၈  

ဤအေ်ခအေနမြာေဝ့လဵေသာေနရာေဒသမ္ာ ရ့ိြေက္ာငး့မ္ာ့တျငးပိုမိုဆို့ဝါ့ပါသညး၈ တစးႏိုငးငဵလဵု့တျငးလညး  ့

သငးၾကာ့သူဆရာ/ဆရာမမ္ာ့မြာလညး  ့သငးၾကာ့မႈပိုငး့ဆိုငးရာကျ္မး့က္ငးမႈ (Teaching skills)မ္ာ့ႏြငး ံဗဟ ု

သုတမ္ာ့မြလညး့လဵုလဵုေလာကးေလာကး (သို႕မဟုတး)နညး့ပါ့စျာမရိြၾကသ်ဖငး ံ်ပဌာနး့စာအုပးပါ အေၾကာငး့ 

အရာမ္ာ့အတိငုး့ “၌သညးမေရျ႕” အလျတး က္ကးမြတးေစ်ခငး  ့(Rote learning) ကိ ုအာ့ေပ့ေနပါသညး၈ 

စာသငးၾကာ့မႈ အေတျ႕အႀကဵဳနညး့ပါ့ေသာ ၇ တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့ေဒသမ္ာ ၇့ဘာသာစကာ့မ္ာ့ႏြငး ံဆကးစပးသညး ံ

အေၾကာငး့အရာမ္ာ့ကိ ုနာ့မလညးၾကေသာ၇ တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့လူမိ္ဳ့စ ုေခါငး့ေဆာငးမ္ာ့ ႏြငံးထိေတျ႔ ဆကးဆဵမႈ 
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နညး့ပါေသာ   ဆရာ/ဆရာမ မ္ာ့ တာဝနးထမး့ေဆာငးရနး လာေရာကးသညးံအခါမ္ာ့တျငး ပိုမိုဆို့ဝါ့လာပါသညး၈ 

၁ငး့ ဆရာ/ဆရာမမ္ာ့တျငးတိုငး့ရငး့သာ့မ္ိဳ့ႏျယးစုေက္ာငး့သာ့/ေက္ာငး့သမူ္ာ့၌ 

သငးယူမႈပိုငး့ဆိုငးရာလိုအပးခ္ကး မ္ာ့ ကို်ဖညံးဆညး့ ေပ့ႏိုငးစျမး့ရညးမရိြတတးၾကပါ၈  

 

၁ွ၈ လကးရြိ်မနးမာပညာေရ့စနစးသညး ကေလ့ဗဟို်ပဳသငးၾကာ့သညးံစနစး (Child Centered 

Approach) မဟုတးေသာေၾကာငး ံကေလ့ သူငယးမ္ာ့၌ ထို့ထျငး့ေတျ့ ေခ၍ႏုိငးမႈစျမး့ရညးမြာလညး  ့အာ့နညး့ 

လြပါသညး၈ 

 

ဿ.၀.၁၈ ကျ္မး့က္ငးဆရာ/ဆရာမမ္ာ့လဵုလဵုေလာကးေလာကးမရိြ်ခငး့ (Lack of skilled teachers) 

 

၁ှ၈  အရညးအခ္ငး့်ပညးံမြီေသာဆရာသမာ့မ္ာ့အ်ပငး အရညးအခ္ငး့မ်ပညးံမြီေသာ ဆရာသမာ့ဦ့ေရကိုပါ  

ေပါငး့လိုကးသညးံတိုငး “ဆရာႏြငးံေက္ာငး့သာ့ဦ့ေရအခ္ိဳ ”့ မမြ္တေသာေၾကာငးံ ေက္ာငး့သာ  ့ဦ့ေရအလျနး 

မ္ာ့်ပာ့ေသာစာသငးခနး့မ္ာ့်ဖစးေပ၍ေစပါသညး၈ ထုိကဲံသို႕ေသာ်ပႆ နာမ္ာ့သညး ေဝ့လဵေသာ တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့ 

မ္ိဳ့ႏျယးစုေဒသမ္ာ့ တျငးပိုမိုဆို့ဝါ့ပါသညး၈  
 

၁ဿ၈ တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့မ္ိဳ့ႏျယးစုမ္ာ့ေနထိုငးရာေဒသမ္ာ့ႏြငးံစာသငးေက္ာငး့မ္ာ့တျငး တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့ဘာသာ 

စကာ့ကိုေ်ပာဆိုႏိုငးေသာဆရာ/ဆရာမ အေရအတျကးနညး့ပါ့မႈလညး့ရိြေနပါသညး၈ ဆရာ/ဆရာမမ္ာ့အာ့ 

သငးၾကာ့မႈအေတျ႕အႀကဳဵမ္ာ့ရရိြႏိုငးရနးႏြငံး တဆငးံ်မငးရံာထူ့တို့ရနးအတျကး ေက့္လကးေဒသမ္ာ့သို႔ ုေစလျတး 

တာဝနးခ္ထာ့သညးံ ပညာေရ့ဝနးႀကီ့ဌာန၌လုပးနညး့စနစး တစးခုလညး့ရိြေန်ပနးပါသညး၈ ပညာေရ့ဝနးႀကီ့ဌာန 

မြ ေစလျတးလိုကး ေသာဆရာ/ဆရာမမ္ာ့သညး ေဒသခဵလူ႕အဖျဲ႕အစညး  ့မ္ာ့၌ ဘာသာစကာ့ႏြငး ံယဥးေက့္မႈ 

မ္ာ့ကို နာ့မလညးၾကေသာအခါ ေဒသခဵမ္ာ့အတျကး ်ပႆနာ်ဖစးေပ၍ေစၿပီ့ကေလ့မ္ာ့အတျကးလညး့ အရညး 

အေသျ့  မေကာငး့မျနးေသာ ပညာေရ့ကိုသာ သငးယူေစရပါ သညး၈ ဆရာ/ဆရာမမ္ာ့သညး မိမိတို႕သငးၾကာ ၾ့က 

ေသာေနရာေဒသမ္ာ့တျငးေ်ပာဆိုၾကေသာဘာသာစကာ့ႏြငံးယဥးေက့္မႈမ္ာ့ကိ ုနာ့လညးၾကရမညး်ဖစးပါသညး၈ 

 

ဿ.၀.၂၈ တိုငး့ရငး့သာဘ့ာသာစကာ့မ္ာ့ႏြငးံစာေရ့သာ့သညးံအက၏ရာမ္ာ့ (Indigenous languages and  

     scripts) 

 

၁၀၈ ်မနးမာႏိုငးငဵတစးဝြနး့တျငး ေန႔စဥးလူေနမႈဘဝတျငးေ်ပာဆိုအသဵု့်ပဳေနေသာ ယြဥးၿပိဳငးၿပီ့  အတူတကျ 

တညးရိြေနေသာ ဘာသာစကာ့ေပါငး့မ္ာ့စျာရိြေနပါသညး၈ ်ဖစးရပးမြနးအေ်ခအေနမြာႀကီ့မာ့ေသာ ဖိအာ့ေပ့ 

်ခငး့ ခဵေနရေသာ အာ့နညး့သညံးဘာသာစကာ့ကိုေ်ပာဆိုသညးံမ္ိဳ့ႏျယးစုအုပးစုမ္ာ့သညး သူတို႕ေနထိုငးၾကရာ 
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ေဒသမ္ာ့တျငးေ်ပာဆိုေနၾကေသာ ပိုမိုက္ယး်ပနး႕စျာေ်ပာဆိုအသဵု့်ပဳၾကေသာ   အ်ခာ့ဘာသာစကာ့မ္ာ့ကို 

သာမက ဗမာဘာသာစကာ့ ကိုပါရငးဆိငုးေနရပါသညး၈  

 
၁၁၈ ယခုအခါ ်မနးမာႏိုငးငဵတျငး တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့မ္ိဳ့ႏျယးစု ႏိုငးငဵသာ့မ္ာ့သညး မိခငးဘာသာစကာ့ႏြငးံ 

လူအမ္ာ့စု၌ လႊမး့မို့အာ့ေကာငး့ေသာဘာသာစကာ  ့(Dominant language) တစးခကုို  ယခငးကထကးပိုမို 

ေရာေႏြာေ်ပာဆိုလာၾကပါသညး၈ လူအမ္ာ့စု၌ လႊမး့မို့အာ့ေကာငး့ေသာဘာသာစကာ့ ဟုဆိုရာတျငး ဗမာ 

စကာ့လညး့်ဖစးႏိုငးသကဲသံို႕ အခ္ိဳ႕တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့မ္ိဳ့ႏျယးစုမ္ာ့ေနရာေဒသမ္ာ့၉ အ်ခာ့တုိငး့ရငး့သာ့ တစးခုခု 

၌ဘာသာစကာ့လညး့်ဖစးႏိုငးပါသညး၈ ထိုု႕ေၾကာငးံ လူနညး့စုဘာသာစကာ မ့္ာ့အတျကး စို့ရိမးဖျယး အေ်ခအေန 

်ဖစးလာပါသညး၈တစးခါတစးရဵ တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့လူမ္ိဳ့စတုစးခုအတျငး့တျငးပငးလြ္ငး ဘာသာစကာ့တစးခုထကး ပို၊ 

ရြိတတးပါသညး၈ ဤအေ်ခအေနမ္ိဳ့တျငး အာ့နညး့ေသာ တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့ဘာသာစကာ့ငယးမ္ာ့မြာ ၁ငး့ေဒသမ္ာ့ 

တျငး ဗမာဘာသာစကာ့ ၇ အဂၤလိပးဘာသာစကာ့မ္ာ့ထကး လႊမး့မို့အာ့ေကာငး့ေသာ အ်ခာ့တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့ 

ဘာသာ စကာ့မ္ာ့ ကပိုမိုအႏၱရာယးေပ့ႏိုငးပါသညး၈  

 
၁၂၈ တိငုး့ရငး့သာ့မ္ိဳ့ႏျယးစုမ္ာ့တျငး စာေရ့သာ့သညး ံအက၏ရာမ္ာ့ရိြပါက အသကးအရျယးႀကီ့်မြငံးသ ူမ္ာ့ 

သာ ေရ့သာ့တတးေ်မာကးၾကေသားလညး  ့ငယးရျယးသူမ္ိဳ့ဆကးသစးမ္ာ့က ၁ငး့ အသကးအရျယးႀကီ့်မြငံးသူမ္ာ  ့

ကဲံသို႕ မတတးေ်မာကးၾကေပ၈  

 

၁၃၈ သမရို့က္ပဵုစဵ်ဖငး ံံပညာသငးၾကာ့သညး ံအေ်ခအေနမြ အစို့ရပညာေရ့စနစးသို႕ ကူ့ ေ်ပာငး့သညး ံ

ေ်ပာငး့လမဲႈ်ဖစးစဥးသညး ေက္ာငး့ပညာေရ့်ဖငး ံ ငယးရျယးသမူ္ိဳ့ဆကးသစးမ္ာ့အာ့ ဗဟုသုတ လျဲေ်ပာငး့ေပ့မႈ 

်ဖစးစဥးတစးရပး်ဖစးေသားလညး  ့တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့မ္ိဳ့ႏျယးစုမ္ာ့၌ သိရိြထာ့ႏြငးံေသာ ဗဟုသုတ ႏြငး ံ

ဘာသာစကာ့မ္ာ့မြ ေဝ့ကျာသျာ့ေစသညး ံေ်ပာငး့လမဲႈ်ဖစးစဥးတစးရပး်ဖစးေနပါသညး၈ ဆရာ/ဆရာမမ္ာ့ သညး 

လညး့ တုိငး့ရငး့သာ့စာေပကိုမတတးေ်မာကးၾကသ်ဖငး ံကေလ့ငယးမ္ာ့ကို်ပနးလညးသငးၾကာ့ေပ့ႏုိငးရနး အခကး 

အခ ဲရြိေနပါသညး၈ ေက္ာငး့မ္ာ့တျငးဘာသာ စကာ့မ္ိဳ့စဵုအသဵု့်ပဳပညာေရ  ့တို့တကးေစ်ခငး့်ဖငး ံတိုငး့ရငး့သာ့ 

ေက္ာငး့သာ့ေလ့မ္ာ  ့ေက္ာငး့ပညာတတးေ်မာကးၿပီ  ့၁ငး့တို႔၌ဘာသာစကာ့မ္ာ့သညးလညး  ့စနစးတက္ ပဵံပို့မႈ 

ေပ့ႏိုငးရနးအတျကး ဘာသာစကာ့မ္ာ့ႏြငးံပတးသကးသညး ံစီမဵကိနး့မ္ာ့ေရ့ဆျဲမႈကိ ုအကူအည ီ

မ္ာ့ေပ့သငးပံါသညး၈ 

 
၁၃၈ ဗမာစကာ့ကိ ုတျငးက္ယးစျာမေ်ပာဆိုေသာေဒသမ္ာ့၉ပငးလြ္ငး အစို့ရဝနးေဆာငးမႈမ္ာ့ႏြငး ံလုပးငနး့မ္ာ့ 

(ဥပမာအာ့်ဖငး ံရဵု့မ္ာ့ ၇ ေက္ာငး့မ္ာ့ ၇ စီ့ပျာ့ေရ့လုပးငနး့မ္ာ )့၉ဗမာဘာသာစကာ့်ဖငးံသာလြ္ငးေပ်ာဆိုေရ့သာ့ 

ေနၾကေသာေၾကာငး ံတိုငး့ရငး့သာ့မ္ာ့အေန်ဖငး ံမိမိတို႕၌မိခငးဘာသာစကာ  ့ကိ၁ုငး့တို႕၌ ေန႕စဥးဘဝ၉ 

အသဵု့ခ္ရနး အချငးအံလမး့မ္ာ့ကိုပိုမိနုညး့ပါ့ေစပါသညး၈အစို့ရဌာနဆိုငးရာမ္ာ့ႏြငး ံဝနးေဆာငးမႈလုပးငနး့မ္ာ့၌ 
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ဗမာစကာ့ကိုသာ အသဵု့်ပဳမႈကိုသာလကးခဵ်ခငး့သညးလညး  ့ဗမာဘာသာစကာ  ့အေပ၍ပိုမိုေရျ့ ခ္ယးလာ ေစ 

ရနးႏြငး ံဗမာစကာ့အာ့ ပိုမိုအေရ့ပိုမိုပါလာေစပါသညး၈ ဤလုပးေဆာငးမႈသညး အစို့ရဝနးေဆာငးမႈလုပးငနး့မ္ာ  ့

ကိ ုတုိငး့ရငး့သာ့မ္ာ  ့ခဵစာ့ႏိုငး်ခငး့ မရိြေစရနး တစးခ္ိနးတညး့မြာပငး တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့ မ္ိဳ့ႏျယးစုမ္ာ့၌ ဘာသာ 

စကာ့မ္ာ့၌ တနးဖို့မ္ာ့ကိ ုလညး့ ေမြ့မြိနးေသ့သိမးသျာ့ေစပါသညး၈ ဤသို႕်ဖငး ံတိုငး့ရငး့သာ့မ္ိဳ့ႏျယးစုတို႔၌ 

ဘာသာစကာ့သညး ေနအိမးမ္ာ့ (သို႔မဟုတး) ေက့္ရျာမ္ာ့တျငးသာ အဖို့အဖျာ့မ္ာ့ႏြငး ံအသကးအရျယးႀကီ့်မြငံး 

သမူ္ာ့်ဖငးံသာ ေ်ပာဆိုရနးသာ ်ဖစးႏိုငး သညးံအေ်ခအေနသို႕ေရာကးသျာ့ရပါသညး၈ ၁ငး့အေ်ခအေနမ္ာ့သညး 

တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့ဘာသာစကာ့မ္ာ့ကိ ုေယဘူယ္အာ့်ဖငး ံလူ႕အဖျ႕အဲစညး့ အတျကးမဟုတးေစဘ ဲမိသာ့စုႏြငး ံ

ေက့္ရျာအဆငးံတျငးသာ ေ်ပာဆိုၾကရနး သတးမြတးလိုကးသလို်ဖစးကာ ၁ငး့ဘာသာစကာ့အရြညးတညးတဵခိုငး်မ ဲ

ေရ့အတျကး စို့ရိမးရမညးံအေ်ခအေနသို႕ေရာကးရိြသျာ့ေစပါသညး၈ ထိုအေ်ခအေနမ္ာ့မြာ အခ္ိဳ႕ေဒသမ္ာ့ရြ ိ

တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့ဘာသာစကာ့မ္ာ့ပ္ကးစီ့ေပ္ာကးကျယးသျာ့ေစရနး အေနအထာ့သို႕ပိုမိုေရာကးရြိေစပါသညး၈ 

ဘာသာစကာ့တစးခ ုကမၻာေ်မေပ၍မြ ေပ္ာကးကျယးသျာ့်ခငး့သညး ထိုလူမ္ိဳ့မ္ာ့အတျကးသာမက လူသာ့မ္ာ့ 

အာ့လဵု့အတျကး အစာ့ထို့မရေသာ ႀကီ့မာ့ေသာဆဵု့ရဵႈ့မႈႀကီ့တစးခု်ဖစးပါသညး၈ ထုိေပ္ာကးဆဵု့သျာ့ေသာ 

ဘာသာစကာ့ႏြငးံအတ ူထိုလူမ္ိဳ့မ္ာ့၌ အဆဵု့အမမ္ာ့ ၇ ယဥးေက့္မႈတနးဖို့မ္ာ  ့၇ကမၻာေလာကႀကီ့အေပ၍ 

အေတျ့ အ်မငးမ္ာ့ ၇ မ္ိဳ့ဆကးေပါငး့မ္ာ့စျာစုစညး့ခဲံံၿပီ့လကးဆငးံကမး့အေမျေပ့ခဲံၾကေသာ ဗဟုသုတမ္ာ့ပါ အတ ူ

ေပ္ာကးကျယးသျာ့ၾကမညး်ဖစးပါသညး၈   

 

၁၄၈ အ်ခာ့ေသာေဝ့လဵေခါငးဖ္ာ့ေဒသမ္ာ့ရြ ိတိုငး့ရငး့သာ့မ္ိဳ့ႏျယးစမု္ာ့မြာ ဗမာစကာ့ကိုမေ်ပာဆိုႏိုငး 

ေသာ ေၾကာငး ံအလျနးပငးနစးနာၾကရပါသညး၈ အခ္ိဳ႕ေသာတိုငး့ရငး့သာ့မ္ိဳ့ႏျယးစုမ္ာ့မြ လအူခ္ိဳ႔သညး  ဗမာ 

ဘာသာစကာ့အာ  ့“ဖိႏြိပးသူမ္ာ့၌ဘာသာစကာ”့ဟထုငး်မငးယူဆထာ့ေသာေၾကာငး ံသငးယူလို်ခငး့ မရြိၾကပါ၈   

 

 

၀၈ မူဝါဒ (Principle) မ္ာ  ့ 
 

၁၅၈ UNESCO မြထုတးေဝေသာ ပညာေရ့ႏြငးံဘာသာစကာ့မ္ိဳ့စဵုရြိေသာကမာၻ (Education in 

Multilingual World (UNESCO, 2003) ဟူေသာစာတမး့တျငး ေအာကးပါလမး့ညျနးမူဝါဒ (Guiding 

principle)  (၀) မ္ိဳ့ကိ ုေဖား်ပထာ့ပါသညး၈  

 

 “မိခငးဘာသာစကာ့အသဵု့်ပဳသငးၾကာ့ေပ့်ခငး ”့ (Mother tongue instruction) အာ့်ဖငးံ ပညာေရ့ 

၌အရညးအေသျ့ ႏြငးံရလဒးေကာငး့မ္ာ့တို့တကးမႈရြိေစေရ့ကို  ပညာသငးယူၾကမညး ံေက္ာငး့သာ့/ 

ေက္ာငး့သမူ္ာ့ပိုငးဆိုငးထာ့ႏြငးၿံပီ့အေတျ႕အႀကဵဳႏြငးံဗဟသုုတမ္ာ့အေပ၍အေ်ခခ ဵတညးေဆာကး်ခငး  ့
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 “ဘာသာစကာ့ႏြစးမ္ိဳ့ (သို ံမဟုတး) ဘာသာစကာ့မ္ိဳ့စဵုအေ်ခ်ပဳပညာသငးၾကာ့ေပ့်ခငး ”့ (Bilingual 

and or multilingual education) ်ဖငးံ ပညာေရ့တျငး လူမႈေရ့ႏြငးံက္ာ /့မ တနး့တူညီမြ္မႈ တို့်မြငး ံ

ေစ်ခငး့ႏြငး ံ

 
 “ရို့ရာယဥးေက့္မႈအမ္ိဳ့မ္ိဳ့အေၾကာငး့အသိပညာေပ့်ခငး ”့ (Intercultural education) အာ့်ဖငးံ 

မတူညီေသာလူမ္ိဳ့စုမ္ာ့အၾကာ့ အ်ပနးအလြနးနာ့လညးမႈပုိမိုမ္ာ့လာေရ့အတျကး အာ့ေပ့်ခငး့၈  

 

၁၆၈ MINE အဖျဲ႕သညး အထကးပါလမး့ညျနးမူဝါဒမ္ာ့ကိုသေဘာတူေထာကးခဵပါသညး၈ တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့ 

မ္ိဳ့ႏျယးစုမ္ာ့၌ ဘာသာစကာ့ႏြငးံယဥးေက့္မႈတို႕ရြငးသနးေရ့အတျကးလညး့ေကာငး့၇  တိးငုး့ရငး့သာ့မ္ိဳ့ႏျယးစ ု

မ္ာ့ တို့တကးေစေရ့တို႕အတျကးလညး့ေကာငး  ့အထူ့သ်ဖငးံေက္ာငး့ေနစအေစာပိုငး့ႏြစးမ္ာ့တျငး မိခငး ဘာသာ 

စကာ့ကိ ုအေ်ခ်ပဳရမညးဆိုသညးကိ ုအသိအမြတး်ပဳပါသညး၈  

 

၂ွ၈ ၁ငး့အခ္ကးသညးမ္ာ့စျာအေရ့ပါပါသညး၈အေၾကာငး့မြာ  ဘာသာစကာ့မ္ိဳ့စဵုသငးၾကာ့ေသာ ပညာေရ့ 

စနစးတျငး ေက္ာငး့သူေက္ာငး့သာ့မ္ာ့အေန်ဖငးံအနညး့ဆဵု  ့ဘာသာစကာ  ့သဵု့မ္ိဳ့…… မိခငးဘာသာစကာ  ့၇ 

ဗမာဘာသာစကာ  ့ႏြငး ံအဂၤလိပးဘာသာစကာ  ့စသညးတို႕ကိ ုသငးယူရမညး်ဖစးသညး၈ မိခငးဘာသာစကာ့ကိ ု

ေရြ့ဦ့စျာစတငး၊သငးယူၾက်ခငး့်ဖငး ံဒုတိယႏြငး ံတတိယဘာသာစကာ့ကိဆုကးလကးသငးယူရာတျငး လျယးက ူ

အဆငးေ်ပၾကမညး်ဖစးပါသညး၈  

 

၂ှ၈ မိခငးဘာသာစကာ့အေ်ခ်ပဳသငးၾကာ့်ခငး့သညး ေက္ာငး့သာ့မ္ာ့၌သငးၾကာ့သငးယူမႈ ရလဒးေကာငး့ 

မ္ာ့ကိုသာမက ယဥးေက့္မႈ ႏြငး ံလူမႈအသိုငး့အွုိငး့တျငးပါ ေကာငး့မျနးေသာရလဒးမ္ာ့်ဖစးထျနး့ေစပါသညး၈ 

ႏိုငးငဵတကာသုေတသနမ္ာ့က တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့မ္ိဳ့ႏျယးစ ုကေလ့ငယးမ္ာ့အတျကး အသဵု့်ပဳရနး အေကာငး့ဆဵု့ 

ဘာသာ စကာ့မြာ မိခငးဘာသာစကာ့်ဖစးေၾကာငး့ေထာကးခဵ်ပသေနၾကပါသညး၈ (Kosonen, 2005; UNESCO, 

2003; World Bank, 2005)။သိရိလကၤာႏိုငးငဵမြေတျ႕ရိြခ္ကးအေထာကးအထာ့မ္ာ့မြ မိခငးဘာသာစကာ့်ဖငံး 

သငးၾကာ့်ခငး့သညး မိနး့ကေလ့ငယးမ္ာ့၇ေက့္လကးကေလ့ငယးမ္ာ့၇ ေက့္လကးေဒသေန ေက္ာငး့သာ့/ 

ေက္ာငး့သူမ္ာ့၇ လူနညး့စ၇ုႏျမး့ပါ့သမူ္ာ့တို႕၌ စာတတးေ်မာကးမႈ်မြငံးတငးတို့တကးေစခဲံေၾကာငး့်ပသခဲံပါသညး၈ 
(Lo Bianco, 2011).   

 

၂ဿ၈ ်မနးမာႏိုငးငဵတျငး ဘာသာစကာ့မ္ိဳ့စဵုအသဵု့်ပဳေသာပညာေရ့စနစးကိုက္ငးသံဵု့်ခငး့်ဖငး ံမတူကျဲ်ပာ့ 

်ခာ့နာ့ေသာ တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့လူမ္ိဳ့စုမ္ာ့အတျကး၁ငး့တို႕၌မိခငးဘာသာစကာ့ကိုထိနး့သိမး  ့ႏိုငးၾကၿပီ့ တစးခ္ိနး 

တညး့တျငးပငး  ႏိုငးငဵ၌ဘဵုသဵု့ဘာသာစကာ့ႏြငး ံအဂၤလိပးဘာသာစကာ့မ္ာ့ ကိုသငးယၾူက်ခငး့အာ့်ဖငး ံပိုမိ ု
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က္ယး်ပနး႕ေသာေဒသတျငး့နြငး ံကမၻာ ံလူမႈအသိုငး့အွုိငး့တျငးပါ တျငးက္ယးစျာဝငးဆဵဵလာႏိုငးၾကလိမးံမညးဟ ု

ဘာသာစကာ့မ္ိဳ့စဵုအသဵု့်ပဳေသာပညာေရ့စနစး၌အေရ့ပါမႈကိ ုMINE မြလကးခ ဵအသအိမြတး်ပဳထာ့ပါသညး၇  

 

၂၀၈ ်မနးမာစစးအစို့ရႏြငး ံတိုငး့ရငး့သာ့လူမ္ိဳ့စုမ္ာ့ၾကာ့်ဖစးပျာ့လ္ကးရြိေသာ ပဋိပက၏သမိုငး့ေၾကာငး့မ္ာ့ကိ ု

ထညးံသျငး့စဥး့စာ့မညးဆိုပါက တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့လူမ္ိဳ့မ္ာ့၌ဘာသာစကာ  ့၇ အမြတးလက၏ဏာႏြငး ံယဥးေက့္မႈမ္ာ့ 

ကိ ုပညာေရ့စနစးအတျင့းထညးံသျငး့်ခငး့်ဖငး ံထိနး့သိမး့်မြငးံတငးေပ့်ခငး့သညး ်မနးမာႏိုငးငဵ၌အနာဂတး 

ၿငိမး့ခ္မး့ေရ့အတျကးအာ့ေပ့အာ့ေ်မြာကး်ပဳသညး ံအေကာငး့ဆဵု့နညး့လမး့မ္ာ့အနကး တစးခု်ဖစးပါသညး၈ 

 

၂၁၈ ကေလ့သငူယးမ္ာ့ အနညး့ဆဵု့ မိမတိုိ႕၌မိခငးဘာသာစကာ  ့၇ ဗမာဘာသာာစကာ့ႏြငး ံအဂၤလိပး 

ဘာသာမ္ာ့ကိ ု သငးယူႏုိငးေသာ ဘာသာစကာ့မ္ိဳ့စဵုပါဝငးေသာအမ္ိဳ့သာ့ဘာသာစကာ့မူဝါဒ ေပ၍ထျကး 

လာရနး  MINE အဖျဲ႕မြေတာငး့ဆိုေန်ခငး့်ဖစးပါသညး၈ 

 

၂၂၈ ကေလ့သူငယးမ္ာ့၌အေစာပိုငး့ကာလ (Early childhood) ႏြငး ံအတနး့ငယး (Early grades) မ္ာ့၉ 

မိခငး ဘာသာစကာ့ကိ ုစာသငးၾကာ့ရာ၉ သငးၾကာ့မႈမ႑ိဳငးဘာသာစကာ့အ်ဖစးအသဵု့်ပဳၿပီ  ့ဗမာဘာသာ 

စကာ့ကိ ုဘာသာရပး တစးခုအ်ဖစးသငးၾကာ့ေစေသာ ဘာသာစကာ့မူဝါဒတစးရပးကိ ုMINE အဖျဲ႕မြ ေတာငး့ဆိ ု

ေန်ခငး့်ဖစးပါသညး၈  

 

၂၃၈ ထို႕ေနာကး ဗမာဘာသာစကာ့ကိ ုစာသငးၾကာ့ရာ၉ သငးၾကာ့မႈမ႑ိဳငးးဘာသာစကာ့အ်ဖစး တ်ဖညး့ 

်ဖညး့ စတငးအသဵု့်ပဳလာၿပီ့ တစးခ္ိနးတညး့မြာပငး မိခငးဘာသာစကာ့ကိ ုအခ္ိဳ႕ေသာ ဘာသာရပးမ္ာ့ သငးၾကာ့ 

ရာ၉ သငးၾကာ့မႈမ႑ိဳင္်ပဳဘာသာစကာ့အ်ဖစး ဆကးလကးအသဵု့်ပဳသျာ့ရနး်ဖစးသညး၇ ထို႕ေနာကး ကေလ့ငယး 

သညး  မိခငးဘာသာစကာ့၌စာတတးေ်မာကးမႈရသျာ့ပါက ်မနးမာစာႏြငး ံ အဂၤလိပးစာကိ ုဆကးလကး သငးၾကာ့ 

ႏိုငးမညး်ဖစးပါသညး၇    

 

၂၄၈ ယဥးေက့္မႈမ္ာ့ဆကးစပးပါဝငးေသာပညာေရ့စနစး(Intercultural education ) သညး မတူကျဲ်ပာ့ 

ေသာ တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့လူမ္ိဳ့မ္ာ့အၾကာ  ့နာ့လညးမႈ ႏြငး ံၿငိမး့ခ္မး့မႈကိုတညးေဆာကးရနးေထာကးပဵ႕အာ့ေပ့သညး ံ

နညး့လမး့တစးခု်ဖစးသညးဟ ုMINE မြ ေထာကးခဵမႈ်ပဳပါသညး၇ မတူကျဲ်ပာ့သညးံဘာသာစကာ့ႏြငး ံယဥးေက့္မႈ 

တိ ု ံကိုထိနး့သိမး့ေရ့၇ တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့ဘာသာစကာ့တုိငး  ့တနး့တူအချငးံအေရ့ရရိြေရ့ႏြငး ံကေလ့မ္ာ့အာ့လဵု  ့

ပညာေရ့တျငးေအာငး်မငးေရ့အတျကး ႀကိဳ့ပမး့မႈမ္ာ့ကိ ုဤ ေၾကညာစာတမး့က ေထာကးခဵအာ့ေပ့ပါသညး၈ 
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အထကးပါလုပးငနး့မ္ာ့ကိ ုအာ့ေပ့ေဆာငးရျကးမြ သာလြ္ငး ်မနးမာႏုိငးငဵရြ ိတုိငး့ရငး့သာ့မ္ာ့အာ့လဵု  ့ၿငိမး့ခ္မး့စျာ 

အတူယြဥးတျဲေနထုိငးႏုိငးၿပီ  ့ ၿငိမး့ခ္မး့ ေရ့ကိုတညးေဆာကးႏုိငးမညး်ဖစးပါသညး၈  

 

၁၈ ရညးမြနး့ခ္ကးးမ္ာ  ့(Goals)  

၂၅၈ MINE မြေအာကးပါရညးမြနး့ခ္ကးမ္ာ့ကို ်မနးမာႏိုငးငအဵမ္ိဳ့သာ့ပညာေရ့မူဝါဒမ္ာ့တျငး ထညးံ 

သျငး့ထာ့ရိြရနး ေတာငး့ဆိုပါသညး၈ 

 မိခငးဘာသာစကာ့အေ်ခ်ပဳပညာသငးၾကာ့်ခငး့ကိုပညာေရ့စနစး၌အေစာဆဵု့ကာလမ္ာ့်ဖစးေသာ 

မလူတနး ႀ့ကိဳ၇ သူငယးတနး့၇ မူလတနး မ့္ာ့မြတဆငးံ ဆကးလကး၍အလယးတနး့အဆငးံ ႏြငးံ 

အထကးတနး့ အဆငးံမ္ာ့တျငးပါ သငးၾကာ့ႏိုငးသညးအံချငးံအေရ့  

 လအူမ္ာ့စုမ္ာ့နညး့တူ ႏုိငးငဵသာ့အ်ဖစးတနး့တူအချငးံအေရ့ရရိြေရ့အတျကး  ်ပညးေထာငးစု ဘာသာ 

စကာ့်ဖစးသညးံ ဗမာဘာသာကို တနး့တူသငးၾကာ့ႏုိငးသညးံအချငးံအေရ  ့

 ႏုိငးငဵတကာသဵု့ႏြငးံ အာဆီယဵႏုိငးငဵမ္ာ့ၾကာ့ဘဵုစကာ့အ်ဖစးအသဵု့်ပဳေသာ အဂၤလိပးဘာသာ စကာ့ ကို 

သငးယူနုိငးသညးံအချငးံအေရ  ့

 တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့ဘာသာစကာ့ယဥးေက့္မႈကိုကာကျယးထိနး့သိမး့ရနးႏြငးံ ်မနးမာႏိုငးငဵ၌                    

်ငိမး့ခ္မး့ေရ့ ကို အာ့ေပ့အာ့ေ်မြာကး်ပဳေသာ အမ္ိဳ့သာ့ဘာသာစကာ့စီမဵကိနး့တစးရပး   

၂၆၈ ်မနးမာႏိငုးငဵ၌ တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့မ္ိဳ့ႏျယးစမု္ာ့ေပါမ္ာ့်ခငး့ႏြငးံ ၁ငး့တို႕၌တမူထူ့်ခာ့ေသာအေ်ခအေနမ္ာ့ 

အရ ေဒသအဆငးံ (Local levels) မ္ာ့ႏြငးအံထကးအဆငးံ (Top level) မ္ာ့တျငး အမ္ိဳ့သာ့ဘာသာစကာ  ့

ႏြငးံ ပညာေရ့စီမဵကိနး့မ္ာ့ရိြေစရမညး်ဖစးပါသညး၈ထုိ႕အ်ပငး တစးႏိုငးငဵလဵု့မြလကးခဵထာ့ေသာ သေဘာထာ့ မူဝါဒ 

မ္ာ့အာ့ တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့မ္ိဳ့ႏျယးစုမ္ာ့၌မတူကျဲ်ပာ့မႈမ္ာ့ႏြငးံလိုအပးခ္ကးမ္ာ့ အေပ၍ထညးံသျငး့စဥး့စာ့ကာ 

ကိုကးညီေအာငး ်ပငးဆငးေစရမညး်ဖစးပါသညး၈  အမ္ိဳ့သာ့ဘာသာစကာ့စီမကဵိနး့မ္ာ့ (National Language 

Planning) သညး တိုငး့ရငး့သာ  ့လူမ္ိဳ့စုမ္ာ့ ၌ ရပိုငးချငးံအချငးံအေရ့မ္ာ့၇ စီ့ပျာ့ေရ့ဖျဵ႔ၿဖိဳ့တို့တကးမႈႏြငး ံ

ၿငိမး့ခ္မး့စျာ အတ ူယြဥးတျဲေနထိုငးေရ့ စသညးမ္ာ့အာ့ တို့်မြငံးေဖားေဆာငးရနး အမ္ိဳ့သာ  ့လူ႕အဖျဲ႕အစညး့ 

တစးရပးလဵု့ ပါဝငးေစရမညး်ဖစးပါသညး၈ မိခငးဘာသာ စကာ့အာ့ပညာေရ့တျငးသာမကဘ ဲလူ႕အဖျဲ႕ အစညး့၌ 

အဆငးံအာ့လဵု့တျငး အသဵု့်ပဳချငးံရိြ ေစရမညး ်ဖစးပါသညး၈ ၁ငး့အခ္ကးက တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့လူမ္ိဳ့ႏျယးစုအာ့လဵု့အာ  ့

ႏိုငးင၌ဵ စနစး အတျငး့ ပါဝငးေစ်ခငး့ (Inclusion) ၇ ႏိုငးငဵသာ့မ္ာ့အ်ဖစးတညးရိြမႈ (Common Citizenship) ၌ 

အချငး ံအေရ့ရပိုငးချငးံမ္ာ့ အတျကး ေတျ႕ဆဵ ုေဆျ့ ေႏျ့ ႏိုငးမညံး ေနရာအခငး့အက္ငး  ့ကိုလညး့ ဖနးတီ့ ေပ့ရာ 

ေရာကးမညး်ဖစးပါသညး၈  
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၃ွ၈ အမ္ိဳ့သာ့ဘာသာစကာ့မ္ာ့ဆုိငးရာစီမဵကိနး့၌မူဝါဒမ္ာ့သညး  တုိငး့ရငး့သာ့မ္ိဳ့ႏျယးစုမ္ာ့၌ အချငး ံ

အေရ့၇ စီ့ပျာ့ေရ့ဖျ႔ဵၿဖိဳ့ေရ့ႏြငး ံၿငိမး့ခ္မး့စျာ အတူတကျယြဥးတျဲေနထုိငးႏုိငးေရ့ တို႔ကိ ုတို့်မြငး ံေဖားးေဆာငးႏုိငးရနး 

အတျကး ႏိုငးငဵသာ့မ္ာ့အာ့လဵု့ပါဝငးေစရမညး်ဖစးပါသညး၈   

 

၃ှ၈ မိခငးဘာသာစကာ့ကိ ုပညာေရ့ (အတနး့ေက္ာငး့မ္ာ့) တျငးသာမကပ ဲလူမႈအသိုငး့အဝိုငး့ အဆငး ံ

တုိငး့တျငး အသဵု့်ပဳချငးံရြိေစသငးပံါသညး၈  သိ ု ံမြသာ အာ့လဵု့ပါဝငးချငးံရြိ်ခငး့ (Inclusion) ၇ သာတူညီမြ္ 

ႏုိငးငဵသာ့ ်ဖစး်ခငး့ (Common citizenship) ဆိုငးရာ အႏြစးသာရမ္ာ့ႏြငးံတကျ အာ့လဵု့က လျတးလျတးလပး 

လိုလိုလာ့လာ  ့လကးခထဵာ့ေသာ အ်ပနးအလြနးေ်ပာဆိညုိြႏိႈငး့အေ်ဖရြာႏိုငးမညး ံေနရာတစးေနရာ ်ဖစးထျနး့လာ 

ေရ့ကိုအာမခဵေစရမညး်ဖစးပါသညး၈  

 

၃ဿ၈ အခ္ိဳ႕ေနရာေဒသမ္ာ့တျငး ရိြေသာ ေက္ာငး့မ္ာ့သညး ဘာသာစကာ့မ္ဳိ့စဵု်ဖငးံသငးၾကာ့်ပသရနး လိုအပး 

သညးဆိုသညးံအခ္ကးေၾကာငး့ကိ ုပညာေရ့စီမဵကိနး့ခ္မြတးရာတျငး ထညံးသျငး့စဥး့စာ့ထာ့ရနးလိုအပးပါသညး၈ 

အိႏိၵယႏိုငးငဵဥပမာတျငး ဘာသာစကာ့ႏြစးမ္ိဳ့(သို႕မဟုတး) ႏြစးမ္ိဳ့ထကးပိုမိုေသာ သငးၾကာ့မႈမ႑ိဳငးဘာသာ 

စကာ့မ္ာ့ကိ ုအသဵု့်ပဳၿပီ့ အသကးဝငးလႈပးရြာ့ေနသညး ံစာသငးခနး့ဆိုသညးမြာ်ဖစးႏိုငးေၾကာငး  ့်ပသေနပါသညး၈ 

ဤအခ္ကးက ဘာသာစကာ့ႏြစးမ္ိဳ့ႏြငးံအထကးေ်ပာဆိုႏိုငးေသာဆရာ/ဆရာမမ္ာ့(တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့မ္ိဳ့ႏျယးမ္ာ့မြ 

ေဒသခဵဆရာ/ဆရာမမ္ာ့အမ္ာ့ဆဵု့်ဖစးႏိုငးပါသညး၈) လိုအပးေၾကာငး့်ပသေနပါသညး၈ တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့ 

ကေလ့ငယးမ္ာ  ့သငးခနး့စာမ္ာ့ကိုမိခငးဘာသာစကာ့်ဖငးံသငးယူႏိုငးေရ့အတျကး ေကာငး့စျာနာ့လညးႏိုငးေစ 

ရနးအတျကး တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့ေဒသခဵဘာသာစကာ့အကူဆရာ/ဆရာမ (Language assistant)မ္ာ့်ဖငး ံ

ေသခ္ာစျာသငးၾကာ့ေစသငးံပါသညး၈  

 

၃၀၈ အကယး၊ ်မနးမာအစို့ရပညာေရ့ွနးႀကီ့ဌာန၌ လကးရြိပညာေရ့မူဝါဒႏြငး ံပညာေရ့အေ်ခအေနမ္ာ  ့

။ေ်ပာငး့အလမဲရြိပါက (သို႕မဟုတး) ်ပဳ်ပငးေ်ပာငး့လေဲရ့လုပးငနး့မ္ာ့တျငးေပ္ာံေပ္ာငး့မႈမရြိပါက  ်မနးမာႏိုငးငဵ၌ 

ကေလ့သူငယးမ္ိဳ့ဆကးတစးခုလဵု  ့အထူ့သ်ဖငး ံတိုငး့ရငး့သာ့မိ္ဳ့ႏျယးစုမြ ကေလ့ငယး မ္ာ့အာ့ လစးလြ္ဳရႈ 

ဖယးရြာ့ရာေရာကးပါလိမးံမညး၈ ်မနးမာႏိုငးငဵတျငး့ရိြကေလ့ငယးးတိုငး့ခဵစာ့ပိုငးချငးံရိြေသာ အရညးအေသျ့  

ေကာငး့မျနးေသာ ပညာေရ့ (Quality Education) ရရိြခဵစာ့ႏိုငးေရ့အာ့တာ့ဆီ့ပိတးပငးရာေရာကးပါလိမံးမညး၈  

တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့မိ္ဳ့ႏျယးစုကေလ့ငယးမ္ာ့မြာ ယခုထကးပိုမိုဆို့ဝါ့ေသာပညာေရ့ဆိုငးရာရလဒးမ္ာ့ရရြ ိေပလိမး ံ

မညး်ဖစးပါသညး၈ မိခငးဘာသာစကာ့အေ်ခ်ပဳဘာသာစကာ့မ္ိဳ့စဵုအသဵု့ပ်ဳပညာေရ့ေပ၍လစီမူဝါဒသညး 

ႏိုငးငဵေတားမြခ္မြတးထာ့ေသာ “အာ့လဵု့အတျကးပညာေရ (့Education for All Policy) ေပ၍လစီမူဝါဒ အာ့ 

်မြငံးတငးႏိုငးရနး “အာ့လဵု့ပါဝငးႏိုငးေသာ၇အာ့လဵု့ပါဝငးေသာေပ၍လစီမူဝါဒ”တစးခု်ဖစးပါသညး၈  
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၁၈လုပးေဆာငးမႈမ္ာ  ့(Actions)  

၃၁၈ ႏိုငးငဵေတားႏြငးအံရပးဖကးလူ႕အဖျဲ႕အစညး့မ္ာ့သညး ႏိုငးငဵအတျငး့ က္ယး်ပနး႕ေသာ ပညာေရ့ ်ပဳ်ပငး 

ေ်ပာငး့လမဲႈလုပးငနး့မ္ာ့ေဖားေဆာငးေရ့အတျကးအတူတကျလုပးေဆာငးေနၾကပါသညး၈ MINE အေန်ဖငး ံ

အမ္ိဳ့သာ့ပညာေရ့ေပ၍လစီ်ပဳု်ပငးေ်ပာငး့လမဲႈတျငး ေအာကးပါလုပးေဆာငးမႈ မ္ာ့ကိ ုထညးံသျငး့ အေကာငး 

အထညးေဖားႏိုငးရနးအတျကး  အာ့ေပ့တိုကးတျနး့ပါသညး၈ 

 

၂.ှ ပညာသငးၾကာ့်ခငး့ႏြငးပံညာသငးယူ်ခငး  ့(Teaching and Learning) 

 မိခငးဘာသာစကာ့အေ်ခ်ပဳဘာသာစကာ့မ္ိဳ့စုဵအသဵု့်ပဳပညာေရ့စနစးကိုေဖားေဆာငး်ခငး့အာ့်ဖငး ံ

ပညာေရ့အရညးအေသျ့ ကို်မြငးံတငးရနး၈ 

 

 ေက္ာငး့မ္ာ့တျငးစာသငးၾကာ့ရာတျငးအသဵု့်ပဳေသာဘာသာစကာ့သညး ေဒသခ ဵတိုငး့ရငး့သာ့ 

မ္ိဳ့ႏျယးစုေက္ာငး့သာ့တို႔၌ဘာသာစကာ  ့်ဖစးေစေရ့အတျကး ေအာကးေ်ခအဆငးံတျငးပငး စီမ ဵ

လုပးေဆာငး်ခငး့၈ 

 
 တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့မ္ိဳ့ႏျယးစုေက္ာငး့သာ့ေလ့မ္ာ  ့သည းပညာေရ့ဝနးႀကီ့ဌာနမြ်ပဌာနး့သငးရို့မ္ာ့အာ  ့

သငးၾကာ့ရာတျငး ၁ငး့တို႕အာ့ဗမာဘာသာစကာ့ဆိုငးရာအကူအည ီ(Linguistic assistance) မ္ာ့ 

ေပ့ရနးႏြငး ံသကးဆိုငးရာ မိခငးဘာသာစကာ့မ္ာ့ကိုထိမး့သိမး့ႏိုငးရနးအတျကး အက ူဆရာ/ဆရာမ 

(Assistant teachers ) ်ဖငး ံေဖ့မ ကူညီမႈ်ပဳရနး ႏြငးံသငးၾကာ့မႈအေထာကးအက ူ(Teaching aides) 

မ္ာ့ အသဵု့်ပဳမႈကိ ုေထာကးပဵ ံကူညီ်ခငး့၈ 

 
 အဂၤလိပးဘာသာစကာ့သငးၾကာ့ရာတျငး မိခငးဘာသာစကာ့ႏြငး ံ်မနးမာဘာသာ စကာ့တို႕ကိုဆုကးစပး 

သငးၾကာ့ေပ့်ခငး့၈ 
 

 လူနညး့စတုိုငး့ရငး့သာ့မ္ိဳ့ႏျယးစုေဒသမ္ာ့တျငးတာဝနးထမး့ေဆာငးသညံး ဆရာ/ဆရာမမ္ာ့အာ့ 

မိခငးဘာသာစကာ  ့၇ ဗမာႏြငး ံအဂၤလိပး စသညး ံအနညး့ဆဵု့ဘာသာစကာ့သဵု့မ္ိဳ့အတျကး ပဵ႕ပို့ေပ့ 

သညး ံသငးတနး့မ္ာ့ပို႕ခ္ေပ့်ခငး ၈့ 

 
 ယဥးေက့္မႈပိုငး့ဆိုငးရာသငးံတငးံေလ္ာကးပတးေသာပညာေရ  ့ (Culturally appropriate 

education) တျငး ်မနးမာနိုငးငဵရြ ိမတူကျဲ်ပာ့ေသာ တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့ မ္ဳိ့ႏျယးစုမ္ာ့ တျငးပိုငးဆိုငး ထာ့ရြႏိြငး ံ
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ၿပီ့ေသာ  ဗဟုသုတပိုငး့ဆိုငးရာအေတျ့ အေခ၍မ္ာ  ့(Epistemologies)။   သမိုငး့ႏြငး ံယဥးေက့္မႈဓေလ ံ

ထုဵ့တမး့မ္ာ့ကိုပါထညးံသျငး့သငးယူေစ်ခငး ၈့ 

 
 ်မနးမာႏိုငးငဵတျငး့ရိြမတူကျဲ်ပာ့်ခာ့နာ့ေသာ တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့မ္ိဳ့ႏျယးစုမ္ာ့အေၾကာငး့၇ ၁ငး့တို႔၌ သမိုငး့မ္ာ့ 

ႏြငံးယဥးေက့္မႈမ္ာ့အာ့်မြငးံတငးေပ့သညး ံတိုငး့ရငး့သာ့မ္ဳိ့ႏျယးစုအေၾကာငး့အရာမ္ာ  ့အာ့လဵု့ 

ပါဝငးေသာ အမ္ိဳ့သာ့ ပညာေရ့သငးရို့ညျနးတမး့တစးခ ုအာ့ေရ့ဆျဲ်ပဌာနး့်ခငး့၈ 

 
 တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့မ္ိဳ့ႏျယးစုေဒသမ္ာ့ရိြ ဆရာ/ဆရာမမ္ာ့၌စျမး့ေဆာငးရညး အရညးအခ္ငး့မ္ာ့ ကိ ု

တို့တကးေစရနး လုပးငနး့ချငးအႀကိဳ သငးတနး့မ္ာ့ႏြငးံစဥးဆကးမ်ပတးပို႔ခ ္ေဆာငးရျကး်ခငး့၈ 
 

 တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့မ္ိဳ့ႏျယးစုဘာသာစကာ့ကိုေ်ပာဆိုသငးၾကာ့ႏိုငးေသာေဒသခဵဆရာ/ဆရာမမ္ာ့ အာ့ 

ဆရာ/ဆရာမအ်ဖစးခနး႔ထာ့ကာ ေထာကးပဵံကူညီမႈမ္ာ့ေပ့်ခငး ၈့ 

 
 ဆရာ/ဆရာမမ္ာ့မြ တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့မ္ိဳ့ႏျယးစုမ္ာ့ဘာသာစကာ့မ္ာ့ကိ ုသငးယူမႈကိုတို့်မြငးံရနးႏြငး ံ

တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့မ္ဳိ့ႏျယးစုမ္ာ့၌ဘာသာစကာ့မ္ာ့ကိုမိခငးဘာသာစကာ့အ်ဖစးေ်ပာဆိုတတးသူမ္ာ့ကိ ု

ဆရာ်ဖစးသငးတနး့မ္ာ့တျငးေရျ့ ခ္ယးခနး႔ထာ့တကးေရာကးေစရနး၈ 

 
 ကေလ့ဗဟို်ပဳသငးၾကာ့ယူေစ်ခငး့(Child-centred learning practices)  ေပ၍ေပါကးလာရနးႏြငး ံ

သငးၾကာ့မႈနညး့စဵနစးမ္ာ့တို့တကးလာေရ ၈့ 

 
 ပညာေရ့တျငးအက္ငံးပ္ကး်ခစာ့သညးံအက္ငံးမ္ာ့ေလြ္ာ႕ခ္ေစ်ခငး့အာ့်ဖငး ံသငးၾကာ့မႈ တာဝနးမ္ာ့ 

ေက္ပျနးမႈႏြငး ံပညာေရ့အရညးအေသျ့ တုိ  ့်မြငးံေစရနးအတျကးဆရာ/ဆရာမမ္ာ့အတျကး လစာ 

ေထာကးပံဵေငျမ္ာ့ကိ ုအ်မနးဆဵု့တို့်မြငံးရနး  

............................................................................................................................................... 

၂.ဿ ၈ သုေတသနေလံလာမႈမ္ာ ့(Research) 

 

။။။ MINE မြ မိခငးဘာသာကိုအေ်ခ်ပဳေသာ ဘာသာစကာ့မ္ိဳ့စဵုပညာေရ့ႏြငးံဘာသာစကာ့စီမဵ်ခငး့မ္ာ့၉ 

အေကာငး့ဆဵု့ လုပးထဵု့လုပးနညး့အေလံအက္ငးံမ္ာ့ကိုပဵံပို့ေပ့မညး ံသုေတသနေလံလာမႈမ္ာ့ လိုအပးသညးဟ ု

သဵု့သပးယူဆပါသညး၈   
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၃၃၈ တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့မ္ိဳ့ႏျယးစုကိုယးစာ့လြယးမ္ာ  ့ပါဝငးေသာ အမ္ိဳ့သာ့သုေတသနအဖျဲ႕ (National 

Research Committee) တစးရပးတညးေထာငးၿပီ  ့၁ငး့အဖျဲ႕မြ သုေတသန်ပဳလုပးမညး ံေလံလာမႈမ္ာ့တျငး 

ဘာသာစကာ့ေပ၍လစီမူဝါဒကိ ုဦ့စာ့ေပ့ထညးံသျငး့ထာ့ရိြရန၈း  
 

၃၄၈ ေက္ာငး့သမိုငး့သငးရို့ႏြငးံသငးခနး့စာမ္ာ့တျငးတိုငး့ရငး့သာ့မ္ိဳ့ႏျယးစုမ္ာ့၌အေတျ့ အ်မငးမ္ာ့၇ 

ပဵု်ပငးမ္ာ့ႏြငး ံေအာငး်မငးမႈမ္ာ့ကိုပါထညးံသျငး့သငးၾကာ့ေစရနး၈ 

 

၃၅၈ တိမးေကာမညးံအႏၱရာယးကိုရငးဆိုငးေနရေသာဘာသာစကာ့ႏြငး ံအငးမတနးအငးအာ့ နညး့သညး ံ

ဘာသာစကာ့မ္ာ့အတျကး ၁ငး့တို႕၌သီ့သနး႕လိုအပးခ္ကးမ္ာ့ႏြငးံပတးသကးေသာ သုေတသန ေလံလာမႈမ္ာ  ့

ကိုတို့်မြငးံလုပးေဆာငးသျာ့ရနး၈ 

 

၃၆၈ တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့မ္ိဳ့ႏျယးစုမ္ာ့၌စာေရ့သာ့သညံးအက၏ရာစနစး(Language Scripts ) မ္ာ့ႏြငး ံစကာ့လဵု့ 

ေဝါဟာရမ္ာ့အေပ၍ဘာသာစကာ့စီမဵခ္ကးမ္ာ့ေရ့ဆျဲလုပးေဆာငးရာတျငး လျယးကူေစေရ့အတျကး သုေတသန 

ေလံလာမႈမ္ာ့်ပဳလုပးသျာ့ရနး၈ 

 

၄ွ၈ လကးရိြတိုငး့ရငး့သာ့မ္ိဳ့ႏျယးစုမ္ာ့အၾကာ  ့ဘုဵတူညီေသာ ဘာသာစကာ့ပဵုစဵမ္ာ့ကိ ုသုေတသန 

်ပဳေလံလာရန၈း 

 

၄ှ၈ ေန႕စဥးလူေနမႈဘဝတျငး မိခငးဘာသာစကာ့ကိ ုက္ယး်ပနး႕စျာအသဵု့်ပဳႏိုငးေရ့အတျကး အချငးံအလမး့ 

မ္ာ့ဖနးတီ့ႏိုငးမညံးနညး့လမး့မ္ာ့ကိုရြာေဖျေဖားထုတးႏိုငးရနးသုေတသနေလံလာမႈမ္ာ့ကိ ုေဆာငးရျကးရနး 

 

 

၂.၀၈ ဘာသာစကာ့တစးခုခ္ငး့စီကိုအကူအညီေပ့်ခငး့ (Assistance to individual languages) 
 

၄ဿ၈ ဘာသာစကာ့တစးခုစအီာ့ႏိုငးငဵေတားအစို့ရမြ ပဵံပို့်ခငး့ႏြငးံပတးသကး၊  ဤေၾကညာစာတမး့မြ 

ေအာကးပါအတိုငး  ့အဆို်ပဳတငး်ပပါသညး၈  

 

 တိမးေကာမညးံအႏၱရာယးႏြငးရံငးဆုိငးေနရေသာ ဘာသာစကာ့ႏြငံးစာေပမ္ာ့ အေပ၍မ္ိဳ့ႏျယးစုဝငး 

သကးႀကီ့ရျယးအုိမ္ာ့၌ႏႈတးေ်ပာသမုိငး့ (Oral history) မ္ာ့ကိ ုဆကးလကးထိနး့သိမး့ႏုိငးေရ့၇  

်ပနးလညးရြငးသနးလာေစေရ့အတျကး သုေတသနေလံလာမႈ်ပဳႏိုငးရနး ရဵပဵုေငျရာထာ့်ခငး့၈ 
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 မိခငးဘာသာစကာ့ကိ ုေက္ာငး့သငးဘာသာရပးမ္ာ့တျငး အေ်ခ်ပဳသငးၾကာ့ေပ့ႏုိငးေရ့အတျကး 

သကးဆုိငးရာဘာသာစကာ့မ္ာ့၌ စာေရ့သာ့သညံးအက၏ရာစနစး၇ စကာ့လဵု့အသဵု့အႏႈနး့ မ္ာ့ 

ဘာသာစကာ့စီမဵကိနး့မ္ာ့အတျကး အကူအည ီေပ့်ခငး့၈ 

 
 လမး့မ္ာ့၇ ရျာမ္ာ့၇ ၿမိဳ ံမ္ာ့ႏြငးံေနရာေဒသတိ ု ံ၌ အမညးမ္ာ့ကိ ုသကးဆုိငးရာတုိငး့ရငး့သာ  ့

အမညးမ္ာ့်ဖငး ံဆကးလကးထာ့ရြိ်ခငး့်ဖငး ံေဒသႏၱရသမုိငး့ႏြငးံတိုငး့ရငး့သာ့တို႕၌ မူလ 

်ဖစးတညးမႈ အမြတးလက၏ဏာ (Identity) မ္ာ့အာ့ေကာငး့ရြငးသနးေနေစရနးေဆာငးရျကး်ခငး့၈  

 

၂.၁၈ အႀကဵေပ့ေရ့အဖျဲ ံေဆာကးတညးပဵ ု(Advisory Structures) 
 

 တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့မ္ိဳ့ႏျယးစုပညာေရ့အဖျဲ႕မ္ာ့ကိုအႀကဵေပ့ႏိုငးရနးအတျကးဘာသာေဗဒကျ္မး့က္ငးသူမ္ာ ့             

(Linguistic experts ) ပါဝငးေသာအဖျဲ႕မ္ာ့ကိုတိုငး့ရငး့သာ့လူမ္ိဳ့စုမ္ာ့အလိုကး ဖျဲ႕စညး့သျာ့ရနး၈ 

 

 အႀကဵေပ့အဖျဲ႕တျငး တုိငး့ရငး့သာ့ကိုယးစာ့လြယးမ္ာ့ဖ်ငးထံညးံသျငး့ပါဝငးဖျဲ႕စညး့ရနး၈ 

 
 မိခငးဘာသာ စကာ့ဖျ ဵ ံၿဖိဳ့ေရ့ႏြငးံပတးသကးၿပီ  ့စာေပႏြငးံယဥးေက့္မႈေရ့ရာေကားမတီမ္ာ့ကိ ုစတငး 

ဖျဲ႕စညး့ ကာေထာကးပဵံကူညီမႈမ္ာ့ေပ့ရနး  

၂.၂၈ တုိငး့ရငး့သာ့ပညာေရ့စနစးမ္ာ ့(Ethnic Education Systems) 
 

၄၁၈ လကးရြ ိရြိရငး့စျဲ တုိငး့ရငး့သာ့မ္ိဳ့ႏျယးစုေဒသအမ္ိဳ့သာ့ေက္ာငး့မ္ာ့ကိ ုဆကးလကး ထာ့ရြိေစသငးံ်ပီ့ 

အစို့ရေက္ာငး့မ္ာ့ႏြငးံအစာ့ထို့မႈမ္ာ့်ပဳလုပးရနး မသငးံေလ္ားလြေပ၈ 

 

၄၂၈ တိုုငး့ရငး့သာ့မ္ိဳ့ႏျယးစုေဒသေက္ာငး့မ္ာ့ဘာသာေရ့အဖျဲ႕မ္ာ့ႏြငးအံစို့ရမဟုတးေသာပုဂၐိဳလး/ အသငး့ 

အဖျဲ႕/အုပးစမု္ာ့ဖျငး ံလြစးထာ့ရိြေသာ ေက္ာငး့မ္ာ့အာ့အသိအမြတး်ပဳကာ ေထာကးပဵံကူညီမႈမ္ာ  ့ေပ့ရနး 

သငးံပါသညး၈ 

 

၄၃၈ အထကးပါေက္ာငး့မ္ာ့အတျကး ဆရာ/ဆရာမမ္ာ့အတျကးေထာကးပံဵေငျေၾက့မ္ာ့ႏြငး ံသငးယူမႈဆိုငးရာ 

ပစၥညး့မ္ာ့အတျကး ေငျေၾက့ဘတးဂ္ကးရာထာ့ရနး်ဖစးပါသညး၈ 

 

၄၄၈ အထကးပါေက္ာငး့မ္ာ့အတျကး စာသငးေက္ာငး့မ္ာ့စီမဵခနး ံချဲမႈ၇ အခ္ကးအလကးစုေဆာငး့ထိနး့သိမး့မႈ 

စသညးံလုပးငနး့မ္ာ့၉လညး့ပဵ႕ပို့ေပ့ရသညး၇  
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၄၅၈ ေဒသခ ဵမိခငးဘာသာစကာ့အေ်ခ်ပဳ သငး့ရို့ညႊနး့တမး့မ္ာ့ေရ့ဆျဲ်ခငး့တျငးပဵ႕ပို့ေပ့ရမညး၈  

 

၂.၃၈ အဆငးံ်မငးံပညာေရ  ့(Higher Education) 

 

၄၆၈ တက၎သိုလးအဆငးံတျငး တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့မ္ိဳ့ႏျယးစုဘာသာစကာ  ့ႏြငးအံေတျ့ အေခ၍မ္ာ့ ေလံလာမႈဌာန 

မ္ာ့ တညးေထာငးသျာ့ရနး၈ 

 

၅ွ၈ ်မနးမာႏုိငးငဵရြိတက၎သိုလးအဆငးံပညာေရ့တျငး ဗမာစာေပဘာသာႏြငး ံဝဇိၹာႏြငး ံမဟာဝိဇၨာဘျဲ ံမ္ာ့ ေပ့ 

သကဲံသိ ု ံ  တက၎သိုလးမ္ာ့တျငး တုိငး့ရငး့သာ့မ္ိဳ့ႏျယးစ ုစာေပႏြငးံဌာနမ္ာ့ဖျဲ ံစညး့ချငး ံရေရ့ အတျကး 

အေထာကးအပံဵမ္ာ့ေပ့ရနး၈  

 

၅1၈ ဌာေနတိုငး့ရငး့သာ့ဘာသာစကာ့မ္ာ့ကိ ုရို့ရို့တနး့ဘျဲ႕႔ (Bachelor Degree) ႏြငး ံမဟာတနး့ 

(Master Degrees) ဘျဲ႕မ္ာ့ ရရြိသညးအထိသငးယူႏိုငးရနး အစီအစဥးမ္ာ့ကိုဖနးတီ့ေပ့ရမညး၈  

 

၅ဿ၈ တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့မ္ိဳ့ႏျယးစုမ္ာ့၌ စာေပမ္ာ့ကိုထုတးေဝ်ဖနး႕ခ္ီပိုငးချငးံေပ့ရမညး၈ 

 

၂.၃၈ အမ္ိဳ့သာ့သငးရို့ညႊနး့တနး့ႏြငးံ ေဒသအေ်ခအေနမ္ာ့ႏြငးံကိုကးညီရနး ်ပဳ်ပငးေ်ဖေလ္ာံမျမး့မဵ်ခငး ့        
(National Curriculum and Local Flexibility) 

 

၅၀၈ ်မနးမာႏိုငးငဵတျငးသငးရို့ညႊနး့တမး့်ပဳ်ပငးေ်ပာငး့လေဲရ့သညး တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့မ္ိဳ့ႏျယးစုမ္ာ့အာ့လဵု  ့အပါ 

အဝငး တစးႏိုငးငဵလဵု့၌  အနာဂတးအတျကးမ္ာ့စျာအေရ့ပါပါသညး၈ သငးၾကာ့မႈႏြငးံသငးရုိ့ညႊနး့တမး့မ္ာ့သညး 

ေဒသအေ်ခအေနမ္ာ့ ႏြငး ံသငးံေတားးေရ့၇   ေက္ာငး့သူေက္ာငး့သာ့မ္ာ့အာ့လဵု့ကိ ုတရာ့မ္ြတစျာ  ဆကးဆ ဵ

ေရ့၇ ပညာေရ့အရညးအေသျ့ တို့တကး်မငးံမာ့လာေရ့အတျကးရညးစူ့၊  ်ပညးေထာငးစ ု(ဗဟု)ိ၇ ်ပညးနယး/ 

တိုငး့ေဒသ ႀကီ့မ္ာ့အလိုကး သငးရို့ညႊနး့တနး့မ္ာ့ကိ ုလိအုပးသလိ ုသငးံေတားသလိ ု ်ပဳ်ပငးမျမး့မဵေရ့ကိစၥကိ ု 

ဤေၾကညာစာတမး့က အာ့ေပ့ပါသညး၈  

 
၅၁၈ ပညာေရ့စနစးမ္ာ့စီမဵခနး ံချဲမႈကိ ုဗဟိုခ္ဳပးကိုငးမႈစဵနစးေ်ဖေလ္ာံရနးေဆာငးရျကးရာတျငးလညး  ့

ေက္ာငး့သာ့ မ္ာ့အေနႏြငး ံသငးၾကာ့သညးံဘာသာရပးမ္ာ့အာ့လဵု့တျငး အမြနးစငးစစးတတးကၽျမး့၊ ဘာသာ 

စကာ့ ၇ ဆငး့ရမဲႈ၇ အထီ့က္နးမႈႏြငး ံအ်ခာ့ေသာ အခကးအခမဲ္ာ့ေၾကာငး ံခ္နးလြပးထာ့်ခငး့မခဵရေစရနး စနစး 

တက္ ကိုငးတျယးေဆာငးရျကးၾကရနးအေရ့ႀကီ ပ့ါသညး၈ ဗဟုိအစို့ရ အေနႏြငး ံနညး့လမး့ေက္ာငး့ေပ့်ခငး့၇ စဵခ္ိနး 
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စဵႏႈနး့သတးမြတးေပ့်ခငး့်ဖငးံသာဦ့ေဆာငးမႈေပ့ၿပီ့၇  စီမဵခနး ံချဲမႈမ္ာ့တျငးဆဵု့်ဖတးခ္ကးခ္ပိုငးချငးံကိ ု်ပညးနယး 

အဆငးံသိ ံုလႊေဲ်ပာငး့ေပ့သငးံသညး၈   

 

၅၂၈ အစို့ရပညာေရ့သညး ကို့ကျယးသညးံဘာသာတရာ့ကိ ုအေ်ခခဵသညး ံပညာေရ့မ်ဖစးေစသငးပံါ၈   

သငးရို့ ညႊနး့တမး့မ္ာ့သညး တိုငး့်ပညးရြိတိုငး့ရငး့သာ့၇ ကို့ကျယးယဵုၾကညးသညးံဘာသာ၇ ရို့ရာယဥးေက့္မႈ 

အာ့လဵု့ပါွ ငး ထငးဟပးေစသငးပံါသညး၈ မတူညီသညး ံလူမ္ိဳ့စုမ္ာ့အၾကာ  ့သဟဇာတပိုမိ ုတညး ေဆာကးႏုငိးရနး 

အတျကး  ဘာသာစကာ့စဵုသငးရို့ညႊနး့တမး့တစးရပးေပ၍ေပါကးလာရနးလညး  ့အထူ့ အေလ့ေပ့ စဥး့စာ့ 

ေဆာငးရျကးသငးံေပသညး၈  

 

၅၃၈ တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့အဖျဲ ံမ္ာ့အေနႏြငး ံ အစုိ့ရပညာေရ့စနစးတျငး့၉လညး  ့ သငးရို့ညႊနး့တမး့မ္ာ့ချဲေဝ 

်ပဌာနး့သညးံစနစးတစးခုသတးမြတးထာ့ရြိေရ့အတျကးလညး  ့ပညာေရ့ဝနးႀကီ့ဌာနမြ ချငးံ်ပဳသျာ့ရနးု်ဖစးပါသညး၈ 

ဥပမာ  အထူ့သ်ဖငး ံအထကးတနး့ေက္ာငး့အဆငးံတျငး အစို့ရသငးရုိ့ညႊနး့တမးး့ကိ ု(၂ွ%-၃ွ%) ႏြငး ံ    

ေဒသႏ ၱရသငးရို့ညႊနး့တမးး့ကိ(ု ၁ွ-၂ွ%) ထညးံသျငး့သျာ့ရနး ်ဖစးပါသညး၈   

 

၅၄၈ ်မနးမာနိုငးငဵတျငးေနထိုငးၾကေသာႏိုငးငဵသာ့မ္ာ့အာ့လဵု  ့တစးဦ့ႏြငံးတစးဦ့ သဟဇာတ်ဖစးၿပီ့ ေနထိုငး 

ႏိုငးေရ့ ၇ မတူညီေသာ တိုငး့ရငး့သာ့လူမိ္ဳ့ႏျယးစုမ္ာ  ့၇ဘာသာစကာ့မ္ာ  ့၇ ယဥးေက့္မႈမ္ာ  ့အၾကာ့ အ်ပနး 

အလြနး ေလ့စာ့ေစေရ့တို႕ကိ ုပ္ိဳ့ေထာငးေပ့ႏိုငးစျမး့ရိြေသာ ယဥးေက့္မႈေပါငး့စဵုအေၾကာငး့အရာမ္ာ့ကိ ု

ထညးံသျငး့ ထာ့ရြိသညး ံအမ္ိဳ့သာ့သငးရို့တစးခု်ပဌာနး့ေရ့ကိုေဆာငးရျကးအေကာငးအထညးေဖားရနး်ဖစးပါသညး၈ 

 

၅၅၈ ႏိုငးငဵေတားအစို့ရအေန်ဖငး ံပညာေရ့ပိုငး့ဆိုငးရာ လမး့ညျနးမႈႏြငံးစဵႏႈနး့မ္ာ့သတးမြတး်ခငး့သာ 

ေဆာငးရျကးသငးံၿပီ  ့်ပညးနယးႏြငံးေဒသအဆငးံမ္ာ့တျငး စီမဵခနး႕ချဲမႈႏြငး ံဆဵု့်ဖတးပိုငးချငး ံအာ့ ေပ့်ခငး့ အာ့်ဖငး ံ

သငးရို့ညျနးးတမး့မ္ာ့ႏြငး ံသငးၾကာ့မႈပဵုစဵမ္ာ့တို႔သညး ေဒသအေၾကာငး့အရာႏြငးံကိုကးညီသျာ့ေစမညး်ဖစးပါသညး၈  

အမ္ိဳ့သာ့သငးရို့ညျနးတမး့တျငး ေဒသအေၾကာငး့အရာ မ္ာ့ပါထညးံသျငး့ပါဝငးချငးံရိြရမညး်ဖစးသညး၈  
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Appendix 6:
MINE working action plan

ေဂဟဟိတ၌ က်င္းပေသာ MINE အစည္းအေှး၏ သေဘာတူညီခ်က္မ်ား 
28/6/2014 

 

- MINE အဖြဲ႔၏ ေႀကျငာစာတမ္း ထုတ္ျပန္ျခင္းနွင့္ ့ပတ္သက္ျပီး 
အခ်ိဳ႔ေသာတုိင္းရင္းသားကိုယ္စားလွယ္မ်ားမွာ မိခင္အဖြဲ႔အစည္းနွင္ ့အေသးစိတ္တုိင္ပင္ေႏြးရန ္
ရွိပါသျဖင္ ့အားလုံးဆႏၵသေဘာထားကု ိဇူလုိင ္ဿ၄ ရက္ေန႔တြင ္ေနာက္ဆုံးထားျပီး 
အေႀကာင္းျပန္ႀကားရန ္တက္ေရာက္လာေသာ ကိုယ္စားလွယ္မ်ားမ ွသေဘာတူညီမႈ ရရွိခဲ့သည္။ 

- Lobby နွင့္ပတ္သက္ျပီး တုိင္းရင္းသား ကိုယ္စားလွယ္မ်ားသည ္မိမိတုိ႔ေဒသအသီးသီးရွ ိ
အလြာအသိီးသီးမ ွပုဂၢဳိလ္မ်ားကိ ုမိမိတုိ႔ခ်ဥ္းကပ္နုိင္ေသာနည္းလမ္းမ်ားျဖင္ ့MINE အေႀကာင္းကိ ု
ျဖစ္နုိင္ေသာနည္းလမ္းမ်ားျဖင္ ့ရွင္းလင္းခ်ျပရန္။ 

- တုိင္းရင္းသားလြတ္ေတာ္ကိုယ္စားလွယ္မ်ားအား ခ်ဥ္းကပ္ျခင္းနွင္ ့ပတ္သက္ျပီး သက္ဆုိငရ္ာ 
တုိင္းရင္းသား ကိုယ္စားလွယ္မ်ားမ ွပုဂၢိဳလ္ေရးအရေသာ၄္င္း၊ တရားှင္နည္းျဖင့္ေသာ၄္င္း 
ေတြ႔ဆုံေဆြးေႏြးျပီး၊ အႀကံဥာဏမ္်ား ရယူရန္။ 

- ခ်ဥ္းကပ္ရန္နည္းလမ္းမ်ား  

- Individual ( July2014) 3 weeks 

-  Informal meeting (ႀသဂုတ ္မ ွစက္တင္ဘာထ)ိ 

- Formal meeting ( Before the end of 2014 ( Nov-Dec) 

- လြတ္ေတာ္အမတ္မ်ားကု ိဖိတ္ႀကားျပီး ေတြ႔ဆုံရန္၊ ဖုန္းျဖင့္ေသာ္လည္းေကာင္း၊ 
အီးလ္ေမးျဖင့္ေသာ္လည္းေကာင္း၊ အားလပ္ရက္မ်ားတြင္ေသာ္လည္းေကာင္း ေတြ႔ဆုံရန္။ 

- Formal နည္းလမ္း လြတ္ေတာ္သို႔ က်ြမ္းက်င္ျပီး 
အေတြ႕အၾကံဳရွိေသာကိုယ္စားလွယ္မ်ားေစလြတ္ျပီး ေတြ႔ဆုံရန္။ 

 

လြတ္ေတာ္ကုိယ္စားလွယ္မ်ားကိုတာှ န္ယူေတြ႔ဆုံမည့္ပုဂၢိဳလ္မ်ား 

ကိုယ္စားလွယ္အမည ္   ျပည္နယ ္  တာှန္ယူေတြ႔ဆုံမည့္ပုဂၢိဳလ ္

1. ေဒၚဒြဲဘ ူ   ကခ်င ္   ဆရာမအစုိင္း 

2. နန္းေစးအြာ   ကရင ္   ေစာကပ ီ
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3. ေဒၚမိျမင့္သန္း   မြန ္   မိကုန္ခ်နုန္း 

4. ဗညားေအာင္မုိး   မြန ္   မိကုန္ခ်နုန္း 

5. ဦးခြန္ှ င္းကိ ု   ပအုိှ ့္   နန္းနွင္းႏြယ ္

6. နန္းှါန ု    ရွမ္း   စုိင္းေနာ္ခမ္း 

7. ေဒၚညိုညိုသင္း   ရန္ကုန္တုိင္း  ဆရာမအစုိင္း 

8. ဦးရထဲြန္း   ရွမ္း   ဆရာစုိင္းေနာ္ခမ္း 

9. ဦးထြန္းေက်ာ ္   တအန္း   ေလြးေနာ္ခ် ီ

10. ဦးအုိက္မုန္း   တအန္း   ေလြးေနာ္ခ်ိ ီ

11. ဦးေသာရိန္း   တအန္း   ခြန္လီြးစ ီ

12. ဆိုင္းေပါင္နပ ္  တုိင္းရင္းသားလြတ္ေတာ္ဥကၠဌ နန္းအီး 

 

ယေန႔အစည္းအေှ းတြင ္စာတမ္းပါအခ်က္အလက္မ်ားႏွင့္ စာတမ္းထုတ္ျပန္ရန ္သေဘာတူညခီဲ့ေသာ 
အဖြဲ႔အစည္းမ်ား 

1. Karen Educational Department 

2. Karen Teacher Working Group 

3. Karen Women’s Organization  

4. Karenni Education Department  

5. Kayan New Generation Youth 

6. Rural Development Foundation for Shan State 

7. Shan Women’s Action Network 

8. Gawng Loe Mu: 3 Mountains,Wa 

9. (Pa-Oh Monastatic Education (Hopone) 

10. Lahu Women’s Organization 

11. Ta’ang Student & Youth Organization 
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12. Kachin National Education Committee  

13. Eastern Naga Development Organization 

 

 

 

အၾကံျပဳခ်က္မ်ား  

လႊတ္ေတာ္ကိုယ္စားလွယ္မ်ား၏ အခ်ိန္ဇယားႏွင္ ့လႊတ္ေတာ္အတြင္းေဆြးေႏြးမည့္အစီအစဥ္မ်ားကိုရရွိထားရန ္

MINE ကိုယ္စားျပဳ အခ်ိန္ေတာင္းခံလႊာထားရွိျပီး ထိုေတာင္းခံလႊာျဖင္ ့Advocate လုပ္ရန္ခ်ိန္းဆိုမႈမ်ားျပဳရန ္ 

MINE Group Email ထားရွိရန ္ 

 

29/06/2014 ခုနွစ ္ေဂဟဟိတ၌ က်င္းပေသာ MINE အစည္းအေှ း၏ သေဘာတူညီခ်က္မ်ား။ 

 

MINE coordinator ေရြးခ်ယ္ျခင္း။ 

Name List of MINE Focal Persons 

Name       organization  

1. Mi Krak Non      (MNEC) 

2. Naw Law Eh Moo    (KED) 

3. Klo Loh Htoo      ( KTWG)  

4. Knyaw Paw      ( KWO) 

5. Dorcus Moo     (KRCEE) 

6. Phone Myint     (KNGY) 

7. Sai Naw Kham     ( RDFSS) 

8. Nan Mwe Kham    (SWAN) 
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9. Nan E      (GUM) 

10. Nan Hnin New     (PLCC) 

11. Paul       (Akha LC) 

12. Maung Han      ( PaO Monastic ) 

13. David Zet Nan     ( SENG) 

14. Daw Mary     (LWO) 

15. Lway Naw Chee    ( TSYO) 

16. Saya La Raw     ( KIOED) 

17. Naw Zet      ( KNEC) 

18. Peter Kyaw Myint    ( ENDO) 

19. WSA   

 

MINE coordinator Job Description  

 Coordinate Advocacy efforts for MTE 

 Communicate with all FBs for MINE orgs. 

 Resources / partnership 

 Coordinate with 60 MTTs 

 Summer MTT 

 TPC/s 

Coordinator ကိ ုေကာ္မတ ီ(၉) ဦးမ ွ(၀ှ) ရက္အတြင္း ေရြးခ်ယ္တင္ေျမွာက္ရန္။ 

Coordination Team 

Name     Based    backup 

1. Naw Zet  Myintkyina   Sayar La Raw  
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2. Naw Kham   Lasho    Lay naw Chee 

3. Kholo Htoo  Maseriang   Naw Ler Htoo 

4. Lwee Naw Chee Lasho/ Mae sot  Naw Kham 

5. Nan E.      Yangon    - 

6. Nan Hnin Nwe  Taungkyi   -   

7. Sayar La Raw   Maijaya   Naw Zet 

or can be up to 9   

MINE Structure 

 ( 1 ) coordinator  

 ( 7 ) coordination team 

 ( 19 ) focal persons 

 

Term Limit for Coordination Team 

- 2 years 

Advocacy Talking Points 

1. Advocate for Mother Tongue Education (MTE) 

2. Multilingual Education  

3. Decentralization  

4. Intercultural Education  

5. Policy decision making participation 

6. All inclusive education  

 

Steps 
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-Coordination Team 

Declaration Release - July 15, 2014 

- Talking Point 

Focal Points ( 19) 

 

Advocacy Plans 

- Individual  

- Informal -MP  

- Formal –MP 

- Formal MoE 

- INGO – 

ေထာက္ပံ့ေႀကးေပးလာပါက လက္ခံနုိင္ျခင္း ရိွမရွိ။ 

Plan A 

Plan B 

Note : Next MINE meeting will be in October 
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Appendix 7:
Agenda Mawlamyine Facilitated 
Dialogue (May)

Language, Education and 
Social Cohesion

 Myanmar

Facilitated Dialogue under the auspices of the UNICEF 
Peacebuilding, Education and Advocacy Program; 
Language Education and Social Cohesion Initiative

Dates: 27-28th May, 2014
Location: Mawlamyine, Myanmar

Facilitator and Chair: Professor Joseph Lo Bianco

Language Rights.  Language Planning.  Language Policy. Language Education

	  

Language Rights.  Language Planning.  Language Policy. Language Education 

Eastern Burma Community Schools 
 

 Facilitated Dialogue under the auspices of the UNICEF Peacebuilding, 
Education and Advocacy Program; Language Education and Social 

Cohesion Initiative 

 
 

Dates: 12, 13, 14 February 2014 
Location: Mae Sot, Thailand 

 
 

Facilitator and Chair: Professor Joseph Lo Bianco 
 
 

 
 

 
ยินดีต้อนรับ 
Welcome 
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Aims and Objectives

The workshop will function along the lines of a World 
Café, meaning an open-ended exploratory solutions-

seeking facilitated dialogue. Key objectives are to discuss 
perspectives, and seek inputs and recommendations:

To develop a comprehensive language planning and policy 
framework for Myanmar, including preamble, principles, 

and focus areas;

To foster national unity, social cohesion and collaborative 
social relations in Myanmar;

To promote understanding of the forms and possibilities 
of language planning for fostering human rights, 

improved education and social cohesion;

To identify, define and examine problems that require 
special attention, and to identify areas of capacity 

development in language and social cohesion planning;

To foster improvements in language learning in Myanmar;

To make a contribution to enhance and improve the 
educational lives of children in Myanmar.
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Agenda, Day One 
Tuesday, 27 May 2014

FOCUS: LANGUAGE PROBLEMS AND ISSUES

We will be discussing our challenges in multilingual education, literacy, and languages 
development in Myanmar.

SESSION TIME ACTIVITY FORMAT DETAIL

AM 9:00-9:20 Official Opening Speeches of 
Welcome 

#1 AM 9:30-10:15 •	Self-presentations
•	 Introduction	to	

Workshop
•	 Icebreaker
•	Visioning	Exercise
•	Expectations	for	

Friday

Facilitator 
presentations to 
whole group with 
translation

World Café Tables 
with hosts

•	Child:	2014	 
(5 years old)

•	PowerPoint	 
# 1: Facilitation & 
Dialogues

•	PowerPoint	 
# 2: Methods

•	PowerPoint	 
# 3: Our Agreement

BREAK AM 10:30-10:45 Coffee/tea break Coffee/tea break Coffee/tea break

#2 AM 10:45-12:00 •	Language	Problems
•	Language	Issues

Facilitator 
presentation: whole 
group
Brainstorming
General Discussion, 
whole group and 
with hosts at tables

•	PowerPoint	#	4:	Language	
planning and policy

•	Facilitator:		LP	model;	
•	components	of	a	LP

LUNCH PM 12:00-1:00 Lunch LUNCH
Hosts and 
Facilitators to 
Organise PM 
activities

Lunch

# 3 PM 1:00-2:45 Write Policy preamble At tables with hosts Child: 2023  
(14 years old)

BREAK PM 2:45-3:15 Coffee/tea break Coffee/tea break Coffee/tea break

# 4 PM 3:15-4:15 Language Planning and 
Language Policy
What can the 
community do?
What can officials do?
What can schools do?

Storyboarding 
language problems/
issues with hosts at 
tables

Converting language issues/
problems into a narrative.  
Organise and classify 
language problems. Tables to 
work on sets of problems.

# 5 PM 4:15-4:45 Wrap Up Facilitator to 
Summarise Day and 
Plan Day 2

PowerPoint # 5: 
Community/Expert/Official
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SESSION TIME ACTIVITY FORMAT DETAIL

#6 AM 9:00-10:15 •	 Input	on	bilingualism	
in education and 
society

Facilitator 
presentation
Q/A 

•	Power	Point	#	6:	
Mother Tongue, 
Bilingual Education, 
Language Learning

BREAK AM 10:15-10:45 Coffee/tea break Coffee/tea break Coffee/tea break

#7 AM 10:45-12:00 •	Merge	Table	LP	drafts
•	Extend	from	

Preamble to Goals of 
Policy

General Discussion, 
whole group and 
with hosts at tables

•	Working	with	Day	One	
records

LUNCH PM 12:00-1:00 LUNCH LUNCH
Hosts and Facilitator 
meet 

LUNCH

#8 PM 1:00-2:45 •	Begin	Full	merge	of	
policy draft

General Discussion, 
whole group and 
with hosts at tables

•	Display	developing	
policy position

BREAK PM 2:45-3:15 Coffee/tea break Coffee/tea break Coffee/tea break

#9 PM 3:15-4:45 •	Complete	model	
policy draft

•	Present	to	whole	
group

With hosts at tables
In whole group 
session led by 
facilitator

•	Presentations	
from hosts or table 
reporters

Agenda, Day Two 
Wednesday, 28 May 2014

FOCUS: LANGUAGE POLICY AND PLANNING 

We will be building on the problems and issues raised on day one to write a consensus statement 
and model language policy.  We will focus on multilingual education in schools and classrooms; 
multilingualism in the community; how children think and develop in more than one language.
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Appendix 8:
Mon State policy and planning 
preamble and press release 
The Language, Education and Social Cohesion workshop 
(27-28 May), Mon State:

DRAFT Preamble: Mon State Language Policy and Planning 

The Language, Education and Social Cohesion workshop 

(27-28 May), Mon State 

နိဒါန္း 
 

 

ျပည္ေထာင္စုသမၼတျမန္မာႏုိင္ငံေတာ္သည္    တုိင္းရင္းသားလူမ်ိဳးမ်ား    စုစည္းေနထုိင္သည့္    ႏုိင္ငံတစ္ခုု 
ျဖစ္သည္ႏွင့္အညီ တုိင္းရင္းသားမ်ား အားလုံး၏တန္းတူညီမွ်ေရး၊ မိမိတုိ႔၏ ကုိယ္ပိုင္စာေပ၊ ယဥ္ေက်းမႈ 
အေမြအႏွစ္မ်ားကုိ ထိမ္းသိမ္းကာကြယ္ေရးအတြက္လည္းမ်ားစြာအေရးပါပါသည္။ 
ျပည္ေထင္စုအတြင္းရိွျပည္နယ္/ တုိင္းေဒသ ႀကီးအသီးသီး ၏ ဖြံ႕ၿဖိဳးမႈသည္ ေနထုိုင္ၾကေသာ တုိင္းရင္းသား 
လူမ်ိဳးအားလုံး၏ တုိးတက္မႈပင္ျဖစ္ပါ သည္။ ျပည္နယ္ဖြံ႔ၿဖိဳးမႈ အား ေဆာင္ရြက္ရာတြင္ တုိင္းရင္းသားမ်ား 
အားလုံးဝုိင္းဝန္းပါဝင္ၾကရန္ျဖစ္ပါသည္။ ထုိ႔ေၾကာင့္ တုိင္းရင္းသား မ်ား၏ မိခင္ဘာသာ စကား ဖြ႔ံၿဖိဳးေရးကုိ 
အားေပးကူညီႏုိင္ရန္ လုိအပ္ပါသည္။ မြန္ျပည္နယ္ အတြင္း တြင္ မြန္၊ကရင္၊ ပအုိ႕(ဝ္) ၊ဗမာလူမ်ိဳးမ်ား အျပင္ 
ျပည္ေထာင္စုဖြား တုိင္းရင္းသား မ်ားစြာတုိ႔မီွတင္း ေနထုိင္ၾကပါ သည္။ ေက်ာင္း (သုိ႔မဟုတ္) ပညာေရး 
က႑တြင္အသုံးျပဳေနေသာ သင္ၾကားမႈမ႑ိဳင္ဘာသာစကားသည္ မိခင္ဘာသာ စကားျဖစ္ပါက 
သင္ယူမႈက႑တြင္၄င္း၊ ေန႔စဥ္ဘဝႏွင့္ကုိက္ညီမည္ျဖစ္ပါကပုိမိုထိေရာက္စြာ အေထာက္အကူ ျပဳႏုိင္မည္ဟု 
ခံယူပါသည္။ သုိ႕ျဖစ္ပါသျဖင့္ နိုင္ငံေတာ္ (သုိ႔မဟုတ္) ျပည္နယ္ ၏ ပညာေရးမူဝါဒ ေရးဆြရဲာတြင္ 
မိိခင္ဘာသာစကားအေျခခံ၍ ရံုးသုံးဘာသာစကားအျပင ္ႏိုင္ငံတကာ ဘာသာစကားမ်ား 
သင္ၾကားႏုိင္ေရးကုိ      ထည့္သြင္းေဆာင္ရြက္      သင့္ပါသည္။ ဤသုိေဆာင္ရြက္ျခင္းအားျဖင့္ 
စည္းလုံးျခင္း၊ညီညြတ္ျခင္းမွသည္ ၿငိမ္းခ်မ္းျခင္း၊  သာယာဝေျပာျခင္း၊ 
ပန္းတုိင္သုိ႕တက္လွမ္းႏုိင္မည္ျဖစ္ပါသည္။ သုိ႔ပါ၍မြန္ျပည္နယ္ အတြင္း ေနထုိုင္ၾကေသာ 
တုိင္းရင္းသားမ်ားအားလုံး ပညာေရးတုိးတက္မႈ၊အခ်င္းခ်င္းခ်စ္ၾကည္ရင္းႏီွးမႈႏွင့္ ရုိးရာစာေပအေမြအႏွစ္မ်ား 
တုိးတက္ေရး    အတြက္    ကူညီအားေပးႏုိင္ရန္    ဤမိခင္ဘာသာစကား    အေျချပဳပညာသင္ၾကားေရး 

မူဝါဒ(Mother-tongue Based Education Policy)ကုိေရးဆတြဲ 

Preamble: 

င္ျပပါသည္။ 

 

The Republic of Union of Myanmar is the country where all indigenous people 
are staying together unity. Therefore, it is very important all ethnic groups to 
get equal opportunity and to protect and maintain their literacy and cultural 
hesitates. The development of each state and region in the country is same as 
the improvement of all indigenous people. All ethnic groups should endeavor 
together to develop their states and regions. Therefore, it is essential to 
support the development of all indigenous mother tongues by all indigenous 
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people. Mon, Kayin, Pao, Myanmar and other indigenous people are staying 
together in Mon state. We believe that if mother tongue is used as Medium of 
Instruction in classroom or education sector, it will support children to get 
better learning achievement and to learn the things which are really relevant 
to their daily lives. Therefore, while developing national or state/regional 
policies, authority should consider developing mother tongue based policies 
which also encourage learning national and international languages. By doing 
so, it will reinforce unity which will encourage all indigenous people to get 
peace, wellbeing and happiness. Accordingly, we prepare and purpose mother 
tongue based education policy which will promote the improvement of 
education quality, unity and upgrading cultural and traditional heritage for 
indigenous people in Mon state. 

ရည္မွန္းခ်က္မ်ား 
 

   ကေလးသူငယ္မ်ားအားလံုး အေျခခံပညာသင္ၾကားေရးတြင္မိခင္ဘာသာစကားကုိ 

အေျချပဳသင္ၾကားေသာဘာသာစကားစုံပညာသင္ၾကားမႈ (Mother-tongue Based 

Multilingual Education)အခြင့္အလမ္းမ်ားရရွိေစရန္။ 

   မိခင္ဘာသာစကားအေပၚအေျခခံကာ ရုံးသုံးဘာသာစကားျဖစ္ေသာ 

ျမန္မာဘာသာစကား၊ ႏိုင္ငံတကာ ဘာသာစကား (International language) ကိုပါ 

ကြ် မ္းက်င္စြာတတ္ေျမာက္ေစေသာ ပညာေရးစနစ္ ျဖစ္ေပၚ လာေစရန္။ 

   တိုင္းရင္းသားဘာသာစကားဆုိင္ရာမ်ားအားေထာက္ပ့ံမႈ ေပးႏိုင္ေသာ 

အဖြ႕ဲ အစည္းမ်ားပုိမုိခိုင္မာစြာ ေပၚေပါက္လာရန္ႏွင့္ 

ေပါင္းစပ္လုပ္ေဆာင္မႈမ်ားအားေကာင္းလာေစရန္။ 

   ျပည္နယ္ပညာေရးဌာနမွ ျပည္နယ္အတြက္ 

တိုင္းရင္းသားဘာသာစကားတစ္ခုခုကို လည္းတတ္ကြ် မ္းၿပီး 

ေဒသအေျခအေနမ်ားႏွင့္လည္း ရင္းႏီွးေသာ အရည္အေသြးျပည့္ဝေသာ 

ေဒသခံတိုင္းရင္းသားဆရာ/ဆရာမမ်ားကုိေလက်င့္ျပဳစုပ်ိဳးေထာင္ေမြးထုတ္ရန္။ 
 

Objectives 

  All children to get opportunity to use Mother-tongue Based Multilingual 
Education in basic education 

  To create an education system based on mother tongue which will 
encourage to be able to learn mother tongue, national and international 
languages competently 
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  To establish and strengthen organizations which can support the 
improvement of ethnic literacy and language and enhance to get better 
collaboration and coordination among stakeholders 

  State and Regional Education Department should train and produce qualify, 
skillful teachers who can speak one of local languages and having familiarly 
with local content for their regions. 

 

လုပ္ေဆာင္မႈမ်ား 

   လုပ္ငန္းမ်ားအေကာင္အထည္ေဖာ္ႏုိင္ရန္ ႏိုင္ငံေတာ္မွ လိုအပ္ေသာဘ႑ာရံပံုေငြႏွင့္ 

အျခားလိုအပ္ သည့္ ပံ့ပိုးမႈမ်ားကုိ ေထာက္ပ့ံေပးရန္။ 

   MTLB 

အားအေကာင္အထည္ေဖာ္ႏိုင္ရန္အတြက္ႏိုင္ငံတကာႏွင့္ကမၻာ႕ကုလသမဂၢအဖြ႕ဲအစည္းမ် 

ားႏွင့္ ျပည္တြင္း ရိွေဒသဆိုင္ရာအဖြ႕ဲအစည္းမ်ားအသီးသီးမွ လိုအပ္ေသာအႀကံညာဏ္ႏွင့္ 

နည္းပညာအကူအညီမ်ား (Technical assistance) ရယူၿပီးပူးေပါင္းေဆာင္ရြက္သြားရန္။ 

   တိုင္းရင္းသားလူမ်ိဳးစုအလိုက္ ၄င္းတုိ႔၏ပတ္ဝန္းက်င္ႏွင့္လိုက္ေလွ်ာညီေထြ ျဖစ္ေစေသာ 

မိခင္ဘာသာစကားအေျချပဳသင္ရိုးညြန္းတမ္းမ်ား (Culturally & locally appropriate 

curriculum) မ်ား၊ ေဒသခံျပည္သူမ်ား၏လုိအပ္ခ်က္ (Needs of the people) 

ႏွင့္အညီျပဌာန္းသြားရန္။ 
   တိုင္းရင္းသားအဖြ႕ဲအစည္းမ်ား၏ ေက်ာင္းမ်ားသင္ရိုးညြန္းတမ္းမ်ားအား 

အသိအမွတ္ျပဳႏုိင္ေရးႏွင့္ 

လိုအပ္ေသာပ့ံပုိးမႈမ်ားေပးႏုိင္ေရးအတြက္ပူးေပါင္းေဆာင္ရြက္သြားရန္။ 

   တိုင္းရင္းသားဘာသာစကားဖြံ႔ၿဖိဳးမႈမ်ားေဆာင္ရြက္ေပးႏုိင္မည့္အဖြ႕ဲအစည္းတစ္ခုအားျပည္ 

နယ္အဆင့္ ဖြ႕ဲစည္းတည္ေထာင္ႏိုင္ေရးအတြက္ ပါဝင္သင့္သည့္ 

ပုဂၢိဳလ္မ်ား၊အဖြ႕ဲအစည္းမ်ားအားသတ္မွတ္ ေဆာင္ရြက္တာဝန္ေပးအပ္ရန္။ 

   ေဒသခံျပည္သူမ်ား၏လုိအပ္ခ်က္ (Needs of the people) 

ႏွင့္အညီတိုင္းရင္းသားဘာသာစကားဆုိင္ရာဌာနမ်ားေဒသအလုိက္ဖြင့္လွစ္သြားျခင္းႏွင့္ 

တိုင္းရင္းသားေဒသခံဆရာ/ဆရာမမ်ားအား ေလ့က်င့္ေပးျခင္း 

   တိုင္းရင္းသား ဘာသာစကားဆုိင္ရာဖြံ႔ၿဖိဳးေရး အတြက ္ေဒသအလုိက္ 

ေထာက္ပ့ံေပးႏုိင္ေသာ ေစတနာရွင္၊ အလွွဴရွင္မ်ား အဖြ႕ဲအစည္းအသီးသီး၏ 

ပူးေပါင္းေဆာင္ရြက္မႈမ်ားအားေကာင္းလာၿပီး အေျခခံလိုအပ္ခ်က္မ်ားေဆာင္ရြက္ေပးရန္။ 
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Activities 

  Government to provide funding and other supports to implement the 
Mother Tongue Based Multi Lingual Education planning and policy 

  To implement Mother-tongue Based Multilingual Education, we will 
coordinate and collaborate with United Nations organization and other 
international organizations to get advice and technical assistance. 

  According to needs of the people, we will develop culturally & locally 
appropriate curriculum for each ethnic group 

  We will coordinate and collaborate to recognize school curriculum 
developed by ethnic groups and will provide necessary support 

  To be able to establish state level organization which will support in 
developing ethnic literacy and language, we will appoint and assign 
individual and organizations which are relevant to the objectives of the 
language policy and planning. 

  In accordance with the needs of the people, we will open ethnic 
language centers and will provide trainings to native teachers 

  To get better coordination, we will bring together all local donors, well 
wishers and organization to provide necessary supports for each region 
to improve their language and literacy. 

 
 
PRESS RELEASE (THIS IS A DRAFT STATEMENT CURRENTLY BEING REVISED 
BY WRITING TEAMS IN MON STATE) 

This meeting of UNICEF language and social cohesion held at Mawlamyine, 
27- 28 May 2014 announces that it has adopted a policy for multilingualism 
for the needs of Mon state, and which has relevance across the republic of 
the union of Myanmar. Our policy would promote the rights of all citizens 
living in Mon state to maintain, enjoy and develop their ethnic languages, 
while also learning the official language of the union, and English for 
international communication. 

We call on the government of the republic of the union of Myanmar to 
collaborate with Mon state officials, parents, and community organisations, 
to implement an ambitious plan to support, improve and defend our unique 
languages which are a precious resource for all citizens. 
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Appendix 9:
Agenda Mawlamyine Facilitated 
Dialogue (November)

Dates: 6 November, 2014
Location: Mawlamyine, Myanmar

Facilitator and Chair: Professor Joseph Lo Bianco

DECISION MAKERS LEVEL MEETING

Discussion of aims and objectives of language policy 2014-2015 Mon state as part of Myanmar wide 
language policy 

1. Preamble and key aims: what do we want a Mon state language policy to achieve?  For Mon language, 
for Mon speaking children, for non-Mon speaking children in Mon state, for other languages

2. Critical problems and issues to be addressed in Mon state language policy: open discussion (for example, 
teacher availability, level of continuation of Mon and Myanmar languages, English, other languages)

3. Timetable for 2015  (outline decision November 2014, review date, agreement date
4. Link between Mon state policy and Union wide language policy
5. Special education: sign language, minority languages
6. Special initiatives (central language school, bilingual methods, etc)

Dates: 7 November, 2014
Location: Mawlamyine, Myanmar

Facilitator and Chair: Professor Joseph Lo Bianco

TECHNICAL MEETING

Discussion of tasks and responsibilities for achieving the writing of language policy 2014-2015 Mon state 
as part of Myanmar wide language policy

1. Report of decisions from DECISION MAKERS MEETING
2. How to achieve the aims of the DECISION MAKERS MEETING 
3. Personnel involved and agencies/organisations involved?
4. Timetable for 2015
5. Research issues needed: what data do we have: teacher numbers, existing programs, materials,
6. Roles and duties 2015
7. Special initiatives (central language school, bilingual methods, etc)
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Appendix 10:
Feedback summary Mawlamyine 
Facilitated Dialogue (November)

UNICEF/Professor Joseph Lo Bianco

Total Participants – 36  Mawlamyine, May (27-28) 2014

S/
N Rating Scale

Rating Scale

Poor 
-1

Average 
-2

Good 
-3

Very Good 
-4 Excellent-5

1 Please rate the overall Seminar - I 17 13 3

2 Did the workshop meet your 
expectations - I 17 14 4

3 Quality and relevance of input - I 15 21 1

4 Quality & presentation of the 
presenter - - 6 17 13

5 Other comment/ what did you like best

•	how	to	use	three	languages	(mother	tongue,	national	and	international	languages)	for	teaching	and	
learning process

•	The	explanations	how	to	teach	ethnic	language	in	school	by	applying	moth	tongue	based	multi	
lingual education

•	The	presenter	mentioned	that	we	should	teach	languages	by	doing	activities	and	it	will	get	more	
effective outcome

•	Mother	tongue	based	multi	lingual	education
•	The	best	way	to	teach	language	is	action	oriented	teaching	method	
•	Siva’s	experience	and	action	oriented	language	teaching
•	 If	teacher	use	not	only	works	but	also	interactions	while	teaching	languages,	children’s	intelligent	

will be improve 
•	Explanation	of	three	teaching	method	when	applying	mother	tongue	based	multi	lingual	education
•	Classify	teaching	mother	language,	preamble,	problem	and	policy
•	Believe	that	application	of	mother	tongue	based	multi	lingual	education	will	be	success
•	 to	teach	official	language	together	with	mother	language
•	The	language	policy	and	planning
•	Thai	education	policy
•	The		policy	,	example	and	explanations	which	support	mother	languages	to	be	used	in	education	

system
•	To	lay	down	policy	and	to	express	challenges	and	problems
•	Action	oriented	language	teaching	in	the	classroom
•	To	add	one	more	day	for	the	workshop	and	have	to	have	very	open	discussion	to	choose	more	

options
•	Language	problems	and	issues
•	Problem	solving,	discussion	about	issues	and	lay	down	policy
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•	To	be	effective	teaching	and	learning	process,	it	should	teach	lesson	based	on	activities
•	Action	oriented	teaching	and	learning	process
•	 Interaction	based	teaching	and	learning	process
•	Discussion	to	lay	down	language	policy
•	Zomia	Exercise
•	Models	of	language	teaching	for	different	ethnic	in	a	same	school
•	Mother	tongue	based	MLE,	Special	Language	centre	for	state,	action	oriented	teaching	learning	

process
•	All	children	opportunity	to	get	access	to	their	mother	languages	
•	Three	kinds	of	actives	to	solve	multilingual	education
•	Research	findings
•	Ways	of	MTB-MLE	teaching,	to	develop	ethnic	language,	objective	of	policy,	short/long	turn	

teaching, etc
•	Development	of	education	policy	for	Mon	state	by	working	groups

6 Other comment/what suggestions do you make improvement

•	To	negotiate	with	ethnic	experts	while	developing	curriculum	to	teach	ethnic	languages
•	To	teach	ethnic	language,	it	should	be	systematically	discussed	in	detail	about	the	contents	of	

teaching should in accordance with ethnic groups and places 
•	How	to	apply	mother	tongue	based	multi	lingual	education	in	the	classroom	where	many	ethnic	

children are schooling in particular place
•	All	hand	out	should	be	translated	by	Myanmar
•	 It	will	improve	if	there	is	a	link	between	mother	tongue	based	multi	lingual	education	and	official	

language teaching
•	 It	is	important	to	skill	up	both	month	tongue	ethnic	language	as	well	as	official	language
•	To	be	included	ethnic	language	teaching	methods
•	How	to	teach	official	language(Myanmar)	by	using	mother	tongue/language
•	To	take	more	time	how	to	conduct	mother	language	teaching	in	Mon	State
•	senior	government	officials	to	participate	in	the	work	shop
•	To	increase	numbers	of	participants	from	government,	civil	society	and	experts	sides
•	 	To	invite	more	participants	from	other	organizations	and	it	will	be	better	if	this	policy	could	be	

implemented practically    
•	To	discuss	in	detail	about	ethnic	language	teaching	and	learning	which	can	reflect	actual	situation	of	

ethnic regions requirement.
•	To	apply	mother	tongue	based	multi	lingual	education	in	basic	education	sector
•	Workshop	should	be	organized	frequently	with	International	organizations	and	experts
•	To	open	special	school	by	government	to	learn	ethnic	languages	
•	After	discussion,	each	group	should	present	their	discussion	points	to	all	participants	and	other	

groups should provide comments and suggestions for each presentation. Need enough time to do 
so.

•	To	teach	mother	language,	official	language	and	international	languages		
•	Hand	out	should	be	translated	into	Myanmar
•	To	learn	Mon	language	to	be	able	to	learn	other	languages	such	as	official	and	international	

languages
•	Workshop	should	be	organized	in	each	and	every	state	and	regions	where	indigenous	people	

staying over there
•	Need	more	model	from	other	countries	where	mother	tongue	based	multi	lingual	education	is	

practicing
•	To	discuss	more	detail	how	to	practice	Mother	tongue	based	teaching	and	learning	methodology	in	

regions with very diverse ethnicity 
•	To	discuss	policy	and	planning	in	detail
•	Power	point	slides,	handouts	should	be	translated	in	Myanmar	to	understand	clearly	and	save	time	

for translation
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•	Need	to	get	solution	and	methodology	to	get	learning	achievement	in	school	where	more	than	two	
ethnic children are schooling

•	Ethnic	language	development	must	be	carried	out
•	Requested	professor	to	mobilize	government	to	lay	down	MTB-MLE	policy

7 Do you want a follow-up workshop and what focus should it have?

•	Have	to	make	higher	level	work	shop	again	in	Mon	State
•	To	develop	and	implement	policy	effectively,	it	is	needed	to	organize	follow	up	workshop
•	To	organize	a	work	shop	with	decision	makers	(Mon,	Myanmar	and	Pao)	
•	This	workshop	is	sufficient	to	succeed	policy
•	To	organize	district	level	workshop
•	Want	a	follow	up	workshop	focus	on	managing	or	how	to	operate	teaching	mother	language	in	

multi language ethnic schools
•	 It	is	essential	to	organize	more	workshop	like	that
•	 it	is	required	to	organize	follow	up	work	shop
•	 it	should	organize	MTB-MLE	workshop	again
•	 to	reinforce	government	to	lay	down	policy	and	apply	mother	tongue	based	multi	lingual	education	

at the national level and to invite senior decision makers while organizing next follow up workshop
•	A	workshop	should	be	organized	and	invite	all	ethnic	organizations	to	discuss	and	work	together	
•	To	organize	follow	up	workshop
•	Follow	up	workshop	should	be	organized	frequently
•	Should	organize	language	planning	and	policy	workshop	at	every	state	and	region
•	To	do	three	more	workshops	to	discuss	how	to	teach	mother	tongue	based	multi	lingual	education	

( at least three times)
•	To	organize	follow	up	workshop	
•	Technical	level	work	shop	should	be	organized
•	Follow	up	workshop	should	be	organized	in	Mon	state
•	To	organize	follow	up	workshop	and	participants	should	be	MoE,	Mom	Literature	and	language	

group, ethnic political leaders and MNEC
•	Suggested	to	organize	such	kind	of	policy	workshop	with	very	high	level	seniors	officials	from	MoE	

(Naypyitaw)
•	How	to	make	advocacy	to	upstream	level	by	evidence	based
•	To	collect	and	combine	all	outcomes	of	workshop	and	should	prepare	term	paper/report/article	in	

accordance with findings. To be able to do so, should organize follow up workshop
•	The	roles	&	responsibilities	at	various	level(Union,	District,	Township)	to	implement	multi	lingual	

education
•	To	make	decision	how	to	teach	MTB	–	MLE,	when	to	teach,	how	to	prepare	curriculum	etc.
•	Township	level	MTB-MLE	workshop	should	be	organized
•	Should	be	National	wide	workshop
•	Follow	up	workshop	required
•	Want	to	know	how	to	fit	MTB-MLE	policy	to	national	education	policy
•	Wants	to	know	process	and	procedure	how	to	prepare	and	implement	language	policy	and	planning	
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Appendix 11:
Agenda Naypyidaw Facilitated 
Dialogue (July)

Language, Education and 
Social Cohesion

 Myanmar

Facilitated Dialogue under the auspices of the UNICEF 
Peacebuilding, Education and Advocacy Program; 
Language Education and Social Cohesion Initiative

Dates: 29–30 July, 2014
Location: Naypyidaw, Myanmar

Facilitator and Chair: Professor Joseph Lo Bianco

Language Rights.  Language Planning.  Language Policy. Language Education

	  

Language Rights.  Language Planning.  Language Policy. Language Education 

Eastern Burma Community Schools 
 

 Facilitated Dialogue under the auspices of the UNICEF Peacebuilding, 
Education and Advocacy Program; Language Education and Social 

Cohesion Initiative 

 
 

Dates: 12, 13, 14 February 2014 
Location: Mae Sot, Thailand 

 
 

Facilitator and Chair: Professor Joseph Lo Bianco 
 
 

 
 

 
ยินดีต้อนรับ 
Welcome 
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Aims and Objectives

The workshop will function along the lines of a World 
Café, meaning an open-ended exploratory solutions-

seeking facilitated dialogue. Key objectives are to discuss 
perspectives, and seek inputs and recommendations to 

advance the following fields:

Social Cohesion: by promoting an attitude of inclusion and 
participation for ethnic and indigenous minorities;

Education skills: by improving school attendance, academic 
standards and literacy;

Employment skills: by raising standards in Myanmar, 
English and mother tongues, where relevant, to help young 

people enter the competitive labour market including in 
trades and professions;

Service delivery: by implementing literacy, Myanmar 
language and communication planning to make sure that 

public administration are communicating effectively with all 
citizens;

International connections: in order to support trade, 
diplomacy and travel through widespread knowledge of 

English, and learning of strategic languages;

Inclusive communication planning: by integrating support 
for blind, deaf and other communication disabled citizens.
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Agenda, Day One 
Tuesday 29th July, 2014

FOCUS: LANGUAGE PROBLEMS AND ISSUES

We will be discussing our challenges in multilingual education, literacy, and languages development in 
Myanmar, in order to support social cohesion and promote Myanmar economic and social prosperity.

SESSION TIME ACTIVITY FORMAT DETAIL

AM 9:00-9:20 Official Opening Speeches of Welcome 

#1 AM 9:30-10:15 •	Self-presentations
•	 Introduction	to	

Workshop
•	 Icebreaker
•	Visioning	Exercise
•	Expectations	for	Friday

Facilitator 
presentations to whole 
group with translation

World Café Tables with 
hosts

•	Child:	2014	 
(5 years old)

•	PowerPoint	 
# 1: Facilitation & 
Dialogues

•	PowerPoint	 
# 2: Methods

•	PowerPoint	 
# 3: Our Agreement

Break AM 10:15-10:45 Coffee/tea break Coffee/tea break Coffee/tea break

#2 AM 10:45-12:00 •	Language	Problems
•	Language	Issues

Facilitator presentation: 
whole group
Brainstorming
General Discussion, 
whole group and with 
hosts at tables

•	PowerPoint	#	4:	
Language planning 
and policy

•	Facilitator:		LP	model;	
•	components	of	a	LP

Lunch PM 12:00-1:00 Lunch Lunch
Hosts and Facilitators 
to Organise PM 
activities

Lunch

# 3 PM 1:00-2:45 Write Policy preamble At tables with hosts Child: 2023  
(14 years old)

Break PM 2:45-3:15 Coffee/tea break Coffee/tea break Coffee/tea break

# 4 PM 3:15-4:15 Language Planning and 
Language Policy
What can the community 
do?
What can officials do?
What can schools do?

Storyboarding language 
problems/issues with 
hosts at tables

Converting language 
issues/problems into 
a narrative.  Organise 
and classify language 
problems. Tables 
to work on sets of 
problems.

# 5 PM 4:15-4:45 Wrap Up Facilitator to 
Summarise Day and 
Plan Day 2

PowerPoint # 5: 
Community/Expert/
Official
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SESSION TIME ACTIVITY FORMAT DETAIL

#6 AM 9:00-10:15 •	 Input	on	bilingualism	
in education and 
society

Facilitator 
presentation
Q/A 

•	Power	Point	#	6:	
Mother Tongue, 
Bilingual Education, 
Language Learning

Break AM 10:15-10:45 Coffee/tea break Coffee/tea break Coffee/tea break

#7 AM 10:45-12:00 •	Merge	Table	LP	drafts
•	Extend	from	

Preamble to Goals of 
Policy

General Discussion, 
whole group and with 
hosts at tables

•	Working	with	Day	One	
records

Lunch PM 12:00-1:00 Lunch Lunch
Hosts and Facilitator 
meet 

Lunch

#8 PM 1:00-2:45 •	Begin	Full	merge	of	
policy draft

General Discussion, 
whole group and with 
hosts at tables

•	Display	developing	
policy position

Break PM 2:45-3:15 Coffee/tea break Coffee/tea break Coffee/tea break

#9 PM 3:15-4:45 •	Complete	model	
policy draft

•	Present	to	whole	
group

With hosts at tables
In whole group 
session led by 
facilitator

•	Presentations	from	
hosts or table reporters

Agenda, Day Two 
Wednesday 30th July, 2014

FOCUS: LANGUAGE POLICY AND PLANNING 

We will be building on the problems and issues raised on day one to write a consensus statement 
and model language policy. We will focus on the mechanisms for a co-ordinated national language 

planning process. This will address Myanmar language, English and multilingual education in schools and 
classrooms; multilingualism in the community; how children think and develop in more than one language.
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Appendix 12:
Feedback summary Naypyidaw 
Facilitated Dialogue

Q.1 Please rate the overall seminar

Q2. Did the workshop meet your expectations?
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Q3. Please rate the quality and relevance of presentation

Q4. Please rate the quality and presentation of presenter
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Q5. What did you like best?

•	 No	emotional	discussions	during	the	workshop
•	 Conceptualization	of	setting	language	policy	and	its	related	exercise
•	 Principles
•	 The	technique	of	drawing	and	making	consensus	
•	 Mr	Joe	can	change	workshop	content	to	be	in	line	with	mood	of	participants	during	workshop
•	 I	liked	the	discussion	of	participants	with	presentation	of	language	problems
•	 The	 conversation	with	 college	 principles	 and	 professor,	 exchange	 and	 sharing	 of	 education	

knowledge and rich diverse language
•	 Approach	using	in	the	workshop
•	 Nest	discussion	on	workshop
•	 Format	 to	 brainstorming	 –	 from	 different	 groups	 drawn	 the	 wishes	 upon	 experience	 of	

community combined with authorities 
•	 Language	problems	in	the	community	
•	 It	should	be	3	or	4	day	workshop,	instead	of	2	day	one
•	 	Process	of	building	up	content	of	policy.	Examples,	especially	how	to	rescue	dying	languages	

and the nest example. 
•	 Exercises	and	discussions	on	day	2
•	 Why	LP?	Mother	tongue	or	first	language	–	how	to	use	in	education	
•	 Useful	inputs	provided	to	participants	particularly	on	conceptualisation	of	language	policy
•	 Some	real	time	example	within	presentation	
•	 I	do	like	the	presentation	concerning	about	the	ethnic	language	role	in	education	
•	 Technology	goes	to	economy
•	 Examples	 and	 options	 for	 LP	 and	 mother-tongue	 based	 multilingual	 education	 from	 other	

countries, L1 and L2 learning processes 
•	 I	like	the	presentation	
•	 Language	problems	
•	 Language	problems
•	 Principles	and	goals	of	language	planning	
•	 I	liked	every	ethnic	language	to	learn	in	education	
•	 Examples	of	other	countries	are	good
•	 Very	good
•	 Examples	of	other	countries,	presentation	very	good
•	 Very	good	presentation,	very	good	examples	

Q6. Other comments/ what suggestions for improvement? 

•	 Video	of	audio	recording;	minutes
•	 To	include	expertise	in	the	field	of	children	in	special	needs	next	workshop
•	 Ethnic	group	didn’t	change	their	attitudes,	they	think	that	Myanmar	language	is	influence	that	is	

a wrong attitude 
•	 Sometimes	move	very	quickly	
•	 Need	more	time	to	discuss
•	 To	increase	the	duration	of	workshop,	at	least	3	days	instead	of	2
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•	 Myanmar	language	improvement	for	ethnic	children	must/should	be	carried	out	by	the	elders	of	
this ethnic group who can speak and write Myanmar

•	 The	workshop	like	this	should	conduct	more	and	the	ethnic	education	issue	and	using	language	
should concern as decentralization level 

•	 Two	day	workshop	is	not	sufficient.	We	need	to	learn	more	for	developing	language	policy	
•	 To	need	to	start	language	policy	plan	
•	 More	workshop	like	this	to	get	understanding	each	other	to	strengthen	language	policy	
•	 	Future	task	oriented	discussions	should	be	incorporated	
•	 It	should	be	3	or	4	day	workshop	instead	of	2	day	one
•	 We	need	longer	duration	as	translation	needs	time	and	some	concepts	are	new	to	majority	of	

participants so it also takes time to get these
•	 Ethnic	language	is	very	useful	in	learning	process	
•	 Mother	tongue	(Myanmar)
•	 Extend	workshop	I	do	found	some	progress	in	understanding	the	problems	of	ethnic	peoples	

and their feeling concerning with the education and their ethnic languages importance
•	 Should	invite	more	ethnic	education	candidates	for	workshop
•	 Bilingual	is	relevant	to	Myanmar	
•	 To	 better	 address	 deficiencies	 of	 some	 of	 the	 Burmese	 academics	 and	 their	 denial	 of	 the	

presence of power dynamics between Burmese government and ethnic groups 
•	 I	would	like	to	get	more	information	about	language	policy	in	all	over	the	world	and	countries	
•	 I	got	the	ideas	from	other	ethnic	and	so	I	can	balance	what	I	need.	We	have	the	experience	and	

we can help each other
•	 Education	skills
•	 Every	ethnic	language	must	learn	in	primary	education	
•	 It	is	difficult	to	understand	on	policy	draft	with	a	short	period	because	it	is	a	professional	field	
•	 Policy	draft	with	a	short	time-	it	is	a	special	field	
•	 It’s	hard	to	develop/provide	feedback	on	policy	draft	with	a	short	period	because	it	is	a	special	

area/field
•	 It	has	to	development	policy	with	the	short	time	it	is	the	special	field	
 

Q7.  Do you want a follow-up workshop and what focus should it 
have? 

•	 We	would	need	a	follow	up	workshop	focussing	on	the	feedback	from	policy	makers	as	well	as	
the finalization of language policy and its implications 

•	 I	want	to	follow	up	next	workshop	and	then	many	policy	makers/	decision	makers	should	attend	
this workshop 

•	 It	should	focus	on	problems	and	actions	to	overcome	?	problems
•	 Language	policy
•	 Focus	should	be	improving	what	we	finished	at	this	workshop	and	completing	the	unfinished	

parts (including car park) 
•	 I	want	a	follow	up	workshop	and	language	planning	and	policy	
•	 Decentralization	education	issue	
•	 Focus	should	be	based	on	language	policy	(draft)	
•	 It	need	a	follow	up	workshop	and	to	decide	to	language	policy	
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•	 Strengthening	of	practical	implementation	
•	 Policy	implementation	
•	 How	to	implement	language	policy	
•	 A	follow	up	to	continue	the	effort.	Advocacy	workshop	for	high	stake	holders
•	 It	should	have	focus	to/on	social	cohesion	
•	 Wider	consultation	to	obtain	wide	range	of	inputs	from	?/wider	stakeholders	and	detail	follow	

up to elaborate the contents
•	 Keeping	track	on	what	has	been	discussed	and	agreed	for	follow	up	workshop	
•	 A	follow	up	workshop	is	still	in	need	for	?	policy	making.	It	should	focussed	on	more	flexibility	

on ethnic language for the best education system and policy for all the peoples of Myanmar, not 
be for only one. 

•	 Multilingual	education	
•	 Focus	on	language	policy	if	possible	to	invite	2	participants	
•	 Changing	curriculum
•	 To	discuss	the	complete	language	policy	draft		and	language	planning,	with	relevant	stakeholders	
•	 Focus	on	language	planning	policy	making	process	
•	 I	would	like	to	get	MLE	experience	work	together	in	Myanmar	
•	 I	want	a	follow	up	workshop	based	on	inclusive	
•	 Want	to	another	workshop	based	on	all	inclusive	
•	 Yes,	need	of	having	a	follow	up	workshop.	It	should	be	a	four	day	workshop.	
•	 We	need	follow	up	workshop.	Any	focus	related	to	the	workshop.
•	 Yes,	need	of	having	follow-up	activities.	Any	focus	related	to	the	workshop	theme.	E.g.	ethnic	

language policy (draft) 
•	 We	need	follow	up	workshop.	Any	focus	to	this	workshop.	
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